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Message from the Head of Corps

Royal Australian Engineers
Brigadier Wayne Budd, CSC

W

elcome to the 2011 Edition of Australian Sapper
magazine. Reflection on 2011 provides a picture of
another busy year for the Corps. My feel is that we
are handling the challenges well and acquitting ourselves in true
Sapper style. We remain very much committed to the conflict in
Afghanistan and must retain focus on keeping the basics right.
The operation in Afghanistan has claimed the lives of four more
of our Corps family. Corporal Richard Atkinson from 1CER, Corporal Ashley Birt from 1 Topo Svy Sqn, Sapper Rowan Robinson
from SOER and Sapper Jamie Larcombe also from 1CER served
this country, this Army and this Corps with pride and honour.
Remember them and their sacrifice as you move forward with
your service and own lives. Each one of these tragedies teaches
us a lesson about conflict and how we participate. Learn those
lessons and apply them on operations.
Operational activity in Afghanistan and the insurgent Improvised Explosive Device (IED) campaign has been driving our own
work back here to ensure that we have the best equipment capabilities, the best TTPs, the best training and the best understanding
of the threat. All Sappers who have deployed to Afghanistan will
know that they have the best Force Protection Electronic Counter
Measures available to protect against remote control IED triggers.
We have asked DSTO to complete exhaustive testing of our hand
held detection equipment and we search internationally for all
emerging technologies. Please ensure you get adequate training
on the equipment provided. It is the strength of our training that
sets us apart in our approach to combat.
We have recently ask the Government to agree to the purchase
of blast protected vehicle mounted Ground Penetrating Radar
supported by remote interrogation arms, additional vehicle roller
systems and improved blast protected high mobility tractors for
route repair. All this will be acquired with the provisions of the
Defence Capability Plan and is known within Defence as Project
NINGAUI. Sapper searchers will have the ability to search for
IEDs from within a blast proof vehicle using a GPR some twenty
times the size of current hand held equipment and with a greatly
improved probability of detection. It is a quantum leap forward
in capability for us and Sappers from 2CER have already travelled
to Canada to undertake initial training, as Canada will loan us
some of their similar equipment so we can learn how to effectively
employ it in support of operations in Afghanistan.
I also fully expect that early in the New Year we will see several new pieces of detection equipment available, new EOD Data
Loggers, new robots, new Blow-in-Place capabilities and new
search tools. The essential part of fielding all this equipment
will be an orderly introduction and the correct training. The new
troop rotation plan may help as it is intended that we will finally
have equipment available here in Australia for pre-deployment
training rather than seeing kit in Afghanistan for the first time.
The new rotation plan will also see an increase in the number of
Sappers deploying each year but should allow us to better manage fatigue and stress. I will digress here to say that if you know
that you are stressed or feeling overwhelmed, please seek help.
The ADF has recognised the need for comprehensive support
measures and there is no need to try and handle stress alone.
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For all Sappers look for
the signs in your mates
and be a mate and offer
support when needed.
Away from operations
our future Corps structures and needs in support of Army are looking more secure. I
want to congratulate the Force Engineer and his team in progressing the Modular Engineer Force – Force Modernisation Plan
(FMP) through to Army Headquarters signature in October this
year. It lays out our Corps growth path to 2016. Importantly it
links the ARES capabilities to the ARA requirements and will allow us to develop our Reserve capabilities appropriately.
In addition to the FMP, we have had two other significant
structural issues within the Corps this year. Firstly 20 EOD
Squadron was officially established and will make an important
contribution to the fight in Afghanistan. It will also allow us
develop our EOR and EOD technicians appropriately prior to deployment. Secondly, Chief of Army has decided that the title IRR
is dated and the unit will therefore be retitled the Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER). There is more to this change
than just a title. Working with Special Operations Command we
will implement a formal Special Operations Sapper employment
model which will allow effective management of personnel posted
in and out of the SOER. Personnel will remain base trade Combat Engineer but some special posting and training requirements
will be formalised to ensure that the SOER has the right skilled
personnel available. This plan should see the Corps gain valuable experience from Special Operations Command coming back
across Corps Regiments and units.
Other activities which you will read about in this edition of
Australian Sapper will include the very vital and community appreciated support to the Queensland and Victorian floods (well
done to all involved), our experience on Exercise Talisman Sabre
(some key lessons learned here again) and new EOD training initiatives to boost our capacity in support of 20 EOD Squadron.
Lastly, let me comment about the increasing number of young
Sappers out there in the Regiments. We continue to recruit
strongly for the Corps. Through the FMP we have a growth plan
which won’t simply allow us to turn on capabilities at a given time.
We need to gradually grow our strength and from this growth
build the NCO base required for new elements to units. In doing
this we must look after our new young Sappers and ensure they
get valuable training and experience.
We are busy as this quick analysis has demonstrated. We must
continue to training comprehensively for operations, introduce
new equipment effectively and keep an eye on our modernisation
pathway. An expansion of the Force Engineer staff in 2012 will
help us do all that. In 2012 we will also introduce some changes
to the RAE Foundation. WE must ensure we are aligned with the
increasing needs for support of the families of our deceased, our
wounded and their families and for those who have yet to understand they will need help in the future. Your help and support
for our Corps family will be appreciated.
Happy Sappering in 2012.

Force Engineer Branch
By Colonel John Shanahan & Major Adam Kavanah

Introduction

FEB Establishment

Last year the focus of the Force Engineer Branch (FEB) was the
Force Modernisation Review. One year on, and having completed the Force Modernisation Plan that projects the Corps’
development out to 2016 (which was very strongly supported
by Army Headquarters) and the Unit Establishment Review,
the FEB has been able to take on more of the role of Technical Control (TECHCON) of the Corps. Whereas last year there
was talk about how the FEB would be able to contribute to
advice on equipment, operations, HA/DR, as well as Engineer
planning advice to HQ FORCOMD; HQ 1 Div; HQ JOC; AHQ;
the Manoeuvre Brigades and the Engineer Regiments – 2011
has seen action take place across all of these areas and has
confirmed the validity of the Modular Engineer Force (MEF)
as a highly capable concept. The labours of some very determined individuals in the Corps in 2008 and 2009 are already
bearing fruit.
The FEB has been at the forefront of many of the Army’s key
medium and long term plans for: Plan BEERSHEBA (Like Brigades); Amphibious operations; support to current operations;
enabling Army to conduct complex warfighting operations; introducing new equipments into service such as the new Route Proving and Clearance capability (NINGAUI) which will be deployed
in Afghanistan from 2012; and a host of others. The pace has
been high tempo from the outset and if you like working from
the strategic level (Briefs and Directives for CDF) to the tactical
level (what equipment will our soldiers deploy with and use on
operations), then look no further.

As of January 2012 the FEB will be fully manned with 12 ARA
personnel. The experience that they will bring to the branch will set
the FEB up for success as the POC across Army for all operational,
equipment and structural matters relating to the Corps. The Head
of Corps remains the focus for the future development of the Corps
and he now has an organisation that can take this forward. This
will enable Units and Sub-Units to concentrate on their respective
core business, while the FEB is responsible for absorbing staff work
which prevents unnecessary work being delegated down to busy
Units that should be focusing on training and operations.
FEB staff have deployed or travelled in support of OP FLOOD
ASSIST; to the MEAO; the UK as part of the American, British,
Canadian and Australian (ABCA) Working Group; the USA for
Ex PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP 2012 planning; WA and NT for the
reconnaissance for AACAPs 2012 and 2013; the UK for the CIED
working symposium; and on Ex TALISMAN SABRE in support
of HQ 1st Division. There have also been numerous other trips
around Australia, with 2012 promising to be just as busy. We have
an aspiration to visit units next year and brief on FEB issues to
increase awareness throughout the Corps. A point to note is that
all the key issues that the FEB is dealing with are updated regularly on the Modular Engineer Force Website.
The establishment for 2012 is as shown below, with the ability to move any of the SO2/SO3/WOs from any Section into a
team to deploy on Operations or Exercises as required. With the
formalisation of the planning link with HQ 1st Division, this is
likely to become increasingly the case:

Force  Engineer  Branch  (from  Jan  2012)            
FORCE  ENG
COL  J.  Shanahan

Engr  Plans

Engr  Ops  &  Trg

Policy,  Works  &
Standards

SO1  Engr  Plans
LTCOL  S.  Gliddon

SO2  Engr  Ops
MAJ  C.  Graham

SO2  Engr  Plans
MAJ  N.  Griffith

SO3  Engr  Ops
CAPT  D.  Phillips

SO3  Engr  Plans
CAPT  M.  Silvestri

WO1  (AER)
WO1  M.  Duffy

WO1  (CE)
WO1  N.  Patrick

SO2  [ARes)  CIMIC

SO3  CONST
CAPT  J.  Plimmer

SO2  [ARes)  GRES  
/  Integration  

WO1  (Mgr  Wks)
WO1  R.  Nolan

SO2  Works  (Civ  Eng)
MAJ  E.  Tufte-Johnsen
SO3  TRF  Const
CAPT  C.  Dickens

SO3  [ARes)    LRS
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RAE OPERATIONS
General
2011 continued in the same busy vein as 2010. Engineer elements
deployed on OPs FLOOD ASSIST and YASSI ASSIST; gave support
to the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Perth
and the President of the United States visit to Australia; and conducted contingency planning for the earthquake in Japan and a
drought in Tuvalau.
1 CER on MTF 2 handed over to 3 CER on MTF 3 who completed the last rotation in the MEAO before the transition to the
36 month Force Generation Cycle, when the transition to each
manoeuvre Brigade deploying for a one year period occurred. The
first EOD Troop from 20 EOD Sqn deployed in June 2011; and
SOER continue to support SOTG as well as the other commitments mentioned above, in addition to Counter Terrorism and
Special Recovery Operations.

Above: MRTF Engineer preparing to BIP a suspected IED.

Blow In Place
While not a popular concept with all initially, the argument to give
greater freedom of movement to manoeuvre commanders was
authorised and the Blow In Place (BIP) concept was developed.
Individuals from 20 EOD Squadron, DEOTS, 381 Expeditionary
Combat Squadron and the FEB deployed to the MEAO to instruct
members of MTF-2 and SOTG on the BIP of IEDs. Subject Matter
Expert advice was sought from across the Corps – from SME, to
6 ESR, to the MEAO.
A set of SOPs was developed which tried to limit the danger
and pressure the junior RAE Commanders would be subjected
to from Manoeuvre Commanders, while still providing a tactical
capability that could actually be utilised on the battlefield and
increase the options open to personnel on the ground. The FEB interacted between CA, HOC, CATC, HQ 1 Div, JOC, RAE sub units
and other interested parties to deliver a tangible outcome which
has since been used on numerous occasions and is now firmly
“work as normal.” BIP is now likely to be an enduring training
requirement prior to deploying on operations. This short notice
deployment was a significant success that was completed in an
extremely short timeframe and to a very high standard, with the
team being drawn from both the FEB and 6 ESR.

Project NINGAUI
When a comparison is done between coalition force route clearance capabilities in recent times, it became quite clear that other
ABCA nations have a very different approach to undertaking mo-
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Above: Some of the vehicle types and equipment that makes up the
project NINGAUI overall system.
* For further information regarding this project please refer to
the specific NINGAUI article later in this publication.

bility support and route clearance operations in the MEAO. RAE
Combat Engineers have an excellent track record in route search
and mobility support, but it is clear that an extra layer of capability would reap benefits. At present the Individual; Section; Combat
Team; Explosive Detection Dog; F3 Minelab; Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR); SPARKS Roller; ISTAR assets; et al, are layered together in various forms to give protection to each other.
The advent of NINGAUI is a major step forward in providing
mounted mobility support to the tactical commanders. It will see
two GPR equipped Husky vehicles, an Interrogation Arm (IA)
equipped Husky and two SPARKs mine rollers incorporated as
further layers to give greater protection and mechanical stand off
to our dismounted searchers. There will also be two High Mobility
Engineer Excavators (HMEE) per Mobility Support Detachment
of which there will be four introduced into the MEAO. It is going
to take some time to procure the equipment bring the Australian capability into service, and in the interim period a Reciprocal
Use of Material (RUM) loan has been arrange to utilise Canadian
equipment as they withdraw from theatre. The interim capability
will comprise two GPR equipped Huskys and a Buffalo equipped
with a Mast Mounted Camera (MMC) and IA.
Personnel from 2 CER completed training in Canada in October
2011 and will be deploying in January 2012 using the Canadian
equipment and will be accompanied by personnel from the FEB
as part of the Capability Insertion Team (CIT). This represents
a huge step forward in capability in terms of protection for our
dismounted searchers.

Night Search
A need was identified from the MEAO to increase our freedom
of movement at night in order to conduct operations and reduce insurgent freedom of movement. FEB personnel, again
with members of 20 EOD Sqn have been involved in developing
training plans and 3 CER have been conducting mobility support operations at night during MTF 3. This is a significant step
forward in reducing the insurgent’s ability to second-guess our
scheme of manoeuvre.

EDD Harry
EDD Harry deployed with 2 CER on MTF 1 in 2010. This was
Harry’s second tour of Afghanistan and he was responsible for
many cache and IED finds, including Low Metal Content and No
Metal Content IEDs. During the tour he became infected with
an organism that meant, whilst completely healthy and available
as a working dog, he would not be allowed to return through
quarantine and back into Australia. Despite waiting for several

months for the levels of the organism in his body to decrease,
it was decided that they would not drop sufficiently enough for
Harry to be relocated in Australia and he spent eight months in
quarantine at Eastern Creek.
Fortunately, due to some hard work between 2 CER, SUPT
Narelle Jenz (AFP), and AHQ, EDD Harry was found an alternate
place to live. He has retired in San Diego with a US Navy Seal
Officer and is living a happy life befitting the service that EDD
Harry gave to the ADF.

TRAINING
Exercise HURT LOCKER
On 04 Feb 11, 6 Brigade (CS&ISTAR), on behalf of General Cosgrove and Chief of Army, conducted Exercise HURT LOCKER, a
Counter Improvised Explosive Device (CIED) capability demonstration at the School of Military Engineering (SME). Exercise
HURT LOCKER showcased the ADF’s capabilities depicted in the
film ‘The Hurt Locker’ as well as the unique and dangerous environment in which Army’s junior leaders are currently deploying
on operations. Staff involved came from SME, SOER and the FEB
demonstrating a series of stands and demonstrations relating
to the film and how the ADF deals with similar scenarios daily
on operations.
The demonstration was part of a leadership and team building
exercise, with a key note address and discussions led by General
Cosgrove. Participants were senior executives and business representatives from across Australia who were provided with an
interactive experience aimed to augment the subsequent leadership discussions.
Below: Hurt Locker Exercise group photo.

Above, from top: Car exploding during demonstration at SME open
day 2010; An SME instructor providing intimate knowledge on mine/IED
clearance techniques.

The feedback from the Defence representatives was particularly positive and the capability demonstration was a real success; the impact of our junior soldiers on these senior industry
leaders was exceptional. The comment from one representative
in particular: “I have 1000 people working for me and, at best,
three of them would be the quality of the most junior leader I met
today” encapsulates how effective and successful the day was and
highlights the very high quality personnel that we work alongside
within the RAE.

Exercise TALISMAN SABRE
July 2011 saw members of the FEB, supported by 19 CE Works
and 6 ESR deploy on EX TALISMAN SABRE 11 (TS11) for the
first time and form the G7 Branch in the Combined Force Land
Component Command (CFLCC) HQ. The task was to provide specialist and technical engineering advice and planning as required
during the exercise.
Having additional experts to augment the FEB proved very
useful in the provision of high level TECHCON advice to Commander CFLCC and also to develop the scenarios to ensure the
whole range of engineer capabilities were utilised. Initially, there
was a slight reluctance to fully utilise the team, but they very
quickly integrated into the HQ and were soon moved to the Joint
Effects Cell where they became responsible for planning some of
the key CFLCC activities for Commander 1st Division.
While the main FEB effort was located in Canungra, a secondary, smaller team of two was dispatched as Observer – Trainers for
one of the sub-units in the field environment. Due to the recent
floods, existing damage from previous exercises and the potential
for causing further damage to the range, the team was reassigned
to EXCON and became the DAMCON assessment ‘experts’. Their
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role was both to advise where the Task Force could conduct their
manoeuvre training and to produce a report encompassing all preexisting damage with that caused during Ex TS11. While DAMCON may seem like a side issue and a capacity-consuming issue,
keeping the training areas we have in good order is vital for future
training and this must be instilled in the Manoeuvre Brigades we
support. Due to the levels of rainfall, this rapidly became a Three
Star General issue and the team were fundamental to the successful execution of the exercise.

Contractor Delivered EOD Training
The Corps is now four months into the contracted delivery of
EOD related training. This initiative has been extremely successful and resulted in a significant increase to capability. Courses
being delivered include the US EOD conversion course; Target
Supervisor Course; Ordnance Hazard Reduction (OHR); BIP IED;
and the Number Two IEDD Course. This training and the high
pass rate (95-100%) on each course are directly attributable to 20
EOD Sqn reaching Full Operating Capability (FOC) ten months
earlier than anticipated – in Jan 2012 – rather than Oct 2012,
which is a fantastic result. By the end of the contract, it is expected
that there will be 23 more EOD technicians, 40 BIP IED trained
personnel, 17 OHR personnel and nine Number Two IEDD operators. This has significantly aided in the CA directed remediation
of EOD capability.

Below: Contractors providing EOD trainees with operational planning
and task conduct advice.

AACAP
AACAP in 2011 was very successfully executed by 19 CE Wks in
Fitzroy Crossing in WA. Whilst it was the first time that a Construction Squadron had not deployed, the project management
complexities of distance, budgets, community expectations and
contract management were a real challenge.
Significant effort has been expended this year to try and improve the efficiency of AACAP tasking and to give a greater lead
time in the development of the project by 19 CE Wks and 6 ESR.
Planning is now taking place two years out in conjunction with
civilian agencies. 2012 will see work taking place in the Dampier
Peninsula, WA, with 2013 being in the Northern Territories.
AACAP is an outstanding example of a successful Community
Engagement activity, but is also directly related to the operational
roles of both 19 CE Wks and 6 ESR for Disaster Relief / Humanitarian Assistance operations.

CORPS ISSUES
Projects
As new equipment is introduced into service, FEB staff provides assistance and advice to successfully bring these capabilities into the Corps. While the branch does not take the
lead in any project, it has been involved in assisting the Directorate of Combined Arms Development with Project NINGAUI and Capability Development Group with Project 2110
1B (CBRN Equipment), and Land 998 and 155 (replacement
aviation fire fighting vehicle and Bridging respectively) assisting DMO and CDG.
One such project is the new platform for Army Emergency
Responders (AER). After more than 35 years of dedicated service the D911 Mercedes Benz Rural Fire Tender is being replaced
by the Truck, Fire Fighting, Rural (TFFR), Emergency Response
Vehicle (ERV).
Based on a HINO 500 Series, 4 x 4, crew/cab chassis, the vehicle is fitted with a 3000 litre water tank, used for both fire fighting
and crew protection. The fire fighting system has the capability
of dispensing both Class A and B foam from dedicated holding
tanks and a remote controlled nozzle (RCN) is mounted to the
front of the vehicle and operated via a joystick fitted in the cab.
The ERV’s will be delivered to the CERs and AER Sections over
the next six months.
Below: Truck, Fire Fighting, Rural.
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RPDE
Rapid Prototyping, Development and Evaluation is a partnership
between Defence and Industry, created to address Defence’s complex capability questions. It is a collaborative think tank comprising Defence, industry and academia.
What does that mean for the Corps?
If a member of the Corps identifies an issue that they believe holds
back the ADF’s ability to effectively and safely undertake operations, then participants within RPDE work in an environment to
find the best workable solution to the issue. If anybody believes
they have identified such a shortfall or issue, they should engage
with the FEB to see how an application to RPDE can be progressed.
There are several criteria that must be met, but personnel within
the FEB can assist with this. The key is to engage with SO2 Ops
and Trg, who is the branch lead for RPDE applications.

Update On EOD Wing And Dive School
Transfer To DEOTS And RANDS
Both Diving and Explosive Ordnance Disposal training has been
combined with the other services. What this means for Army is
that dive training will be joint and under the responsibility of
Navy, with the RAE being the lead for Army. This is especially
relevant as move forward into developing Australia’s amphibious capability from 2013 onwards. In 2012, the current Army
Diving Section and RAN Diving School will integrate to form the
ADF Diving School at HMAS Penguin. The FEB has been working

closely with SME and AHQ to assist with the development of
the Training Needs Analysis and capability review to ensure that
future diving training meets Army’s employment needs.
In 2012, the Explosive Ordnance Demolitions Cell at SME
will be transferred to the Defence Explosive Ordnance Training
School (DEOTS) at Orchard Hills, Western Sydney. As per dive
training, EOD and EOR training program has been rationalised
and will now be joint and under the responsibility of Air Force,
with the respective service training schools being integrated. This
rationalisation was the result of the CDF directive to remediate
the shortage of EOD technicians on Operations. As part of the
EOD remediation process and through the EOD Contractor delivered training mentioned previously, the FEB have been involved
in providing additional resources to DEOTS through the provision
of the additional EOD kits

Conclusion
Army, and hence the RAE, is going through a period of high
operational tempo and major change. The formation of the
FEB has been fundamental to ensuring that Army’s future development is supported by the appropriate manoeuvre support
capability in terms of structures, equipment, training and personnel. There is much to do to ensure that these capabilities
are actually brought into service, but we have considerable
support from the top of the tree. We face considerable challenges as a Corps, but the FEB is in the thick of it and it is a
good place to be.

Corps Capability Development
Army Headquarters
By Lieutenant Colonel Robert Sanders & Major Michael Brereton
The Engineer Cell in the Directorate of Combined Arms Development – Army is responsible for the Corps user representation in
all major and minor projects relating to capability development
requirements. The cell is the link between the good ideas and reality, progressing requirements through the formal Defence Capability Plan processes, shorter notice requirements through Army
Minor Projects or through the Land Capability Battleworthiness
Board for support to current operations.
The project list includes:
t +PJOU1SPKFDU +1 o+PJOU$*&%
t +1o$#3/%FGFODF
t +1o#VML-JRVJE%JTUSJCVUJPO
t +1o%FQMPZBCMF40&3
t +1o"WJBUJPO'JSF5SVDL
t -BOEo$PVOUFSNJOF
t -o&OIBODFE(BQ$SPTTJOH
t -o&YQFEJUJPOBSZ"JSëFME3FTDVFBOE'JSF'JHIUJOH
t "SNZ.JOPS1SPKFDU ".1 -JHIU8IFFMFE5SBDUPS
t ".17JCSBUJOH3PMMFS
t ".13FDPO3PCPUT
t ".1&0%,JUT
t ".13VSBM'JSF5FOEFSTBOE
t &OHJOFFSTQFDJëDJOQVUTJOUPPUIFSNBKPSBOENJOPSQSPKFDUT

The cell also works on other areas of Corps capability, including
Army Working Divers, the Explosive Ordnance Detection capability,
implementation of the Modular Engineer Force, Corps inputs into
higher level force structure requirements and pretty much anything
else that has an Engineer requirement across Army Headquarters.
In addition, the cell also addresses many short-notice and operationally urgent capability requirements in support of current
operations. This year, work in this area has included acquisition
of light reconnaissance robots, or remotely piloted vehicle – light
(RPV-L) for engineer search capabilities in Afghanistan, acquisition
of additional CBRN equipment, replacement of F1 detectors with
F3 through sustainment, acquisition of Vallon MineHound dualmode detectors for Afghanistan, acquisition of search gaff hooks,
as well as progression of a number of requirements in support of
Engineer Search capabilities, both mounted and dismounted. Additionally, the cell has been working on progression of the Explosive
Detection Dog (EDD) capability, to include facilities and vehicle requirements, acquisition and training of further animals, veterinary
support, and allocation of PMKeyS numbers for the EDDs.
The cell’s focus this year has been weighted towards support
to operations and progression of Project NINGAUI. Next year
will see more of the same, with the addition of preparation for
Army’s next force structure review, in preparation for the next
Defence White Paper.
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60 Second Quick Fire
KNOW YOUR SENIOR ENGINEERS
Major General Stephen Day, DSC
Head of Joint Capability and
Coordination,VCDF Group.
Your family has a long
generational history of service.
What elements of your family’s
personal and professional
personality do you keep alive
today in your current work?
There is no greater privilege
in life than to be given the
responsibility to lead your fellow
FLWL]HQV$QGWKHRSSRUWXQLW\
to lead your nation’s soldiers
in war, to be responsible for their very lives, is at once the
greatest and most humbling of duties. And because it is an
unparalleled privilege you need to put your responsibilities
LQWKLVRUGHU)LUVWDQGÀUVWHYHU\WLPHSXWWKHQHHGVWKH
honour and the reputation of the Army. Second, arrange
for the needs, the safety and the welfare of those whom
you have the good fortune to lead. Last, and last every time,
put your own needs, your own comfort, your own safety.
What is the best Military advice your
Father and Grandfathers gave you?
Same as above.
What is your best memory of your Father and
Grandfathers service before you joined?
Seeing Dad framed by the front door at
home on his return from Vietnam.
What drove you to join the Army?
Adventure.
Ever caught with contraband in the lines whilst at
Portsea? If so, what was it? How many extras?
No, Portsea was a struggle for me. So I was too busy, in what
might otherwise have been spare time, trying to catch up.
What advice do you wish you had been
JLYHQDVDQ2IÀFHU&DGHW"
Respect all men, but be awed by none.
Why the RAE?
Of the two RAE instructors at Portsea, one was the
toughest soldier there, the other was the smartest.
6RLWVHHPHGOLNHDJRRGRXWÀW«DQG,ZDVULJKW
Best and worst memory of your deployments?
The best is being with mates, the worst was the
mosquitoes in East Timor, they were so big you could
hear them changing gears as they approached.

Most rewarding posting or job?
&DQQRWVSOLWEHWZHHQ&2&(5DQG&20'%GH
Most challenging posting or job?
Director of Strategic Operations, Iraq.
In one paragraph, explain your current task and role:
I have responsibilities for the both the future and today.
For the future my task is to identify the challenges
IRUMRLQWRSHUDWLRQVÀJXUHRXWKRZZHPLJKWWDFNOH
these and then use this to guide concepts, doctrine
and capability development. For the present I work on
integrating existing single Service capabilities to deliver
MRLQWFDSDELOLWLHVVXFKDV&,65MRLQWÀUHVF\EHUZDUIDUH
and simulation. I also oversee the ADF’s preparedness
management system and the Counter IED Task Force.
What is your number one priority as the
Head of Joint Capability Coordination?
6XSSRUWWRWURRSVLQWKHÀHOGIRUPHWKDWSUHGRPLQDQWO\
means Counter IED and force protection.
You are the current Patron for Army Cricket.
Does your involvement with Army Cricket come
through a passion for the game itself?
Yes, I played for Army and what was then known as
Combined Services (that is before we had the term ADF!)
Batting or Bowling?
Opened the bowling, held up the tail.
'R\RXVWLOOWLHEDWVPHQLQNQRWVRUPDNHÀHOGVPHQFKDVH
leather? Or have the aches and pains taken over?
I retired when I realised that I was running
in faster than I was bowling.
8QLRQRU/HDJXH"
%RWKWKRXJK8QLRQKDVEHFRPHRYHUUHIHUHHG
and is less attractive to watch these days.
First thought that comes to your mind when you
hear “Wallabies beaten by All Blacks in Semi”:
Not again!
Last movie seen?
$YDWDU«QRWDVJRRGDVWKHK\SHKDGVXJJHVWHG
Favourite Author?
Field Marshal William Slim
Do you have a nickname?
Not one that anyone has been prepared
to share with me in recent times.
Who is your sporting hero and why?
Adam Gilchrist, extraordinary talent coupled
with moral courage and integrity.
What advice would you give to a young
person just starting their Army career?
Always put your best foot forward, give everyone a fair go.

)DYRXULWH8QLYHUVLW\VXEMHFW"
Rehearsals for graduation ceremony.

Who from history would you most like to have met?
Field Marshal William Slim

Do you speak any other languages?
,QGRQHVLDQEXWSUHWW\ZHDNWKHVHGD\V«ZDV
XVHIXOZKHQZHÀUVWGHSOR\HGWR(DVW7LPRU

Favourite food?
0\ZLIH·VKRPHPDGHSL]]D

You have three children. Have any of them become
the fourth generation to serve the Army?
Yes, a son who serves in the cavalry.
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Favourite place in Australia and Overseas?
Queensland
What is next for MAJGEN Day?
Chief of Plans, International Joint Command, Afghanistan.
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School of Military Engineering

L

Restructured to Face the Challenges
of an Adaptive Army

ast year’s magazine informed readers about the school’s
move to Holsworthy Barracks in early 2015. The reality of the move occurring is more real than ever with
key staff at the school feverishly working hard to inform the
IAD Moorebank Unit Relocation Project Manager, Managing
Contractor and large number of consultants of the school’s future (user) needs and best design. Work on the 30% Detailed
Business Case is almost complete and will be presented to the
Parliamentary works Committee (PWC) in February next year.
A final decision will be taken by PWC in June 2012 with works
expected to commence around late 2012. I can inform you that
we have been working hard to achieve a design that we can be
proud to call the ‘Home of the Sapper’. We understand that our
Corps’ heritage and traditions are important to us all and so we
recognise the need to weave important icons, memorials and
parts of buildings such as ‘All Saints Chapel’ into the fabric of
the school’s new location.
The transfer of Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Section
(within Specialist Engineering Wing) to the Defence Explosive
Ordnance Training School (DEOTS), Orchard Hills, is upon us
and will take effect 1 January 2012. Seven positions and equipment are in the process of being transferred to DEOTS. The team
achieved good results this year graduating 17 EOD Technicians
over two courses; a significant improvement on previous year’s
results. Both staff and trainees put in many hours of hard work
to achieve this outcome. I am particularly proud of the staff’s willingness to embrace mentoring as an approach to training. Given
their professional standards and great attitude, I am confident the
team will serve DEOTS and the joint training domain well.
In time the Army Working Diver School will be transferred to
the Royal Australian Navy Dive School (RANDS). Work is ongoing and it is anticipated that the transfer date of 1 July 2012 will
still be met.
Training Rehabilitation Wing (TRW) moved to new purpose
built facilities within Holsworthy Barracks last March; which effectively doubled wing’s capacity to 84 trainees. TRW continues to
mature and refine its processes and is achieving good rehabilitation outcomes for CATC and ALTC schools. Last September, TRW
was selected as a finalist in the 2011 Safety Rehabilitation and
Compensation Commission Safety Awards, as an organisation
that has demonstrated excellence and innovation in rehabilitation and return to work. TRW has been selected for setting the
benchmark for rehabilitation within the Australian Army. Unfortunately, they did not win the category but received honourable
recognition for a commendable effort.
For the most part of the year school has been actively engaged
in TMP development with CATC. Progress has been made but
there is still more to be done. Of note, we are close to having the
ROBC TMP approved by the end of the year; the first in well over
a decade. Highlights of the new package include incorporation of
qualifications, such as Search Advisor; and technical engineering
skill sets into the course.
Looking into 2012, review work with CATC will continue on
the combat engineer suite of promotion courses and both Construction Wing and Geospatial Engineering Wing will focus on
providing subject matter expertise support to the development
of their respective suite of promotion courses. The school eagerly

awaits the introduction into service of the Australian Protected
Route Clearance Capability and has begun preliminary planning
so that we are best postured to deliver training on the system
when it arrives.
SME has worked hard throughout 2011 to meet its directed
training requirement. I am proud of the team posted to SME
– they are passionate about what they do and I want to publicly
recognise their efforts. They are genuinely keen to deliver the
best quality of training possible to our sappers and other service
trainees. We hope to consolidate on what has been achieved this
year and to continue raising the bar in 2012 on the quality of
training that we deliver.
I trust that you enjoy reading the wing’s contributions.
Good sappering.
Ubique
LTCOL A. Hollink
CO/CI SME
DHOC RAE

Specialist Engineer Wing
SEW has continued in 2011 under a restructure that sees the wing manage and deliver all
Combat Engineer training at SME not involving IETs, whilst also delivering the majority of
specialist skill-set training on the RAE ROBC
and the subject 4 promotional courses. Basic Combat Engineering
Section (encompassing Demolitions and Field Engineering) has
continued to develop and refine the water purification training
curriculum based on the ROPU/WOPU platform, whilst welcoming a new QMSI and continuing to provide the highest quality of
demolitions instruction across all ranks.
Force Protection Section (encompassing Search, EDD, and
MWF/EHAPT Cells) has continued to provide timely and relevant training across the all-corps and tri-service environments
with Explosive Hazards Awareness and Protection training
(EHAPT), and detailed specialist training for RAE personnel
in the areas of search and EDD operations. One of the biggest
successes this year for this Section has been the increase in the
number of EDD Handlers produced at SME. Coupled with an
enhanced on-the-job training period, the EDD Cell has produced
and increased the number of EDD’s and handlers graduating
from SME resulting in a direct enhancement in the current deployable Engineer forces and an increase in force protection for
Australian Forces deployed.
CBRND Section has continued to provide high quality training
outcomes for trainees whilst managing a transition that has seen
qualifications tailored to include CBRND Advisor, Supervisor, and
Assistant Supervisor.
Maritime Section (encompassing Army Dive Wing and WAB)
has been intimately involved in the largest and most dedicated
review into ADF Diving conducted in the lifespan of the capability.
With a clearly defined Capability and Training Needs Analysis, the
RAN and Army are uniquely placed to deliver modules of interservice dive training, complemented by specialist single-service
training that will meet the needs that Army has for its divers.
These efforts will shortly culminate in the formation of the ADF
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Dive School, combining the efforts and staff of the RAN Dive
School and Army Dive Wing. Back at SME, WAB has continued
in tireless efforts to qualify officers and soldiers in the MGB, FSB,
FMB, and BEPB.
Last but certainly not least, the EOD Section has continued
its tireless efforts to train and qualify selected members in this
highly specialised skill-set. Justifiably the SEW main-effort in
2011, EOD Section has been provided the resources and personnel consummate with the directed requirement to fill existing
EOD vacancies - without compromising essential standards.
Concurrently, SEW has been planning for the transfer of command and relocation of the EOD section from SME to the Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School (DEOTS) in 2012. In
a seismic and cultural change to the RAE EOD trade, commencing
in January 2012, all EOD technicians will be trained at DEOTS
in the tri-service environment. RAE instructors will be provided
to DEOTS in similar numbers to those EOD and EOR personnel
currently posted to the EOD section at SME.
Basic Combat Engineering Section
Field Engineering Cell. 2011 has provided the opportunity for the
Section to continue important training initiatives with a number
of issues being addressed to enhance Corps capability. The ROPU/
WOPU has continued to pose a number of training, logistical
and policy challenges. Initial introduction into service training is
starting to show signs of skills fade across the Corps. A consolidated
approach with the Force Engineer Branch at the helm has been
established to rectify these issues. The overarching intent is to train
bulk water purification as a speciality course at the CPL-SGT level
to man Bde level water points with Sappers in support and develop
with ALTC a maintainer’s course for RAEME tradesman.
Chainsaw training, in particular tree felling and emergency
response is an ongoing policy debate. At the moment Sappers
only train to safely cut logs already on the ground and small vertical poles in a controlled environment. The Cyclone Yasi/Larry
& Brisbane Floods PARs highlighted the shortfalls in chainsaw
numbers and skill across all Corps, not just RAE. All ARA (and
some ARES) RAE units have a standing order, sometimes by location/association only, to provide disaster response. Inevitably
this involves conducting risky chainsaw operations in unstable and unfamiliar circumstances. Much work continues in the
SME regarding the nature of chainsaw operations and training
in the RAE and how this training and responsibility will look in
the future. Surprisingly, it is a very technical issue with many
areas of concern. Such areas for consideration in the production of a relevant, technical and safe chainsaw operations course
are the length of training time required to be fully qualified in
‘forestry operations’ and the relevant Defence OH&S and RTO
considerations. The BCE Section have attended Advanced Tree
Felling with TAFE this year to further enable their task and will
continue to address the most appropriate methods to swiftly
resolve this topic so that Sappers can safely and technically attend to tree felling in support of wider Defence and community
operations during disaster relief.
On other training matters, BCE have also supported training for ROBC ARA & GRES, Sub 4 SGT & CPL Combat Engineer
courses and other external training activities across the SME.
Demolitions. Over the last year there have been a
number of changes to the structure of courses run by the
Demolitions Cell in SEW. These changes have been made to
bring documentation up to date and also to make delivery of
courses more straightforward. Firstly, we have updated the
Demolitions Supervisor TMP from the 2004 version to bring it
into line with the current CATC guidelines. This process took
around 5 months to complete and involved us working closely
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with CATC. The major element of the update is to allow us to
incorporate new equipment into our training, such as Shock
Tube and Nonel initiation systems.
We are also in the process of updating the Demolitions Pam 3-66 with the Doctrine. The current version has a number of anomalies
which we are rectifying. This should make it more user-friendly for
all, and we have had a number of good ideas from members with
operation experience on additions. Dems Cell is always receptive to
good ideas and if you have any, please forward them to SME.
Another key change we have made this year has been to update
the Demolitions Supervisor Five-Yearly Requalification process.
Previously an open book exercise, the process is now more formal
with two distinct requalification routes. For Supervisors seeking
to re-qualify within 5 years of their previous qualification, we have
introduced a 3-day course run by their units. The Demolitions
Cell drafted this new training package, which is implemented
by a TMP provided by CATC. For Supervisors outside their 5
year requalification window, we have introduced a more in-depth
course, again able to be run by units. The difference here is that
the Supervisor must prove competency by carrying out an OIC
and SO appointment on a range practice as part of their requalification process (please refer to the following page for a flowchart of
the requal process).
We have experienced a number of issues with range maintenance throughout the year. It is becoming increasingly apparent
that all dems range uses across the country are to remove all
waste at the end of the practice. From experience, for frequently
used ranges it is often economical to leave partial targets for
recycling on site at a later date. A number of units do not have
the luxury of plant and tipper support to remove waste organically, and SME has liaised with Range Control Holsworthy and
other local user units to establish a standing tender with DSG to
contract rubbish/used target removal. With some slight modification to the range it will enable recycling to occur easily and
units not able to move their own waste will not have to miss out
on training. This also encompasses an SRP initiative of recycling
the large amount of steel and concrete with local contractors to
enable cost-recovery on these contracts. The cell recommends
that units who frequently use multi-user gazetted dems ranges
consider similar options.
At the development end of the spectrum there are a number
of issues Dems Cell are working on. We are looking at implementation of a number of contemporary techniques and equipment.
These include:
t *OUSPEVDUJPOPG.JOJTISJLFUPBMMEFNTVTFST
t *OUSPEVDUJPOPG3FNPUF*OJUJBUJPO'JSJOH4ZTUFN 3*'4 UPBMM
dems users in parallel to shrike.
t /POFMTIPDLUVCFJOJUJBUJPOBEBQUPSGPS.JOJTISJLF
t *OUSPEVDUJPOBDDFTTUPJOTFSWJDFTQFDJBMUZFYQMPTJWFOBUVSFT
such as Blade, ACE, Shearcord and the suite of Nonel/Shocktube delay initiators.
t 4JNQMJGZJOHUIFZFBSMZSFRVBMJëDBUJPOQSPDFTTGVSUIFSCZEFveloping an online package on CAMPUS, looking to lessen the
requirement to run courses and ranges.
t &YBNJOJOHFYQBOTJPOTPONFDIBOJDBMCSFBDIJOHJOTUSVDUJPO
t 3FWJFXJOH5.1TUPCFCSPBEFSJOEFëOJUJPOTUPBMMPXXJEFS
scope for training whilst still maintaining employment specs.
t &TUBCMJTINFOUPGBQVSQPTFEFTJHOFEVSCBOCSFBDIJOHGBDJMJUZ
at Dems 2 HTA to allow trainees to experience breaching at
close distances whilst still maintaining safety.
t 3FNPWBMPG#&44GSPNUIFUSBJOJOHDPOUJOVVNBOESFQMBDJOH
the capability with RIFS and standard BNS.
The cell is keen to hear feedback on these issues and if there are any
good demolitions ideas across the Corps - we are keen to listen.

PRE  5
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RETURN
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NO
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PASS?
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TO  APPLY  FOR  TMP
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ATTEND  FULL  DEMS
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UPDATE
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YES

UNIT  RAISES  ROA  
ENTERS  PROFICIENCY
UPDATE  IN  PMKEYS
PD&T

CLOSE  OFF  
COURSE
SESSION

Demolitions Supervisor
Requalification Process
– Five yearly
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PROFICIENCY
EXPIRY  DATE

DEMOLITIONS  SUPERVISOR  REQUALIFICATION  PROCESS  –  FIVE  YEARLY

CLOSE  OFF  COURSE  IAW  CATC
&  UNIT SOPS

For  all  enquiries,  please contact  SME  Demolitions Cell  on  +612  8782  4071 or +612 8782  1568

Force Protection Section
Search. As search operations continue to play a vital role in both
overseas and domestic operations, commanders and Sappers at
all levels have continued to face an ever-changing and varied
threat, compounded by imposed constraints and restrictions and
a challenging environment from which to operate in. With this
at the forefront of thinking, a conscious decision was made in
2011 to challenge search trainees in ‘how to think’, not ‘what to
think’. Using doctrine as the tool, commanders across all ranks on
the ROBC and subject courses have been subjected to scenarios
that reinforce the mindset that ‘doctrine is a tool from which
the commander can make an informed decision’. The main effort
within this renewed focus was set as the development of the
threat assessment, and the importance of detailed and thorough
search planning. A variety of practical and theory activities and
assessments have successfully reinforced and confirmed this
training outcome in 2011. With the current tempo of operations,
it should come as no surprise that search trainees in 2011 have
already deployed and conducted search operations in the MEAO,
as well as domestically in support of high profile government
and sporting events. This has included foreign exchange trainees
providing a search advisor / team commander capability to the
Rugby World Cup in New Zealand, as well as our own trainees
operating in support of the Commonwealth Heads of Government
Meeting in Perth.
As mentioned, search doctrine continues to provide the framework from which all search training at SME is to be conducted,
focusing on ‘a war’ and not ‘the war’. Current operations have

provided the opportunity for search advisors and Sappers across
all units of the Corps to adapt and enhance doctrine based on
theatre specific threat and environmental factors – with theatre and rotation specific TTPs providing the tangible evidence of
this evolution in the search methodology. After conducting these
search operations in several theatres for such a protracted period
of time, there are now clear TTPs that are suitable for ‘a war’ and
not just ‘the war’, and therefore warrant inclusion into doctrine.
These areas include additional formations for mounted and dismounted route searches, an increased emphasis of searching open
areas for the future occupation of friendly forces, and a more concise delineation between the role of the Combat Engineer searcher
and the role of the EOD or IEDD Technician, including the process for the transfer of technical control of a site. Clearly not all
search TTPs currently being used in Afghanistan are suitable for
the broader environment that doctrine aims to provide for. The
ability to provide commanders with additional options for the
conduct of search operations will clearly increase the flexibility
available to RAE search teams, whilst providing the necessary
detail on the relevant constraints, restrictions, strengths and
vulnerabilities of each formation. The end state of these doctrine
amendments / insertions is to provide the RAE Search Advisor
or Team Commander with flexible options, fully understanding
the risk undertaken, from which to make an informed decision on
how best to employ the search assets under their command.
Explosive Detection Dogs. The provision of quality EDD and
handlers to the RAE continues to be a high priority within SEW.
The tempo of current operations has seen increases in the directed
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training requirement for EDD handlers, with 8 graduates in 2011,
and a forecasted panel of 12 trainees in 2012. The quality and
experience of EDD handlers has increased with the reintroduction
of 12 month long-term schooling, allowing handlers to complete
their formal course and consolidate their training with a 6 month
period of on-the-job experience. This OJE period has seen handlers
conduct operations in support of domestic search tasks, as well as
conduct the necessary re-teaming and operational assessments in
order to maintain the EDD operational capability and reserve. The
standard of EDD handlers produced in 2010 and 2011 is a direct
reflection of the tireless efforts of the small, yet highly dedicated
team of instructors over the past 2 years.
Mine Warfare / Explosive Hazards Awareness and
Protection. Under the direction of a new US exchange Master
Sergeant (MSG), MWF and EHAP has continued to provide
timely and relevant training to trainees across the ADF in 2011.
EHAP training is designed to reinforce the adage that explosive
hazards awareness and basic prevention / protection methods
are very much an all-corps and tri-service responsibility, and
not just a specialist EOD or RAE function. The management
of the three EHAP TMPs by the MWF / EHAP Cell at SME
now sees these modules delivered to all trainees at key career
milestones throughout their career, from point of entry training
(at RMC or Kapooka) through to subject and grade courses as
an officer or soldier progresses through the ranks. This training
is complemented by the conduct of the EHA Instructors Course
(EHAIC), conducted at SME, where all ranks can qualify to deliver
the three EHAP TMPs at their respective units. These courses, at
the all-corps / tri-service level, have provided countless deploying
units with the skill-sets and knowledge base to improve force
protection in the explosive hazards environment.
Overall, Force Protection Section has continued to build on
very good achievements from the previous few years. A dedicated
instructional team has continued to provide training in the normal framework of operations (such as MWF) whilst providing enhanced, specialist training to those Sappers and officers intending
to specialise in the fields of search or EDD handling / supervising.
Whilst this has increased capability within RAE, the efforts and
advancements achieved within EHAP have provided a capability and knowledge increase across the ADF and those countries
who have participated in selected foreign exchange training opp
ortunities here at the SME.
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Section
2011 has seen the introduction of the new EOD and EOR kits to
SME, allowing students the opportunity to learn and train with
the latest equipment. With the introduction of gear ranging from
simple ruggedized digital cameras to the new Wide Angle Robot
Vehicular Vision System (WARVVS) for the TALON RPV, which is
a mast mounted camera incorporating a fish eye lens and standard lens with 26:1 zoom. These latest tools for the EOD technician
can be challenging to initially learn, but once this equipment is
mastered the efficient employment of the new technology allows
for increased speed and safety for EOD operations.
The first EOD course of 2011 showed a good representation
of the tri-service environment in which EOD now operates, with
several Navy and Air Force students attending alongside both
RAAOC and RAE soldiers. The knowledge and skills brought from
these diverse backgrounds provided an excellent opportunity for
the course members to learn from each other and bring different
solutions to problems faced in the conduct of EOD training.
This will be the final submission to the Sapper Magazine from
the SME EOD section, due to the impending move to Defence
Establishment Orchard Hills near Penrith in January 2012. Although this can be perceived as the end of an era, the move of
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EOD training to a tri-service instructional environment is seen
as a step forward. The first EOR and EOD courses of 2012 at the
Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School (DEOTS) will see
RAE instructors working alongside RAN and RAAF EOD instructors in a joint service environment.
The entirety of the EOD section will relocate to DEOTS in December, including all of the current EOD positions. There will be
a CAPT holding the position of OIC EOD, and the WO2 position
will become the ADF EOD WO. There will still be four EOD SGT
and an EOR CPL instructor positions. Overall the single delivery point for EOD training will ensure that all students from all
services are trained identically, and with a broader knowledge
base to draw from.
Maritime Section
Watermanship and Bridging. In 2011 WAB have continued to
provide specialist support to components of the ROBC as well
as Subject 4 courses for both Sergeant and Corporal. WAB have
also planned and executed specialist training to qualify members
of 17 Const Sqn and 21 Const Sqn in the operation of the Fixed
Modular Bridge. WAB has also conducted courses to qualify
Sappers in the operation and maintenance of the Bridge Erection
Propulsion Boat (BEPB) and Floating Support Bridge (FSB), with
the assistance of SGT Wesson, CPL Miller and LCPL Price. 2011
has also seen the start of the refurbishment of the FSB modules,
and further progression towards the completion of the current
MGB refurbishment.
Army Dive Wing. ADW staff along with countless supporting
members from outside units, have continued to work on the
review and amendment of the Army Dive Wing suite of courses
to bring them inline with the niche capability that Army Working
Diver currently provide to Army. Additionally, ADW staff has
conducted a review of equipment within Army which has seen
staff travelling to all Army dive units to review and provide
feedback on equipment shortfalls and capability to AHQ.
ADW has seen through four courses this year, graduating one
Dive Supervising Officer Demolitions (DSO(D)), 12 Army Work
Diver Demolitions (AWD(D)), one Diver Supervising Officer
(AWDSO) and 13 Army Work Divers (AWD). ADW has also spent
considerable time on re-training and requalified divers from all
Sydney units, 1CER and 3 FD SQN conducting 3 - 7 day requalification’s at HMAS PENGUIN and outside unit dive locations.
ADW has provided DSO and diver support in several exercises
conducted this year with 3 Field Squadron conducting underwater search, navigation and construction tasks and with 35 Water
Transport providing a Ready Response Rescue Dive Team during
a three week exercise ‘SURFING PENGUIN ‘ which saw Lark’s Surf
for the first time in years.
With the year ending at turbo pace, ADW will move into a temporary location out the back of HMAS PENGUIN whilst ‘state
of the art’ renovations are made to the Dive School which will
see ADW move into one of the best dive facilities in the country
sometime in 2013.
Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear Defence Section
CBRND commenced the year with three new TMP’s resulting in
numerous changes and updates to previous teachings. This, coupled with the updating of CBRND doctrine, both Australian and
Joint (ABCA), allowed for the training being delivered to begin
developing and improving. With the new detection and monitoring equipment arriving, as part of JP2110 PH1A (AP4C chemical
monitor, LCD3.2 chemical monitor, SOR/T and XOM/T radiological monitoring systems), students on recent courses have commenced receiving the training and qualification for each system.
In addition, various changes have occurred within the CBRND

store resulting in aging equipment being replaced or repaired and
brought back to a useable state.
The pending release of DI (G) OPS 15-1 (AL3) Policy for the
development of the capability to conduct operations in a CBRN
environment and ADDP 3.4 (Edition 2) CBRN Defence will ensure
that CBRND within the ADF is maintained to a high standard and
continually developed. Furthermore, aligned with JP2110 PH1B
and its eventual rollout, the future of CBRND within the ADF is
moving into busy and exciting period.
By CAPT Trav Day

Engineer Tactics Wing
Following a much enjoyed Christmas stand down
period, the staff of ETW returned fully energised
and ready for another training year in 2011. With
the exception of the OC and 2IC, all other positions where filled by new staff; some returning to
the Home of the Sapper for the first time since completing there own
basic and career training; and others, such as the WSM returning to
enjoy the delights of Western Sydney and SME for the fourth time.
The joys of the festive season were soon forgotten as the year
took off at a blistering pace. CPL Scott Newton quickly established the ETW Ops Cell with CPL’s Jason Carr, Ben Gill and Ed
Hammond to support the running of the multitude of promotion
courses conducted by ETW. During this time, the Course Leaders
were busy reviewing the Training Management Packages and lessons for relevance, prior to receiving the influx of trainees.
As is the case every year, the first course to commence was the
RAE ROBC with 35 new Lieutenants arriving to commence their
integration into the Corps including three New Zealand Officers
and a PNG Officer. The training included a grounding in all the
RAE skills from Mine Warfare to Bridging to Search and everything in between. The course worked hard and graduated in early
August to take up their positions as Troop Commanders within
RAE Units and overseas equivalents. Later in the year, a GRES
ROBC was also conducted.
The next course to commence was the first of three RAE Subject
4 Combat Engineer Corporal courses, which kept Course Leader;
SGT Michael Montgomery, very busy. The training provided on
this course in particular goes a long way to consolidating a Sappers experience and setting them up for command of an RAE
Section, which is arguably the most important position within the
Corps as all engineer tasks are executed at the section level and a
sound knowledge and good leadership is crucial to task success.
The other courses run by ETW in 2011 included the Subject 4
Combat Engineer Sergeant course, overseen by WO2 Adam Smith
and the amalgamated Subject 2/4 Warrant Officer course, run as
a pilot course by WO2 Andrew Pitt. Both courses build on the
knowledge and experience of the trainees and provides them the
skills to undertake their responsibilities as senior NCO’s and RAE
Warrant Officers.
The final RAE course that ETW has responsibility for is the Engineer Battle Captains Course which is overseen by CAPT O’Brien.
The EBCC commenced late in the year and trained 17 RAE Captains to fill positions as RAE Operations Officers and planners
within a Battle Group Headquarters.
Added to this, is the annual RAINF Assault Pioneer Officer /
NCO course run out of ETW by WO2 Peter Mitchell, SSM of the
Assault Pioneer Section and CPL Gavin McFadzen. The conduct
of all courses and the additional instructor support to a number
of other SME activities and courses, has ensured the staff of ETW
have kept busy for the last 12 months and are once again looking
forward to the pending Christmas stand down period for a well
earned break.
By CAPT Dave Phillips

Geospatial Engineering Wing
The Geospatial Engineering Wing (GEW) has
continued to work hard to provide timely and
relevant Geospatial and Multimedia Technician
training during 2011. Although GEW has been
forced to carry a number of key staff vacancies in 2011 (only 50%
HQ manned), the enthusiasm, professionalism and dedication of
GEW staff has enabled the highest out put of Geospatial Technicians in GEWs history whilst significant training package development work has also been undertaken.
In order to meet the Army’s need for more Geo Techs under
HNA, GEW has run two six month Tech Geo Basic Courses, two
two month Tech Geo Intermediate Courses and the usual range
of promotion and specialist courses such as the Engineer Survey
Course. The intense and highly technical nature of both the Tech
Geo Basic and Intermediate Courses has been a strain on both
the staff and the IT infrastructure; however, the staff are to be
commended for their continued focus on delivering the highest
quality training through whatever means possible.
Throughout 2011, GEW has focused largely on the development of training to meet current and, more importantly, future
needs of Geospatial and Multimedia Technicians in the Australian
Army. Although this may sound simple, the reality is much more
complex with GEW TMPs largely written to meet the needs of how
geospatial support was provided 15 years ago. The challenge is to
incorporate technical developments with developments in how
geospatial support is provided to a dynamic Army.
This development work has resulted in more than just a name
change, with GEW consolidating the new pilot Tech Geo Basic
Course and incorporating new technology and concepts such
as ISTAREW, 3D visualisation, and Urban Terrain Theory into
a range of courses – most notably the Tech Geo Intermediate
Course. Promotion courses have also seen a much greater emphasis on how they support the Military Appreciation Process (MAP),
particularly the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB),
in order to more effectively support the commanders decision
making cycle with timely and relevant products. GEW has also
increased its focus on briefing techniques and content in order to
ensure all Geospatial and Multimedia Technicians can effectively
brief a range of stakeholders. An increased focus on how to effectively lead and manage geospatial detachments has also been
incorporated into the Tech Geo Intermediate Course.
GEW continues to liaise closely with CATC to facilitate the
development of its TMPs. Of note, the new Geospatial Officers
Course TMP was recently approved by COMDT CATC and it is
hoped that the Tech Geo Basic Course and Engineer Survey Course
(both of which are currently run as pilot courses) are signed off in
the near future. GEW hopes to work closely with CATC in evaluating and improving both the Geospatial and Multimedia training
continuums in 2012.
Whilst significant developments have been made with
the delivery of Geospatial training, the lack of MMT strategic direction has continued to hamstring the Wing and the
Trade. Without defined MMT roles and responsibilities, it is
extremely difficult to develop MMT course packages to bring
into line with technical developments and the Army’s requirements. Additionally, although Sub 4 CPL and Sub 4 SGT MMT
courses were run in 2011, the MMT Basic course was not run
and GEW has been advised that no MMT courses are to be
run in 2012.
GEW has also worked hard to set the conditions for future success in the Geospatial and Multimedia trades through continued
input into Capability Development Group (CDG), predominately
with respect to JP2064, JP2044 and JP1771. It is worth noting that in the next six years expenditure on Defence geospatial
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On the operator side the team found the backhoe to be very
good. However, they did find that they struggled to get a heaped
bucket of material unless you were loading very loose and soft
sand type material. Additionally, there were some comments that
the operators thought the hydraulics on the FEL seemed to be
under powered on this machine.
Also fitted to the vehicle was the Galileo thermal imager with
cameras to front and rear of the HMEE and a display screen retrofitted to the centre of the drivers view. This capability will be a
standard set up for future vehicles. In future fittings the display
will be mounted so it can be folded up.
When activated Galileo gives you white hot and red hot Thermal Imaging. Not having used this type of equipment before the
operators found it to be ‘amazing’. Travelling down to the dust
bowl at SME and along River Road the activated camera’s and the
screen clearly identified heat sources out to about 250 metres.
Startled rabbits were seen scampering away on the approach of
this unseen beast.
Overall, the consensus was that the HMEE was easy to operate for a person who has been trained in FEL/BH operations.
The Galileo System is excellent for identifying any heat source at
night time and it will be good to see the equipment introduced in
the near future (please refer to the Project NINGAUI article for a
picture of the HMEE).

Above: SPR Champion utilises an automatic level whilst completing the
field phase of the new Engineer Survey Course.

projects is approximately $600 million, with GEW working hard
to ensure it has the facilities, equipment, training and knowledge
to deliver appropriate and high quality training to meet these new
geospatial developments. GEW has also been negotiating for innovative facilities that will meet future needs of the Wing as part
of the SME relocation plan.
GEW is well placed to continue to train personnel to support
the future of geospatial and multimedia support across Army
and the ADF. As these roles continue to develop, it is likely that
our courses will increasingly focus on the intelligence cycle and
developing our Sappers ability to capture, analyse and exploit all
sources of geospatial data.
By MAJ Lisa Farley

Construction Wing
High Mobility Engineer Excavator - HMEE
When first viewed the HMEE looks to be
variant of the LET, which initially caused the
plant operators to begin shaking and quivering. However, on closer inspection coupled
with the chance to play, it was with much relief that the general
consensus was that the HMEE was very much different to the
LET. The HMEE is a Front End Loader Backhoe (FEL/BH) with
an ability to replace the bucket with forks. Currently in service
with the British Army for rapid route clearance it is to become a
component of Project Ningaui – the upcoming protected route
clearance system.
The main difference between the HMEE and LET is the fact
that there are not a thousand and one attachments. It is proposed
that generation 5 vehicles will be purchased which includes the
armour protection required for current operations.
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Soils Technicians Course
With the increasing emphasis on soils skills within the Corps,
Construction Wing held one of the last short Soils Technician
courses in April of this year. The course originally 35 days will be
increased to around 45 days in the future to support the needs of
Construction Squadron’s and new training methods to increase
the knowledge of the Technicians for the Corps.
This year saw close cooperation with SGS Australia and the
Australian Defence Force Academy who provide subject matter
expertise, which assisted the trainees to assimilate the information that had been presented to them during the course. Closer
ties with these organisations will only assist the future success
of the course.
The new course will see the introduction of deploying the mobile testing equipment and sample batches held at the SME on
jobsites used by trainees to simulate what would occur at a Construction Squadron. It is envisaged that DMO will introduce a
new mobile laboratory within the next few years to increase this
capability within the Corps.
The course was considered to be a success for both the trainees
and the instructors and the Wing is preparing for the new courses
to be delivered next year.
CAT 434
After much anticipation the 580E was finally farewelled from the
Corps and replaced by the CAT 434 Light Wheeled Tractor. Training on the new machine commenced at the beginning of 2011, including a number of familiarisation courses throughout Australia.
This has been keeping the Plant Section very busy.
There is little comparison between the 580E and the 434, which
boasts an air-conditioned cab, pilot joystick controls, all wheel steering, auto shift transmission and a operator station that looks more
at home on the Millennium Falcon. The ride and control of the vehicle is far superior to what has been available previously. With most
of the operators of the Corps now qualified, training has shifted
back to introducing the equipment into the Basic Plant Course.
Ballistic Protected Cabin.
With the introduction of the Ballistic Protected Cabin (BPC) on
relevant plant equipment, licensing operators seemed to be an

ever increasing problem prior to units deploying overseas. Like all
problem solvers, Construction Wing at SME adapted by acquiring
the AS fleet of BPC plant to resolve this issue. Once the equipment was centrally located it allowed units to fly in and conduct
familiarisation training quickly and effectively without the added
burden and cost of transporting the machines across the country
for each course.
An agreement with the fleet manager allows for the machines
to be deployed at any time to either MRE or operational requirements. Because the machines have now been incorporated in the
basic plant course, they are continually operated and maintained
ready for such instances. The plant course was adapted to incorporate the machines and allows all plant operators to be fully
qualified on the equipment prior to graduating.
BPC will continue to be a component of the plant course to
increase the skills of the operators and make them more capable
for units to exploit on operations.
By MAJ Ian MacFarlane

Initial Employment Training Squadron
Initial Employment Training (IET) Squadron continued with its
task of providing highly trained and motivated Sappers to our
Corps. 2011 has been a busy time with eight IET courses having
been conducted and numerous other support tasks undertaken
in order to support the other wings of the School. So far this
year, close to 250 Sappers have marched out of IET Squadron and
into the Corps. Several of the Sappers from the earlier course
are expected to deploy soon, giving weight to the seriousness of
training conducted at IET Squadron.
IET Squadron has also conducted maintenance and improvement of facilities around the School, including improvement of
the Afghanistan training area, FOB SAPPER, as well as the repair
and maintenance of the SME obstacle course and bunker system to
name a few. This work has contributed to an ongoing improvement
of the realism in training for all courses held at SME, and also to an
enhanced ability to conduct physical training. The general improvements to the solders’ lines have also been a highlight for this year.
Focus
The IET Squadron’s focus on warfighter training has been enhanced by the recent operational experience of its staff. As a result,
the training delivered and experience passed onto trainees allows
them to apply their newly acquired experience and skills in a realistic context. The introduction of body armour into every aspect of
training has also enhanced the quality of training and realism.
The Squadron has also had a strong focus on Sapper’s combat
fitness. The IET staff and the PTIs developed a program that has
focused on getting the Sappers physically ready to be battlefield
Engineers. The program which has seen lots of sweat, dirt, logs
and sandbags and has resulted in getting the Sappers to a strong
standard but has also resulted in a reduction in injuries during
other training.
IET Training
Currently Sappers go through a four phase process to become Combat Engineers; a three phase process to become tradesmen; or a 1
phase process to become Geomatic Technicians. All groups start the
training together, and cover common subjects like basic tools and
engineer processes. After the first phase the Geomatic Technicians
finish and continue with their geomatic training. After three phases
the tradesmen revert to trade training at Construction Wing.
The full IET course itself currently covers the following subjects; field engineer tools, CBRN-D, demolitions, search (including a field component) mine warfare, watermanship and bridging (MGB and FSB) and weapons training. However, the 66mm

Training News

Hey, did you know
the Corps has signed
a Memorandum of
Understanding with
NSW Maritime?
You can now gain your
NSW Boat Licence using
your existing qualifications
“NSW Maritime approval has been given to recognise the Australian Army Watercraft Operators Licence and Records of AttainPHQWDZDUGLQJWKH:6PDOO:DWHUFUDIW2SHUDWRURU:%(3%
2SHUDWRUTXDOLÀFDWLRQVIRUWKHLVVXHRID*HQHUDO%RDW/LFHQFH
IURP VW 6HSWHPEHU  +ROGHUV RI WKHVH TXDOLÀFDWLRQV DUH
exempt from the normal BSC, Practical and Test requirements.
Approval has also been given for clients who hold a Watercraft
2SHUDWRU/LFHQFHRU52$VDZDUGLQJWKH:RU:TXDOLÀFDWLRQ
issued prior to 1 September to be exempt from the logbook
practical requirement.”

SRAAW and GLA weapons are only conducted at the WTTS.
The Course itself concludes with a field phase and a march out
demonstration. The field phase tests the Sappers on all aspects
of training and includes such memorable stands like the CBRND
gas attack withdrawal across Engineer’s Bridge and digging in.
The march out demonstration is a good way for the IETs and the
School to show off the training that is being conducted. Trainees’
families are invited to view the marchout, which offers a great
opportunity to show off their new skills and demonstrate some
of the capabilities of our Corps.
Conclusion
The enduring strength of our Corps is a direct result of the high
quality training provided to our junior Sappers, along with their
ingenuity and character. Throughout 2011 IET Squadron has attempted to reinforce the maintenance of the Corps basic skills,
history and traditions, and strived to continue to provide Sappers
worthy of the sacrifice others have made before them.
By CAPT Charles Mansfield

Trainee Rehabilitation Wing
In his last week as the Chief of Army,
LTGEN Gillespie visited the Trainee
Rehabilitation Wing (TRW) and during his speech, he stated: “We always
say that we care about our people.
Sometimes though, that rhetoric is not backed up with action. This
facility and what Army is doing here is an excellent demonstration
that Army cares about its people”. When I chose Royal Australian Army Medical Corps (RAAMC) as my Corps, I did so because I
believed that looking after the health and wellbeing of Australian
Army Soldiers was a worthwhile cause. Three years later, as the
2011 TRW Platoon Commander, I am proud to have been a part of
an organisation that has looked after Army’s injured trainees.
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TRW has been in existence since 2003 and has been steadily
growing in size, manning and resources. 2011 saw the opening of
new facilities worth $27 million located within Holsworthy Barracks. The facilities were a welcomed change from the demountable buildings located at Moorebank that had housed trainees
and staff for the past eight years. The facilities are adjacent to
Holsworthy Health Centre (HHC) and therefore adjacent to the
clinical support. As part of the upgrade, HHC also received a new
physiotherapy treatment and training wing. For the trainees the
new facilities provide permanent living-in accommodation blocks
and a common room with a kitchenette plus dining tables and
chairs. The trainees also have a large lounge room with televisions
and a lecture room fitted with 40 computers and two projectors.
The facilities afford the trainees a level of comfort that they have
not had in previous years. The computers and lecture facilities are
excellent for enabling a comfortable and effective training environment. The new facilities also mean that TRW staff can enjoy a
new professional working environment. The new living-in accommodation has increased TRW’s capacity to 80 trainees, roughly
double the capacity of Moorebank. The number of trainees has
continued to grow throughout 2011 to the point where there are
currently 67 trainees in location. The increased capacity means
more of Army’s injured trainees can be treated at TRW earlier and
therefore improve their return to work rates.
So who are the trainees TRW looks after? They are Army’s newest soldiers who have suffered a significant injury after completing their recruit training and before finishing their Initial Employment Training. Common injuries seen are stress changes or
fractures in the feet and shins and compartment syndrome in the
lower limbs. Some trainees also require reconstructive surgery on
ankles, knees and shoulders. The average rehabilitation time for
these trainees is four to six months. These trainees are young men
and women who have only just joined the Army and are feeling
the pride and excitement of serving their country and starting
a new career. For many of the trainees managed, Army is their
first career. By suffering an injury, the trainees naturally feel a
significant degree of disappointment. They have to say goodbye to
their new mates whilst their dream of becoming a fully qualified
soldier serving in a unit has been put on hold. It is common that
the trainees that arrive from rehabilitation or holding Platoons
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are suffering from poor morale and varying degrees of depression.
This is the challenge and this is our motivation.
There is an excellent team that supports the injured trainees
with their rehabilitation. Central to that team is the civilian clinical staff. Firstly is the treating Medical Officer, Dr Napoleon Reppas. Napoleon spends an enormous amount of time working with
TRW trainees and coordinating rehabilitation with Physical Training Instructors (PTIs) and physiotherapists. Napoleon has been
extremely effective in diagnosing many previously undiagnosed
injuries. This has led to the appropriate treatment being taken and
allowing progress to occur. The physiotherapists, Marcus Soma and
Michael Tran, spend every morning, Monday to Friday, working
with trainees. The time the physiotherapists spend with trainees,
in addition to their clinical skills, have been responsible for trainees getting outstanding progress and results. Without the superb
clinical support TRW receives we would not have had the success
we have had rehabilitating trainees. As TRW continues to grow, so
too will the requirement for clinical support. The clinical support is
vital to achieving success with rehabilitation and we will continue
to lobby the different agencies to make sure we get it right.
Physical training (PT) is fundamental to the rehabilitation process and the two PTIs, WO2 Jayne Morley and SGT Bevan Hargrave,
do an amazing job day in day out. Three PT sessions are run each
morning with the central focus being the cardiovascular system,
strength and agility training. During those three sessions there are
normally two groups, those in their initial stages of rehabilitation
and those in their hardening phase. The PT program allows trainees
to recover from their injuries and then harden to the point where
they are fitter, stronger and more robust than their peers when they
return to training. You don’t need the maths skills of Isaac Newton
to work out that managing 67 trainees is going to stretch two PTIs
thinly. This is an issue we are trying to address through the use of
an Army Reserve WO1 and support requests. It’s a work in progress
and we will continue to lobby for an increase in manning.
TRW has six Instructor/Section Commander positions which
are filled by a number of CPLs and one BDR from different Corps
(currently RAAMC, RAINF, RACT and RAA). The Junior Non
Commissioned Officers (JNCOs) are very much the back bone
Below: SME staff 2011.

to making sure trainees receive the right level of mentoring and
training. They regularly counsel their subordinates to ensure they
don’t have underlying issues left un-managed. With commendable support from their Platoon SGT, the JNCOs have had to deal
with a wide variety of personnel issues this year. The personnel
management, combined with learning and understanding the Defence medical system, make TRW a mentally demanding role for
JNCOs. In 2011 this is a challenge they have risen to. The evidence
of their performance is visible in the high levels of discipline,
morale and the standard of training.
This year we have worked hard to produce a four month training program. The program covers off on the foundation soldiering
skills and provides relevant and effective skills training to trainees
whilst undergoing rehabilitation. The program has plenty of diversity
to minimise the impact of the ‘Groundhog Day’ effect, a significant
challenge for longer term rehabilitation trainees. It is an important
element to maintaining motivation whilst enhancing and reinforcing
their existing skills. The JNCOs again are the back bone when it comes
to using their subject matter expertise to deliver effective training.
It is not uncommon within Army for rehabilitation to at times
have a negative stigma attached to it. This is often despite the
different units making concerted efforts to discourage the cultivation of negative ideologies. Along with that stigma often comes
a poor culture. Rehabilitations difficulties require a supportive
and positive environment to ease the pre-existing pressure that
will naturally build up within injured trainees. In my opinion, the
greatest achievement of TRW in 2011 has been the creation and
fostering of a supportive, professional and positive culture. We
have achieved this through creating a safe environment where
trainees do not have to worry about being stigmatised. We have
instilled a sense of ownership by giving trainees additional responsibilities. The staff, both clinical and Army, have provided the
highest level of support when trainees have required it. This support combined with highly professional conduct shows trainees
that they are in an organised and professional unit. This instils
confidence in the trainees that they can successfully rehabilitate.
Like all cultural improvements it would not have been effective
unless it was supported by the organisation. I give the greatest
credit to the trainees themselves who understood TRW’s direction and have developed it to where it is today. They have dis-

played great care for each other and sound team work over the
year. They organise regular group activities such as bowling and
steak nights that help to provide relief from the pressure and
stress of getting through their rehabilitation. There is no doubt
that the positive culture and environment has been conducive to
enabling effective rehabilitation.
There are many success stories at TRW. To see trainees arrive
with numerous injuries and to see them depart after four to eight
months of blood, plenty of sweat and no shortage of tears is a
rewarding moment. Sadly however, for some soldiers, despite
our best efforts and after exhausting all possible avenues, they
end up being medically discharged. This is the area of TRW’s role
that presents the greatest amount of friction. The timeline from
a TRW trainee being downgraded to Medical Employment Classification (MEC) 4, or now J5 (Unfit for employment), to being
presented to the MEC Review Board has taken, in some cases,
as long as six months. There is still a further delay that occurs
from when trainees are deemed unfit for employment to receiving separation notices, usually another three to four weeks. There
are no quick fixes in this area and it is something that the wider
Army is feeling the effects of also. We try to give trainees in this
predicament periods of leave to assist with their frustration. We
also continue to work with them to rehabilitate as much as possible to help them with life after Army. This is a difficult area and
one which we are working hard at doing our best to minimise the
impact on trainees and TRW’s resources.
Looking back at the year to date, I am proud of what we have
done at TRW. We are lucky to be working out of a state of the art
building and have access to new professional and highly functional
facilities. The clinical team and the PTIs have achieved exceptional
results rehabilitating trainees. We have worked hard at developing
the training program to one which provides trainees with effective
and relevant training whilst providing diversity. We have developed
and fostered a professional and supportive culture amongst trainees. Whilst there is, and always will be, room for improvement, in
2011 TRW has made real advancements. It has been rewarding to
be a part of an organisation that has looked after Army’s newest
Soldiers and supporting them towards their goal of completing
their training and serving Australia in a land unit. Paulatim.
By LT Zac von Bertouch
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RAE Trade Training (ALTC)
By LT Daniel Palmer
Construction Platoon, Armament and Construction Wing (ACW)
is responsible for the Initial Trade Training of RAE and RAAF
carpenters and plumbers; ACW is part of the Army School of
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering (ASEME) and is located
at Latchford Barracks in the Albury Wodonga Military Area
(AWMA). The RAE and RAAF electricians are trained at Bandiana North alongside the RAEME auto-electricians and electronic
technicians as members of the Electrical and Electronic Systems
Wing (EESW). The training at ASEME includes trade, PT and Military Training (Mil Trg), with trade training comprising 85% of
the training conducted.
Construction Platoon starts a carpentry course every six months
and a plumbing course every 12 months in January. Electrician
courses commence each July at EESW. Each course can have a manning of up to 12 pers. Recently, carpentry courses are commencing
with less than a full panel due to the high retention of carpenters
within RAE and RAAF, whereas plumbing and electrician courses
are commencing with a full panel. In the first six months of 2011,
nine Army/RAAF carpenters graduated in March, followed by 12
Army/RAAF plumbers who graduated in May. RAAF personnel
usually fill 3 – 4 positions in each course. More than forty percent
of trainees have prior military experience. Trainees leave ASEME
deemed ‘Ready’ to commence On-the-Job-Training (OJT). Once
trainees have been signed off on all their competencies at OJT they
are deemed a ‘Competent’ tradesman and will be posted to a unit.
RAE trainees gain postings within either a Construction Squadron
or to a Combat Engineer Regiment.
Unlike trade training at a civilian TAFE, where apprentices
attend TAFE modules in two or three week blocks a number of

times throughout the year, all trade modules run back to back at
ASEME. This creates a challenging course with limited time to
make up any deficiencies in an individuals training.
Five week-long blocks of Mil Trg occur at ASEME throughout
the year. The purpose of this training is to support trainees maintaining their basic soldier skills. Mil Trg will typically involve two
to three days of revision lessons followed by two to three days of
practical field training at various locations in the AWMA. Prior
service trainee NCOs are frequently used to support instruction
for all-Corps skills training packages. The electricians, plumbers
and carpenters form sections together during Mil Trg to build
professional networks.
The carpentry training at ASEME lasts for 18 months and
includes all the standard civilian TAFE modules for carpentry,
along with scaffolding, tiling, plastering, painting and concreting.
These extra competencies are required as these skills are not held
by other ECNs within the Army. The carpenters leave ASEME to
complete OJT at SME in Sydney. There they will complete 18 - 24
months of OJT onsite with civilian builders/contractors before
being fully qualified ready for posting.
Each plumbing course completes 21 months of training at
ASEME, followed by 18 - 24 months of OJT at SME in Sydney as
per the carpenters. Each plumber completes their Journeyman’s
exam at ASEME once they have completed OJT. Plumbers also
complete the majority of the competencies towards the Plumbing
License (Cert III). Gaining the Plumbing License is an individual
responsibility at a later date.
Each electrician course completes 12 months of training at
ASEME, followed by up to 36 months of OJT at SME in Sydney.

RAE Trades & Training (CATC)
RAE cell manning for 2012
Position
SO2 RAE ECM
SO3 RAE ECM
CRSM
TCM GT
TCM CE
TCM AER
TCM MMT
TCM Construction
SO3 TDO RAE
WO2 TD
WO2 TD
SGT TD
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2011
CAPT Dave Spriggs (SME)
CAPT Mark Wilson (1 CER)
WO1 Tony Quirk (AHQ)
WO2 Sue Bourne
WO2 Mick Durnin (22 CONST)
SGT Kieron Behan
WO2 Andrew Westover
SGT Brendan Scully
CAPT Ben Sinclair (LWC)
WO2 Gerald Woods
Vacant
SGT Ben Stevens

2012
MAJ Mick Carroll (AHQ On Promotion)
CAPT Scott Thomas (1 CER)
WO1 Craig Egan (4 BDE)
WO2 Sue Bourne
WO2 Andrew Payne (17 CONST)
SGT Kieron Behan
WO2 Andrew Westover
SGT Brendan Scully
CAPT Jane Worme (LWDC on Promotion)
WO2 Gerald Woods (discharge mid 2012)
WO2 Mark Bourne
SGT Ben Stevens

Employment Category Manager RAE
CAPT David Spriggs
Well, this is my last submission to the SAPPER magazine as the
SO2 RAE ECM. I have been working in the area of category management for the past 7 years in one form or the other, and it
is time to do something different, so SME it is. Over the past
three years, the Corps has undergone some significant reviews
and changes. We here at CATC have reviewed 100% of the EC
prior to and post GORPS, especially with the RAE FMR and the
introduction of the Modular Engineer Force construct. A lot of
the work has been on short notice with undertrained staff, who
have done a magnificent job, and should be acknowledged for
their work. I thank you all for your effort, as frustrating as some
tasks have been.
We have managed to review and amend the way in which Army
approached some aspects of Category Management, and is now
the way the rest Army does things which is a great achievement
for us all. We have reviewed and updated 100% of our TMPs and
conducted some fundamental re-writes of the training to better
reflect the individual capability requirements for our soldiers. We
have nearly finished re-writing the CE Training, including the
ROBC (finally) which will all be completed by the end of Nov, with
endorsed TMPs ready for next year.
We have been working closely with higher HQ and DMO in the
delivery of new equipment and capabilities and the way in which
this is done, resulting in the savings of thousands of dollars which
can be put back into the project for equipment.
Other challenges include remediating the RAE Survey capability at various levels rather than the Geospatial. This is currently
with Force Engineer Branch for further guidance along with providing clear capability outputs for other ECN and skill requirements within the Corps; this includes the Ordnance Hazard Reduction requirement and providing a better synergy between that
capability and the OER capability. This is due for discussion in the
upcoming EOD CRB to be held later this year.
EOD has been a challenge for the past year and half, and a lot of
inroads have been made, not all of them favourable, but once the
dust settles on this, we will be able to see the clear advantages in
providing the EOD as a specialist and starting to grow the Corps
future EOD technician through lead and mentoring.
As of 19 Oct 2011, the review of the Combat Engineer General Ability Scale (GAS) score commenced with an initial scoping
meeting conducted by Directorate of Occupational Psychology
and Health Analysis (DOPHA) at ADHQ. The review will assess
the current battery of tests used for initial entry to ensure we are
getting the most suitable soldier to commence training, and to
progress through their career once a Combat Engineer. The review
will also test the results against the other RAE ECN to ensure CE
does not surpass the high technical employment categories unless warranted. The purpose is not to create a super soldier but to
ensure that our soldiers will not only be able to continue through
the promotion continuum, but will also provide real career options within the Corps. The results from the review are expected
by the time of the next Corps Conference. If asked to comment
or participate in the review, I strongly encourage you to be frank
and honest with the representatives from DOPHA, and although
will not affect you immediately, it will most definitely affect new
soldiers coming into the Corps.
This year will see the SO2, SO3, CRSM, and CE TCM all depart
for distant locations (as far away from Puckapunyal as can be
managed). The replacement SO2, CAPT Mick Carroll is coming
in from AHQ on promotion and having completed a posting as
the category Manager for Geospatial prior to SGT Kim Baker,
will have a sound working knowledge of the processes involved.
I can only hope that we have provided him with a good founda-

tion to continue to build on. In closing, I would like to formally
acknowledge the following personnel who have assisted me over
the past three years:
t CO SME – LTCOL Mark Coyle, and LTCOL Alan Hollink
t OPSO SME – CAPT Chris Murray, CAPT Cameron Dickens
t SO2 RAE ECM – MAJ Todd Marchant
t CRSM – WO1 Noel Johanson, and Tony Quirk
t TCM AER – WO2 Dave Rideout, WO2 Gerald Woods
t TCM MMT – SGT Kim Bake, WO2 Sue Bourne
t TCM MMT – WO2 Andrew Westover,
t TCM CE – WO2 John Dash, WO2 Mick Durnin
t TCM Construction – WO2 Nev Watts, SGT Brendan Scully
t SO3 Training Development RAE – CAPT Jim Popovski, CAPT
Ben Sinclair
t Training Developers – WO2 Dave Ridout, WO2 Gerald Woods,
WO2 Josh Farley, SGT Ben Stevens
All CO and RSM within the Corps, thank you all for your support
and guidance over the past three years, and to the Force Engineer
and his staff through providing good information and support
through some very busy and trying times.

SO3 Employment Category Manager RAE
CAPT Mark Wilson
CAPT Wilson is currently on course, however, this year he has
managed to direct a fair bit of traffic in respect to RCC/RPL applications, biding and processing the Corps Long Term Schooling and Overseas Training and Education submissions through
to FORCOMD.
Mark is also posting out at the end of this year to 1 CER.

From the Technical Category Managers RAE
The Technical Category Manager provides the technical and subject matter advice and guidance to the SO2 and Employment Category Sponsor (ECS) Commandant CATC. Their input into the EC
structure and training continuum is critical to make sure we get
it correct or as close as possible first time around. This is one of
very few jobs where as a SGT/WO2 you can have direct input in to
the way your ECN trains and what is in the training. If you are a
SNCO/WO2 and looking for a challenge in your career, I strongly
recommend you request a posting to HQ CATC. I would like to
see an EOD Tech and a tradesman from Plumber or Electrician
background come to CATC RAE Cell IOT provide that direct input
into your EC and training requirements in the future. The following paragraphs are updates from each TCM.

Technical Category Manager CE/EOD
WO2 Mick Durnin
With some minor exceptions, the Combat Engineer Trade pay
grades and training structures have successfully stabilised since
the significant changes made throughout the GORPS process. All
implementation periods are now complete with the exception of
Ex ARA Drivers who transferred to the reserve force. These soldiers are required to complete at least Module One for the promotion course for the rank they currently hold. If you believe
you are affected, or have a soldier in your command who may be
affected, please do not hesitate to contact the SO2 RAE ECM for
further guidance.
The Combat Engineer Employment Specifications are under
constant review. If there are any discrepancies noted, we here
at the Employment Category Management Cell invite you to
bring these to our attention so that they can be investigated and
amended in a timely manner where necessary.
All RAE TMPs are being progressively reviewed by the RAE TDs
and uploaded onto TMPSS. The CE trades account for the bulk of
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to grow and operate their own organic capability, with just-intime training. This training would comprise of a Survey Assistant
Course (15 day), a Survey Instrument Hand Course (60 days), a
re-aligned Engineer Surveyors Course (50 days) and outsourced
training (Certificate IV in Surveying – TAFE).
In addition, to the release of the Geospatial Officer Course
TMP earlier this year, it is anticipated that the GT Basic Course
TMP and Engineer Surveyor Course TMP will also be released
this year. All have required a major revision. The GT Basic Course
TMP is now aligned to the qualification, CPP30111 Certificate III
in Surveying and Spatial Information Services.
In November, an external evaluation (EE) will be conducted on
the four courses in the GT training continuum (GT Basic/Intermediate/Advanced/Managers Cse). The EE will capture any issues/
concerns the GT community has, with respect to the training conducted on these courses and may be used to support a future review
of the training continuum. Your full support when you receive the
EE will be required so that proper data can be used to update and
contemporise the current training continuum for the EC. Without
your input, changes cannot be made to the training.

Technical Category Manager
Multimedia Technician Trade

this work and similarly, where TMP training shortfalls are noted
during the conduct of training, we welcome user communication
so that they can be discussed and adjusted if the need arises.
The EOD trade is an operational priority and trade sustainability has been of concern for sometime. This has seen the raising of
20 EOD Squadron in 2011 as part of the FMR to ensure long term
sustainability and to provide suitable career pathway options for
EOR and EOD techs.
The latest Employment Specifications are published on-line
and can be found on the DRN at http://intranet.defence.gov.au/
armyweb/sites/dwma/ComWeb.asp?page=111264
The current Implementation plans for RAE are also published
on the same site as the Employment Specifications. Once on the
Directorate of Workforce Management – Army site, follow the
links to the Implementation Plans.

Technical Category Manager Geospatial Technician
WO2 Susanne Bourne
The Geospatial Technician (GT) Employment Specification (ES)
has undergone further revision, with minor amendments being
made to Course and Proficiency titles to reflect the updates in
PMKeyS (i.e. Geomatic to Geospatial). The career progression requirements for WO1 were also amended to incorporate a higher
degree of flexibility and provide additional guidance with respect
to particular career streams within the GT EC.
Future capability requirements of the GT EC are still under
review and are dependent on the outcomes of the Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance Force Modernisation Review (ISTAR FMR), which has only recently recommenced. Results from this FMR will not be known until mid next
year at the earliest.
A proposal was put forward to the Force Engineer to streamline the RAE surveying training continuum, which would result
in an increase in capability. The proposal would allow RAE units
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WO2 Andrew Westover
A Multimedia Technician Trade Working Group was conducted at
HQ CATC in March and was well represented by the category, and
supported by the various units and commands. The purpose of the
Working Group was to gather the current issues within the Employment Category (EC), inform the wider MMT senior group of
what advances are being made across the various commands and
structures and can be implemented where possible. The working
group provided detailed briefings to the SO2 ECM, SO1 CATT,
and ECS of the current capabilities the ECN delivers which was
extremely helpful when advocating for the EC into AHQ.
The contract for the conduct of the Subject 4 Corporal and
Sergeant MMT courses with Miller TAFE expires at the end of
2011. The requirement to continue external training or bring
the training into the School of Military Engineering is soon to
be undertaken to test the viability in cost saving across training
deliverers (SME or Miller TAFE). It has been confirmed that this
ECN will require training starting 2013, so a result will be known
well before then, and the EC will be informed once known.
The trade is still being reviewed under the Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance Electronic Warfare
Force Modernisation Review (ISTAR EW FMR). This FMR has
been only recently recommenced, and results from this FMR will
not be known until mid 2012 at the earliest. The capability being delivered by the EC has been confirmed as a requirement for
future Army and ADF Operations, and cannot be outsourced, so
the future of the EC is no longer in doubt. The exact numbers of
the EC and training requirements required to deliver the capability will be the two main outputs of the FMR.
Contact me directly to address any concerns that Multimedia
Technicians may have with the trade, and I ask that these be forwarded through the chain-of-command to my replacement.

Technical Category Manager Construction Trades
SGT Brendan Scully
As I have only walked into the office this year it was a very steep
learning curve, more like a vertical line than a curve. There is a lot
to pick up and learn, but with the help of the others in the cell I’m
getting the hang of it. I have been told that it has been a quiet year,
compared to last years account. Can’t wait for a busy one then!
There has been a large number of applications for direct enlistment that require trade assessments to be completed past over

the desk this year. Thanks go out to the subject matter experts at
the School of Military Engineering who are utilised for this process and provide their individual trade expertise.
Work is progressing slowly in regards to the Works Manager
Course with a large amount of back and forth between all parties
concerned with the content and method of delivery being the
main cause for concern. Hopefully this can be sorted out so as
not to effect the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal decisions
in relation to this ECN in the not so distant future.
With the large amount of help from the RAE TD Cell, the
Carpenter, Electrician and Plumber TMPs are being re-written
to reflect the current Industry Units of Competency; more work
needs to be done in this area, specifically the detailed resources
used during training, before the COMDT CATC will fully endorse
the training. The current proposal will see these TMPs run as Pilot
courses so that resources can be allocated to the training, followed
by a desk-top RCC review conducted for those who have attended
the course to award the proficiency and UOC on PMkeyS. Once
this is done, the soldier can then apply for the formal recognition
certificate through FORCOMD.
The Construction Trades Employment Specifications (ES) are
continually being amended to fix the little errors that get past
the keeper in the publishing stage. Thanks go out to the people
that have brought these to our attention here at CATC. It does
help get the documents as current as possible. All personnel
should view the current ES to ensure they are familiar with their
career requirements.
The rewrite of Standing Orders for Vehicle Operations (SOVO)
Vol 3 has the Chief of Army endorsement and has been published.
As this has been a major rewrite, all operators/supervisors of
earthmoving and Material Handling Equipment (MHE) should
make themselves familiar with the changes to the document and
to ensure that they comply with the new directives.
The Construction Trades have seen the following equipment
introduced into service in the last few years:
t Front End Loader / Backhoe – Caterpillar;
t Self Propelled Vibrating Roller (SPVR) – JCB Vibromax
t Light Tracked Bulldozer – John Deere 850J;
t Floodlight Set; and
t Fall Arrest System – Safety Harness.
As DO continue through their various projects, watchout for new
equipment being brought into service over the next few years.

Army Emergency Response
SGT Keiron Behan – Deployed, written by CAPT D.P. Spriggs
SGT Behan is currently undergoing pre-deployment training and
will be deployed through to approximately mid next year. For the
first half of this year, the AER EC as been reasonably quiet, with
good outcomes being achieved at the Second Fire-fighter TAG
conducted at RAAF Amberley. This TAG is a positive step forward
for the EC and its training continuum, which will eventually see
the inclusion of Army specific training, rather than having to complete the generic content of the course which has no capability
requirement for Army.
The AER EC is also moving in slightly different direction with
the Corps endorsing its higher CBR roll at the first FEB CCC last
year. This has seen a new WO2 position being raised at SME in the
CBR wing, and new equipment delivered through JP2110 etc. In
addition, the AER EC has finally, or will soon receive the replacement RFT which has been a long time in the making. This vehicle
will replace the Mercedes vehicle which has been in service since
1981 and has long been past its use by date.
Further projects are still looking at the replacement for the Titan,
but to date, no firm decision has been made on the vehicle type.

A Competency Log Book has been created to support the current
training Continuum (Basic Course), so that soldiers and managers
will know what additional training is required on graduation to
bring them to fully qualified, and along with the OER course, will
move them to ECN 141-2. This is with the COMDT for endorsement, and once endorsed will be available on the CATC Web Site. A
message will go out to all AER managers once this is complete.
The final piece to the AER puzzle remains the separation of
the EC from the Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER,
formally the SOER), which is still underway. Soldiers wishing to
remain in the Regiment will be required to category transfer to
ECN 096 as there will no longer be ECN 141 positions available.
Soldiers wishing to category Transfer need to contact this HQ
ASAP so that we can conduct an RCC and provide guidance on
any residual Gap Training that may be necessary. As it stands, all
ECN 141 SPRs who have not completed the Mod 3, Bridging and
Watermanship, will have to complete that training initially before
transfer can be completed. For JNCO and SNCO, I would imagine
that they will need to complete the promotion course for their
worn rank, and for WO2, they will most likely be a simple transition, but that will be based on when they did their RAE Promotion
course. It must be noted that Non Reduction Provisions will not
apply for these transfers (unless separate provisions have been
made by SOCOMD), so it may result in a pay grade reduction for
some. It is strongly advised that before a soldier makes a decision
to transfer, they seek further career guidance from SCMA.
For any further questions or queries in respect to the AER EC,
please do not hesitate to contact the SO2 RAE ECM, CAPT D.P.
SPRIGGS before Dec this year.

RAE Training Development Cell
CAPT Ben Sinclair,WO2 Gerald Woods and SGT Ben Stevens
2011 has seen a consolidation of the Training Management Packages (TMP) within the RAE Training Development Cell. The main
emphasis has been on ensuring that the RAE TMPs were all made
Active on the TMP Support System (TMPSS). With one less Training Developer (TD) and some large, complicated TMPs to review,
2011 has been a challenging year.
The RAE Regimental Officer Basic Course (RAE ROBC) has
been in development for the last 10 years. This year will end with
an Active RAE ROBC TMP. This will enable a stable structure to
remain in place over a number of courses, with amendments having to go through the correct justification procedure.
Geospatial TMPs have been well overdue for final development. 2011 has seen the completion of the Geospatial Officer
Course TMP, and by the end of the year the Geospatial Technician
Basic and Engineer Survey TMPs will be Active.
Early in the year, concerns were raised about the Active Electrician, Plumber and Carpenter courses. The structure of the TMPs is
being amended to reflect the units of competence (UoC) required
for the trades. The review of these TMPs is expected to be completed by mid-December 2011.
Phases one and four of the RAE Subject 4 CPL Advanced Combat Engineer course and Phase one of the RAE Subject 4 SGT Supervisor Combat Engineer course have been reviewed. The TMPs
will shortly be made Active.
The Fixed Modular Bridge Supervisor course has been reviewed. The TMP will be Active by the end of October 2011.
Throughout the year the cell has provided support to the development of other projects, including Ningaui in-to-service projects
and Light Vehicle Remote (Dragon).
Support to other units has included Op CUTLER, assistance on
training matters and instruction on CBRND at Puckapunyal.
Overall, it has been a busy year. 2012 will see the cell return to
the cyclical review of TMPs, with all current TMPs on TMPSS.
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RAE SCMA
By MAJ Nick Denington & WO1 Fred Airs
There have been many changes in soldier career management
over the last year that reflect the rapid rate of change across
the corps. The implementation of a three year Brigade Operational Rotation Mode along with a heightened emphasis on
the areas of search and EOD have focused career management
efforts into supporting the immediate operational needs of
the Corps.
An important outcome of the 2011 RAE Corps Conference was
endorsement of the posting of all Combat Engineer IETs to 1, 2
or 3 CER, while senior Sappers from these units will be identified
for posting into Combat Engineer roles in SOER or the Construction Squadrons. This posting model is already being implemented
and ensures all Sappers get a solid grounding in their base trade
and before transferring their experience to the more specialised
functions of their trade.
The newly implemented three year force generation cycle
will see each brigade gain priority for manning as they enter
the readying phase for deployment (1 BDE in 2012, 3 BDE in
2013, 7 BDE in 2014). Combined with an increasing rate of
achievement of 3 year posting tenures, units should experience greater stability and continuity throughout their period
of deployment.
Changes in the structure and locations of RAE units are also
opening new posting opportunities for soldiers. The move of 9 Fd
Sqn, 1CER to Adelaide opens almost 100 new positions to RAE
soldiers in RAAF Edinburgh.
EOD capabilities and personnel are increasingly being centralised in 20 EOD Sqn, Enoggera, and SOER, Holsworthy. From
2012 onwards EOD training and instructional positions will move
from SME to the tri-service Defence Explosive Ordnance Training
School (DEOTS) at Orchard Hills near Penrith.

Opportunities for construction trades will increase in Amberley as 6ESR’s new facilities come on line and the 6ESR Works Office is expanded. Geomatic Technicians have new opportunities in
the field of Image Analysis, while the Emergency Responder and
Multimedia Technician trades continue to experience a period of
change in their roles and duties.
Due to force generation requirements, Explosive Detection
Dog Handlers (EDDH) are becoming a critical capability for the
corps. The expansion of training opportunities for this trade
means that soldiers with an interest and aptitude in this area
should enquire through their chain of command.
In terms of how SCMA does business, the most visible change
will be the move from Fort Queenscliff to Brindabella Park in
Canberra in 2013. Co-location with DOCM and APA HQ will mean
a streamlining of processes between the three branches of Army
Career Management, and will provide units with a ‘one stop shop’
for all career management matters.
Engagement with soldiers is also changing with a review of
SCMA’s career management cycle. Starting in 2013, career managers will conduct their Career Guidance Interview (CGI) tour in
the first half of the year, prior to posting orders being raised. This
will give soldiers an opportunity to discuss their posting preferences and considerations at the same time that career managers
are developing their posting plots.
In closing, on behalf of the 2011 RAE Career Management team
of MAJ Nick Dennington, WO1 Fred Airs, WO1 Pete Coles and WO2
Aaron (Nev) Watts, along with the new additions in 2012 of WO1
Brent Doyle and WO2 Rob Emerson, I would like to thank all members of the Corps for assisting us to meet Army’s personnel capability needs and congratulate both the new members of the Corps and
all those who have achieved their career goals throughout the year.

RAE DOCM
By MAJ John Daunt
Officer Career Management Update
The dynamic nature of Army continues to provide significant challenges in the management of our personnel. The Directorate of
Officer Career Management – Army remains focused on the provision of effective officer career management in order to contribute
to the delivery of personnel capability to Army. This is shaped by
the functional priorities of:
a. meeting the service need;
b. meeting the career development needs of the individual; and
c. meeting the desires of the individual.
Career Advisor RAE is responsible for the Foundation Group officers of the Corps. This group comprises all officers from LT to MAJ,
less those MAJ who have commenced ACSC or have gained RPE
accreditation. These officers transition to the Advanced and Technical Group which is also responsible for RAE LTCOL. At present the
RAE Foundation Group has a strength of approximately 330, with
a further 95 sapper officers in the Advanced and Technical Group.
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Career Management Cycle 2012 (CMC 12)
The 2011 posting series (CMC 12) provided some excellent opportunities for our officers to take advantage of the RAE UER
which raised a number of new positions now live and visible on
the DOCM-A gazette. The growth of 6 ESR and 2 CER provides
additional Regimental positing options for junior officers, while
the increase in the Force Engineer Branch provides an opportunity for officers to play a significant role in the current operation
and future development of the Corps. On a negative note, following a review of overseas postings, the Corps lost the Hawaii
CAPT and Chatham PSC MAJ postings, however, RAE continues
to compete well for all-Corps overseas positions, and there may
be some movement in the near future to provide new overseas
posting options for the Corps.
2011 also provided significant challenges for meeting Corps
position liability. Positions raised under the UER, combined with
greater demands (and successes) for Sapper officers within the
all-Corps environment re-emphasised the need for officers to

consider both Corps and non-Corps appointments during their
career interviews. While the majority of officers were successful in achieving a posting within their first two preferences, for
some with a focus on all-Corps appointments or with specialist
skills, this was not achieved due to the service need of meeting
Corps requirements.
2011 saw a continuation in RAE representation in key long
term schooling and representational opportunities. In addition
to Corps specific serials, we have again achieved solid representation on UNTSO, aide-de-camp appointments, DFSL, Masters
of Business and CTMC selections. Of additional note, one of
our officers was awarded the CA Scholarship for 2012. LTS and
representational appointments continue to provide an excellent
opportunity for experience and professional development, and
some appointments will also present options for alternate career
pathways and potential promotion to LTCOL.
The new pathway options are gaining significant interest in
the Foundation Group, with a number of officers currently preparing for RPE presentation on the CPM and Personnel pathways, and Sapper officers being promoted to LTCOL on these
pathway options.
Advice for 2012 (CMC 13)
A key DOCM-A theme for the last few years has been officers taking ownership of their careers. While selection for any appointment remains merit based, driven by an officer’s performance
and profile, there are now a range of tools which allow officers
to be more involved in their career development. The DOCM-A
webpage continues to offer a wide range of information which
can assist in providing officers greater understanding of available career opportunities, and DOCM-A staff are continuing to
refine and develop options which provide more flexible and personally tailored careers. These developments are communicated
both through the website and during the yearly interview tour.
The Dispatch, provided electronically to all officers on a regular
basis, is another means by which DOCM-A seeks to keep the officer Corps informed of these career development options as well
as current activities on the Career Management Cycle, including
information on upcoming PACs which may also detail specific requirements for relevant officers.
Moving into 2012, it is important that officers continue to take
as much ownership of their careers as possible. For most officers
this will commence early in the year with the receipt of Annual Career Guidance letters. These are provided to all Foundation Group
officers, less LT and on promotion CAPT. This is DOCM-A’s opportunity to provide advice to you in terms of a review of your career
to date, and possible future opportunities. These future options
will consist of a range of positions which consider not only your
desires, but your potential (and general competitiveness), and an
indication of future service need. The ACG provides a start point
for your 2012 interview and it is important you have read this
prior to meeting the career advisor.
Given the changes in the Corps as a result of the UER, plus
other organisational changes ongoing across Army, it is recommended you refresh yourself on the latest gazette, available on the DOCM-A webpage. While you are there, you can
also review operational deployments as well as LTS and OS
training serials. If you are interested in these opportunities,
prior knowledge will allow more effective discussion during
your interview.
The final piece for consideration is the ACOTC. There have
been some changes to this continuum in 2011, notably the creation of the Advanced Operations Course for pre-ACSC MAJ, as
well as some changes to the naming conventions of other serials.
It remains an officer’s responsibility to nominate for and com-

plete these courses in a timely manner, and failure to plan and
sequence completion will impact on promotion, SUC selection
and ACSC attendance.
The Corps is currently in a position of offering the widest
range of career and specialist development options experienced
in recent years. For officers in their LT and CAPT years, the
Corps offers a broad range of Regimental posting options, each
with significant career progression opportunities. Combat Engineer Regiments, the SOER and 20 EOD Squadron all provide
unique Regimental opportunities. For officers with a technical
or construction focus, in addition to 19 CE Works and positions
within IAD, there are now increased opportunities through the
growth of 6ESR. For geospatial officers, the expansion and future direction of 1 Topo Svy Sqn also heralds some significant
opportunities ahead.
While there is a wider range of Regimental options available
to junior officers, it is important to remember the requirement
for a profile balance of Regimental, Staff and training appointments to maximise your competitiveness for future PAC selections. Given the broad range of options available, it is important
to note the Corps does not lock you into a specific field and
officers are not stovepiped based on their LT posting. There are
numerous examples of junior officers who are gaining a broad
range of experience in Regimental appointments based on their
individual desires. While a broad range of Regimental experiences does not preclude you from a similar array of Sub Unit
command options as a MAJ, obviously a profile focused on certain specific goals will be a consideration in any PAC selection.
In this regard, your engagement with your Career Advisor each
year is critical in the discussion of your goals and the most appropriate path to reach them.
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RAE OPERATIONS
1CER Operations
– Engineer Task Unit (ETU) on OP SLIPPER
LTCOL Matt Pearse/MAJ Steve Butcher
Engineers on operations throughout history have been essential to the success of Armies throughout the world. Engineers
deployed with Mentoring Task Force 2 (MTF–2) have been no
different. Engineers deployed to Uruzgan Province, Afghanistan,
from October 2010 to July 2011 were combined to make up the
Engineer Task Unit (ETU). ETU was deployed to support the MTF2 made up of the 8/12 Artillery Regiment, 2nd Cavalry Regiment
and the 5th Royal Australian Regiment. ETU’s main function was
to support MTF-2 in mobility and survivability throughout Uruzgan Province, Afghanistan.
ETU comprised three Engineer Troop Groups and a Force
Engineer Construction Team (FECT) to mentor the Afghan
National Army (ANA) in providing their own security and construction for a safe and peaceful Afghanistan. The ETU was
commanded from Multi National Base Tarin Kowt (MNBTK) .
The main element from ETU was the Combat Engineers from 1
and 9 Fd Sqn based out of Robertson Barracks Darwin. These
Engineer Troops were reinforced with Explosive Detection Dog
teams and EOD technicians to provide mobility and survivability support to their respective Combat Teams.
Below: Lads from 1Tp in support of CT-Bravo.

Above: CPL Gibbs Section with a Cache consisting of 38 RPG’s, DFC, 7.62
Rounds & other IED components.

persed across 4 Patrol Bases providing mobility support and
targeted search to Operational Mentoring and Liaison Teams
(OMLT), Force Protection Platoon and the ASLAVs. 4 TP GP
had a high success rate in uncovering enemy caches and denying
the enemy of the resources required to attack Coalition, ANA
and ANP soldiers. 4 TP GP also participated in several large CT
level operations. The largest of these being OP Tigers Avalanche.
Through the 10 days of the Operation, the members of 4 TP GP
uncovered over 40 enemy caches, including RPG launchers and
Warheads, AK-47s and IED components. Members of 4 TP GP
also played a large role in training the ANA to provide their own
mobility support and targeted search. This resulted in several
ANA cache finds and a very quickly expanding capability not yet
seen within the ANA.
The FECT were responsible for the Tactical Infrastructure required to enable MTF-2 to achieve its primary mission. The FECT
also had a mentoring role for ANA construction engineers which
focused on individual skills. The end result of the FECT’s efforts
in mentoring the ANA was the successful construction of a Patrol Base later in the report. Although not to the same standard
expected from the FECT, the skills mentored to the ANA allowed
them to implement an Afghan Solution.
Below: Some of the lads from 4Tp in support of CT-Delta.

1 Troop Group (1 Tp Gp) was attached to CT-B in the ‘Mirabad’
Valley, East of the provincial capital, Tarin Kowt. 1 Tp Gp worked
from three patrol bases to mentor the ANA and support CT-B in
their movement throughout the Area of operations.
3 Tp Gp was attached to CT-C in the Deh Rahwood Triangle
West of the provincial capital. 3 Tp Gp provided mounted and
dismounted mobility support to CT-C and mentoring to the 1st
Kandak, ANA. They also trained ANA and US Army soldiers in
the mobility support and high risk search. These lessons contributed to ANA and US soldiers finding explosive hazards before
they became deadly. Sappers of 3 Tp Gp along with their EDD
‘Scuba’ and EOD team were responsible for reducing more than
60 Improvised Explosive Devices (IED’s) and capturing around
50 enemy caches.
4 Tp Gp was attached to CT-D in the Baluchi and Chora Valleys to the North of the provincial capital. 4 Tp Gp were dis-
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ing built, it has facilitated the largest amount of ground being
seized and held in the history of Afghanistan (in any province).
Between these PB builds, the FECT team was conducting base
maintenance on the existing patrol bases to ensure the facilities
continued in good working order. Even though long hours were
worked to complete the work required the FECT was happy to do
it, understanding how important this asset would be to our fellow
Australian and coalition forces.

Above: FECT working with ANA for the construction of Hesco accommodation buildings at PB Wahab

23 SPT SQN (1CER) – JULY 2010 to AUG 2011
Over the course of late 2010 and 2011 23 SPT SQN members were
distributed over a whole range of deployment and support activities. From Timor to Afghanistan, 23 SPT SQN members showed
that trade and specialist support is a key force multiplier on exercise and operations. This article provides a snapshot of some of
the key activities and highlights the flexible and challenging range
of support that 23 Support Sqn has provided over this period.
TLTG
During the 8 month deployment to Timor Leste, several members
of SPT TP as part of the TLTG deployment were kept extremely
busy conducting a large variety of both major and minor construction tasks, training and support to the Timorese Government in
civil emergencies. Major construction tasks included the complete
construction of the new range at Liquica, new sentry towers and a
basket ball court for the ISF, works for the military guard dog compound, and repair of a badly damaged roof at a Balibo School.
MTF – 2 FECT
The Force Engineer Construction Team (FECT) was deployed to
Afghanistan as part of the Mentoring Task Force – 2 (MTF – 2)
from 30 Sep 2010 to 30 Jun 2011. The majority of deployed 23
SPT SQN members were part of this grouping. Whilst on deployment they constructed, along with numerous other bases, Anah
Juy, Samad, Wahab, Mohammad, Hamid and FSB Wali, the first
purpose built Fire Support Base built by Australians since Vietnam. It has been remarked that as the result of these bases beBelow: FECT soldiers mentoring their ANA counterparts on the mess roof.

MTF-2 Engineer OMLT Team
The Engineer Mentor team was a part of CS OMLT within the
MTF-2 battle group. This team consisted of Sgt Eron Sage from ER
TP and Cpl David Fitzsimmons from SPT TP. They were handed the
task of mentoring the Engineer Company of 4th Kandak, 205th
Hero Corps, based in Tarin Kout. During the 9 month deployment
they had the good fortune to be a part of just about every major
MTF Operation or event that happened within the AO.
During the deployment the team was involved in the clearance operations Boston, Bendigo, Sydney and Geelong where
Patrol bases Samad, Wahab and Mohommad were built. Whilst
conducting these operations the ANA soldiers they were mentoring, located and recovered numerous enemy equipment and
weapon caches, located and identified numerous IEDs. Later in
the tour the soldiers were able to conduct their own independent road moves and search tasks, including the ability for them
to conduct their own unpartnered, combined arms patrols and
provide dismounted search and path finding for the rest of their
call sign. When constructing the Patrol bases the soldiers were
able to erect multiple configurations of Hesco and construct the
Hesco HAB accommodation. These patrol base builds offered an
excellent opportunity to provide - with the help from the FECT
- some basic carpentry and plumbing skills as well as some hands
on experience in operating the plant machinery.
In the last couple of months in the deployment, the team was
tasked to run an Explosive Hazard Reduction Course for the ANA
and ANP soldiers. This course involved training the soldiers in
locating and disposal of UXOs and IEDs. This was the first course
to be run outside of Kandahar. The course was a success seeing 13
students out of 15 passing testing and enabling Uruzgan to have
an Afghan IED disposal capability.
FSU
SPT TP was lucky enough to have two tradesmen Deploy to Afghanistan as part of the Force Support Unit 4 contingent. SPR
Alex McPhedran – an electrician was posted to Kandahar where
he worked closely the civilians in preparation for the contract
handover there. The political contractual environment at times
had him frustrated to say the least. SPR Gifford Sabiston, a
plumber was posted to MNBTK as part of Camp Maintenance.
With the maintenance requirements for the base going to civilian
contract early in his deployment, SPR Sabistan was TACON to the
FECT for a large part of his trip where he supported many for the
patrol base builds that were undertaken.

An Afghan solution to an Afghan
problem – A synopsis.
Tactical Infrastructure (TI) is any component of infrastructure
that helps a task force achieves its primary mission. Mentoring
Task Force – 2 (MTF-2) deployed to Afghanistan in September
2010 to mentor the Afghan National Army’s (ANA) 4th Brigade.
Engineer Task Unit (ETU) deployed with MTF-2 as the organisation that ended up responsible to the TI of MTF-2’s battlespace.
The Force Engineer Construction Team (FECT) was the main component of ETU responsible with the implementation of any ETU
directed TI implementation plan.
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The requirements of the ANA are much less than that of your
typical Australian soldier. This appears to be largely due to the
fact that the technological capacity of your average Afghan is
much lower than your average Australian and as a result they have
had to survive with less. As such the ability for the ANA soldiers
to maintain more technologically advanced life support systems
is a lot less than AS soldiers. In order to solve this problem low
maintenance solutions were identified and implanted for any
TI including drop/burn toilets, bore water supplies, absorption
septic systems and low drag electrical grids. The environment
of Afghanistan presented various challenges to the TI, not all of
which was from the natural environment. In order to ensure that
TI lasted it was required to be robust to prevent its destruction
from all sources including weather, American Truck Drivers, ANA
Humvees and Australian PMVs.
When considering the implementation of any TI it is important
to note its primary goal which is to assist the task force in achieving their mission. As the mission for MTF-2 was the mentoring of
the ANA, one way to assist MTF-2 in achieving mission success was
the mentoring of ANA soldiers who were employed as construction engineers. The FECT could not hope to achieve mentoring
the ANA to complete the full process for the construction of a patrol base due largely to the fact the amount of time available with
the ANA Engineers. Instead small components that would enable
ANA Engineers to complete tasks were chosen and then through
informal communication the ANA soldiers were educated in tasks
that would aid them in achievement of a similar (albeit simpler)
TI effect. The end result of the FECT’s efforts in mentoring the
ANA was the successful individual operation where the ANA completed the construction of a Patrol Base. Although not to the same
standard expected from the FECT, the skills mentored to the ANA
allowed them to implement an Afghan Solution.
Whilst the implementation of the directed TI became the primary mission of the FECT, the actual formulation of the requirements required inputs from all sources of MTF-2. Whether this
was during the conduct of the planning by the Operations Cell in
Tarin Kowt or the user consultation conducted on the ground.
Never mind the fact that the FECT required security during the
conduct of any of its missions. The implementation of TI became the responsibility of all personnel within MTF-2 whether
it was disclosing the plans to local Afghans or providing security
to a construction site. To implement TI without restriction it
required interoperability between all elements of MTF-2. This
also required input from the ANA as it was always considered
that they were the eventual end user for the TI and as such the
solution had to work for them.
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As the organisation responsible for the implantation of TI,
the FECT faced many challenges to deliver infrastructure that
assisted in MTF-2’s mission success. Throughout the deployment the FECT attempted to always empower the ANA by either
providing an Afghan solution or by enhancing their capability to
deliver the solution themselves. A western solution is not what
is required for Afghans, they need to be able to solve problems
their own way, the Afghan way.

Log Tp (1CER),TLTG-2
From the outset, Log Tp for Timor Leste Task Group (TLTG-2) led
by WO2 Carmen Costello was extremely busy. Not only did they
have to contend with the day to day governance of being deployed,
but they also had to fight the rain and flooding of the Q Store.
The Loggies were constantly sandbagging to try and protect the
equipment. Once they were settled and the weather improved
they set about re-locating the Main Q to an old helicopter hanger
complete with 4 new offices. CPL Trinity Heng was instrumental
and led the way, dedicating long hours to ensure all equipment
was re-located and stored safely and securely. This allowed the RIS
cell, headed by SGT Alan Brown the time to focus on stocktaking
issues. Over the period of eight months, this team got through
an enormous amount of work and completed in excess of 1100
stocktakes. As a result of their tireless effort and teamwork, the
Log Tp successfully remediated many long-term stores issues for
the Timor Group, something that many before them would say
was impossible.
Workshops hit the ground running as TLTG-2 was given the
reins to take over the hangar early in October 2010. Shortly
after we had done our handovers into our sections within the
workshop, MAS arrived to conduct their audits and inspections.
It was good in a way because the first month just flew by.

Within the first few weeks of the patrols being sent out, a
Forward Repair Team (FRT) was sent to repairs the IIMV fleet
patrolling Los Palos. This set the tempo which did not ease
until February 2011. Recovery section went into Op Astute
with dreams of endless recovery, and got their first recovery
in the first week. A rollover on the concrete helipad, courtesy
of the civilian aircraft crew, with one job down the horizon
was looking good. Well, did things certainly slow down after
that, so much in fact that Recovery, led by CPL Jarman, had
to roll their own MRV just to get another job under their belt.
Twelve hours later and after much blood, sweat and tears, the
Wrecker was back on her wheels willing to fight another day. A
big thanks to all the workshop members, who just came down
for a laugh, but battled out the heat, steep climbs, heavy CES
and km’s of winch rope.
With the MRV righted, that concluded the recovery efforts
except for one more quick job - a 30t rock which had landed
on and subsequently blocked the only road out of town. I wish
I could say it was another successful recovery mission, but I
have to give a lot of the credit to the Plant Troop, who gave
their hydraulics a good work out throughout the night. Ossie
the Boffin spent most of his time rebuilding his nemesis, the
AB-F300 Clark mast, with 40 being completely rebuilt in the
eight months.
Everyone in the workshop worked their hardest when the job
was on and all learned a lot from the experience. When work began to slow down we had the chance to head to the beach every
now and then to conduct some PT and let off some steam. LCPL
Schmidt had a lot of time to beautify the workshop, including
a Chinese water feature for the turtle pond and a green house
complete with an ‘IV’ bag drip watering system.
Overall the workshops provided the deployment with an outstanding maintenance and modification capability that was second to none with the customary high level of morale that could
not be matched.

Provincial Reconstruction Team
Australian Engineers deployed to Uruzgan Province, Afghanistan
from September 2010 to June 2011 as part of the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT).
The Engineer Works Section and Trade Training School comprised members from the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment (1 CER)
as well as several other Royal Australian Engineers units and the
Royal Australian Air Force.
The Works Section and Trade Training School proved themselves to be valuable capabilities and contributed immensely to
the success achieved by PRT throughout the deployment.

Trade Training School
The Trade Training School has been in operation since 2006. Under the supervision of 1 CER tradesmen LCPL James, SPR Griffith, SPR Hopkins and SPR Vonarburg the school continued to
provide training for local youth in construction skills throughout
the deployment. The training is extensive and covers a wide variety of skill sets including concreting, carpentry, roofing, plumbing, painting and tiling.
Trade Training School employs eight local instructors, who
were all previously students themselves, to teach the new students about the various aspects to construction. The school improves critical skill shortages in the construction industry and
provides a brighter future and opportunities for the local youth
of Uruzgan.
Recent courses have also seen Afghan National Army (ANA)
members participate as students. This is an important development that aims to provide education and skills to enable the ANA
to maintain their own compounds and patrol bases. This is a capability that requires increased focus, particularly as responsibility
for patrol bases is handed to Afghan National Security Forces
(ANSF) as part of the transition to Afghan led security.
Engineer Works Section
PRT’s Engineer Works Section focuses on construction and
reconstruction efforts in support of development projects
within Uruzgan.
Projects managed by the Works Section are an important component to the whole of government approach in Uruzgan which
seeks to increase development and support Afghan government
capacity building.
Completion of these projects sees new infrastructure and facilities being delivered for the local population to assist in providing them greater opportunities in their daily lives. Whilst it
is great to see the projects take shape, the real value is evident in
the effects these structures have on the local communities. Each
project brings with it additional benefits such as employment,
increased security, improved trade and commerce and a sense of
pride and ownership from the local community.
The Works Section manages all phases of the project from inception to design and then procurement through to construction.
Whilst the Works Section provides project management, the construction is carried out by local Afghan contractors.
When it comes to the construction industry, Afghanistan is an
environment often characterised by corruption, waste and poor
performance. Coupled with the isolation and security situation in
Uruzgan, the Works Section contended with numerous challenges
which needed to be overcome in order to achieve value for money
and deliver successful project outcomes.
Construction skill and knowledge of contractors was often at a
basic level and the understanding of technical written and spoken
language varied widely between individuals and companies. A balance had to be struck to deliver a project was fit-for-purpose and
met the required and standards; whilst also understanding the
local construction materials, methods and techniques and how
best to work with the contractor to achieve the desired results. In
order to produce a successful outcome the members of the Works
Section not only fulfilled the role of Contract Administrator, they
mentored the local contractors during all stages of the project.
It was essential to set and maintain the required standard from
the outset of the project. The progress and quality of the work
was monitored through regular site inspections and contractor
meetings. By encouraging the contractors to take pride in their
work and stressing the importance of having a good reputation
within the industry, the quality of the work produced was generally of a good standard.
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our job. Search through the suspected area, look for the signs, and
excavate possible problems. Clear to the best of our ability in the
time allowed. Convoy moves can be tiring and lengthy processes.
Sometimes it’s not a convoy, but a vehicle move to over watch.
Here we do the same. Search the vehicles into the area and then
once secure, we set off with our Infantry to provide them Mobility
Support for their foot patrol.
It is this, more than anything else, the continued “go, go, go”, that
let’s you tell Sappers are always working for the safety of others.

Above: Members of the Engineer Works Section and the Trade Training
School in Multi-National Base – Tarin Kout

Maintaining a good working relationship with the contractors allowed the members of the Works Section to impart their
knowledge whilst also further understanding local construction
methods and techniques.
The close monitoring and supervision was received well by local companies who took it as an opportunity to further develop
their skills and knowledge.
The Engineer Works Section worked closely with civilian agencies AusAID and DFAT within the PRT. A coordinated approach
was vital to enhancing Afghan government capacity to support
development within Uruzgan. Whilst progress is occurring, challenges are always present and work continues to further Afghan
government capacity to facilitate operation and maintenance of
development projects.

Dismounted Patrols – Finding the Route
Before stepping off on a dismounted foot patrol the boys do a final
check over each other’s personal kit and then sit at the form up
point waiting for the call to step off. Again, it is us, the Engineers,
that lead the patrol and continuously check suspect areas along
the route for possible IED’s. Aqueduct crossings, rock walls, paths
through crops and fields, or anywhere else an IED could be placed
along our patrol path is an area we investigate. Being at the front of
a patrol does not just expose us to the threat of IEDs, but also the
shoot threat. Though we can worry, we know our job and the importance of it in protecting the rest of their mates in the patrol. We do
our job because it is the best thing for our Army mates overall.

Sappers On Patrol
By the members of 3 Troop Group – Deh Rawood Tactical Area of Operations
9 Field Squadron Group (ETU)
After a few months of continuous patrols, getting yourself, your
team and your equipment ready for the next patrol becomes
quicker and easier. Everyone knows what they need to take for a
specific task, whether it’s a routine presence and community engagement patrol through the green or a targeted building or area
search. Even those week long operations become easier.
Before Step Off
Orders come out the night before, usually after dinner for the
following day’s task or patrol. We all go over our kit, checking that
our weapons and webbing are ready to go. We then go through the
extra kit that engineers have to carry for our special task.
Mine labs get their final check and batteries changed. The
ECM is checked and spare batteries are gathered from the CP
and packed into the kit bag. The kit bag is then checked that it has
the stores required for the task ahead, explosives, pull kit, zip lock
bags for collecting evidence from an IED blast or any cache finds,
spray paint for marking, spare batteries for ECM, mine labs and
AA batteries for any other kit. Mobility Support and Search has
its own equipment – with its own weight problems.
Sappers – Working for the Safety of Others
Tasks for Engineers can vary so we need to be prepared for any
task that may come up. That is what it means to be a Mobility
Support Team and a Combat Engineer.
When conducting vehicle convoys, whether a resupply run back
to TK or a run to the other nearby patrol bases, the Engineer Vehicle is always in the lead. We continually scan the road for likely
locations or signs of IED’s and when it is assessed that there may
be a chance of an IED the convoy stops and we dismount and do
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Above: Patrolling from PB Mohammed, Sappers from MTF-2 clear the
way in support of ongoing operations in the Mirabad Valley (Feb 2011).

Deliberate Operations – Engineers in the Cordon
A lot of our dismounted patrols involve some task along the route.
Be it a building or area search. The Infantry set up the cordon,
and once secure we go in and conduct the search. During building
search there were a lot of places we have to search for caches: from
feed troughs, to beds, to pit toilets. In some compounds, the farm
animals were kept in rooms. These add challenges: thick animal
crap, hay dust and the occasional angry bull. Even the amount of
rubbish and small spaces add to the difficulties. Crawling around
with a torch becomes the norm for the Engineers.
Area searches were also conducted very frequently, usually in
and around selected compounds, aqueducts and cemeteries; or if
we are really luckily – up and down re-entrants and caves in the
mountains; is where the best caches are found. Sometimes these
targeted operations were anywhere up to a week long – bouncing
cordons and searches through the Valleys. Many of the items found
were weapons, ammunition, webbing and IED components.
But there are benefits to our job. Things that no other Soldier can do. When we found high explosive munitions we got the
chance to do the other thing Engineers are good at – blowing stuff
up! It was this reason that we carried so much explosive on patrol.

Above: Although the hike up the mountain wasn’t much fun, the view
was quiet good. Overwatch in support of the Provincial Reconstruction
Team (Jan 2011).

The boys get pretty excited when they get a find, and especially
if we get to blow it up.
Still, all searches come to an end. And it was at the end we
would either move to our next target or hopefully back to base
for a bit of rest.
The Other Task – Ready Reaction
As Sappers we always have to be ready for a QRF (Quick Reaction
Force) task. This may come up at any time. Whether it is to take
the EOD team out to an IED that the Aussies, US, ANA or a local
have found, a VBIED detonation in the district town center, or
a vehicle strike along a nearby route, the tasks always required
flexibility, quick thought and the need to help our mates.
Our task would be to provide mobility support to site, and then
conduct a search of the immediate area for secondary devices.
We would then conduct collection of any evidence such as any
remaining IED components for further examination.

Regiment as the Officer Commanding Engineer Support Squadron. The Regimental Sergeant Major is WO1 Michael Bates. WO1
Mick Bates is detached for four months from his current appointment as the RSM of 21 Construction Regiment in Sydney. CAPT
James Godbee is currently deployed as the liaison officer to the
Participating Police Force. CAPT Godbee’s parent unit is Sydney
University Regiment. CAPT Erica Hansch is deployed for eight
months as the CTF 635 Personnel Officer (S1). Most of CAPT
Hansch’s Regimental experience has been with 21 Const Regt;
however, her current parent unit is 1/19 Royal New South Wales
Regiment, where she is a company 2IC. WO1 Tim Chislett, whilst
not a member of CTF 635, plays a vital role in supporting the
Solomon Islands mission. He is posted to the Australian High
Commission, Honiara as the Defence Administrative Assistant
where he is putting his well developed diplomatic skills to good
use working with Defence Foreign Affairs and Trade, AusAID and
the Non Government Organisation communities.
Participating in this operational mission is a fantastic opportunity for any soldier and many of the tasks undertaken here are
unique to this operation. Our main purpose here is to provide support to the Regional Assistance Mission Solomon Islands Participating Police Force as they continue to mentor the Royal Solomon
Islands Police Force and support the maintenance of security and
law enforcement in the Solomon Islands. This is definitely not an
engineering mission; however, the Sapper component of CTF 635
have been well prepared for any contingency by their time in the
Engineer Corps and continue to make a valuable contribution to
what is a very important mission. The Solomon Islands remains
a very fragile country and our presence will ensure it continues
to remain stable and that the people of the Solomon Islands are
able to live happy and safe lives.

The Team and Family
Working as a four man Mobility Support Team is not just for the deployment. It is a 12 month commitment to the section and the team.
Lead up training, Mission Rehearsals, CERTEX, and finally the deployment itself. You become pretty close and reliant on each other.
Whether it is someone to push you over the finish line when your
buggered after a long stomp in the desert heat, someone to have a
good yarn and laugh with, a shoulder to cry on through the sad and
hard times, or just to know that they are with you to the end.

UBIQUE - Sapper Contribution
To CTF 635 - Solomon Islands
Written by LTCOL Campbell Smith
CTF 635 is the military component of an Australian led, Whole of
Government, and combined operation to assist the Government
of the Solomon Islands maintain law and order and reinvigorate the Solomon Islands economy. CTF 635 comprises soldiers
from Australia, New Zealand, Tonga and Papua New Guinea. The
majority of Australian personnel contributing to the mission are
Army Reservists drawn on a rotational basis from the Brigades
within the 2nd Division. While most of the soldiers contributing
to mission are from manoeuvre units, there is a significant command, leadership and management contribution being made to
the mission by Engineers from Australia and New Zealand.
The Commander CTF 635 is LTCOL Cam Smith who took up
this 12 month appointment after two and a half years as Commanding Officer 22 Construction Regiment in Melbourne. The
Deputy Commander is MAJ Alistair Mitchell, RNZE. MAJ Mitchell’s parent unit is the NZDF Property Group. When he completes
his six month tour MAJ Mitchell will be posted to 2 Engineer

Above: Sappers serving with OP ANODE (left to right): WO1 Mick
Bates (RSM), CAPT James Godbee (PPFLO), MAJ Alistair Mitchell RNZE
(DCOMD), LTCOL Cam Smith (COMD), WO1 Tim Chislett (DAA), CAPT
Erica Hansch (S1).

Cooperation Key To Moving
Forward In Timor Leste.
By CAPT James Scott
With stability in the fledgling nation of Timor Leste gradually
increasing, one notices the sense of normalcy on the streets of
Dili and in the regional areas. Sporting events from local soccer
matches to the national Tour de Timor bike race and including
social events such as the Rotary Gala Fundraising Ball and creative
dance recitals all contribute to the feeling that the nation has left
behind the violence of the past, embraced peace, and is looking
forward to a culturally strong and diverse future.
The Australian led International Stabilisation Force (ISF) is
currently lowering their profile as the Government of Timor
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Leste assumes more responsibility for the security of the nation through its two main security forces, the Policia National
Timor Leste (PNTL) and the Falantil – Forca Defeza Timor Leste
(F-FDTL). Like the nation of Timor Leste itself, the F-FDTL is a
young organisation, born from the corps of guerrillas who fought
against the Indonesian occupation. The Defence Cooperation
Program East Timor (DCP-EM) is assisting the F-FDTL to train
and develop across a range of areas as it tries to overcome the
problems of poor funding, lack of qualified trainers, low education levels and lack of corporate governance processes such as a
military justice system.
The Government of Timor Leste is seeking to rapidly grow
and professionalise its defence force. While ongoing recruiting
satisfies the need for growth, the professionalisation of such a
new and rapidly growing organisation presents a challenge. This
is particularly true for units with a high degree of technical capability such as engineers.
A large part of the DCP-EM effort is aimed at the training and
development of the F-FDTL Engineer Company which has a construction focus. This niche capability increased from around 20
to 120 personnel in 2010 and DCP-EM advisors work at all levels
within the Company to assist in the organisation and supervision
of construction tasks. Most training is delivered through on the
job training as this fills the dual role of training the soldiers as
well as contributing to the nation’s reconstruction effort. Courses
such as welding and solar power are run through the DCP-EM
supported Specialist Training Wing who also organise basic engineering and construction courses.
DCP-EM currently employs 6 RAE personnel from CPL to
MAJ on a two year accompanied posting. Timor Leste provides
a unique opportunity for RAE members to assist and participate
in a wide range of construction tasks in support of local communities, but presents other challenges such as cultural and language differences. As advisors, DCP-EM personnel must walk a
fine line between assisting the Timorese and doing the job for
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them. Aside from the direct provision of advice and assistance,
one of the greatest ways in which DCP-EM assists is to liaise with
other organisations such as ISF, US Navy Construction Battalion
detachment, local contractors, local suppliers as well as local and
international trade schools in order to facilitate the successful
completion of construction tasks and training.
Through just a few people RAE is making a significant impact
upon the F-FDTL, from assisting in basic trade skills and safety
at the soldier level, through to infrastructure asset management
and master planning at the strategic level.
As the F-FDTL Engineer Company further develops its ability
to provide a unique and valuable capability to both F-FDTL commanders and the Government of Timor Leste, DCP-EM and its
RAE advisors will continue to play an important role assisting in
the development of this emerging nation.
Above: DCP-EM Carpenter CPL Peter Jeffery supervises and instructs
F-FDTL engineers in the construction of Lysaght sheds.
Below: With DCP assistance, F-FDTL engineers are gradually becoming
more self reliant and capable.

    

1st Combat Engineer Regiment

“Follow the Sapper”
2011 has been a busy and challenging year for
1CER with more than 200 members of the Regiment deploying on operations to Afghanistan
or East Timor, while those who remained in
Darwin continued to train as operational reinforcements, support the 7RAR battle group on
exercise, and provide Australian-based welfare and administrative support to all 1BDE personnel who deployed. I am very
proud of all of our soldiers and their performance over the
deployment period, both on operations and those who stayed
behind. Each has done exactly what has been asked of them;
they have supported the team and can deservedly hold their
heads high.
While progress in Afghanistan and East Timor is incremental, it has also been hard won, and sadly we experienced several
casualties and the combat deaths of Corporal Richard Atkinson
and Sapper Jamie Larcombe during MTF-2. Working in some of
the most demanding conditions imaginable, our soldiers in Afghanistan showed real courage every day in continuing to patrol
and dominate new areas and in doing so bringing support and
security to more of Uruzgan Province. Every day we remember
Akka, Jamie and other mates who have been killed while serving
our Nation – they will never be forgotten. I have also been really
impressed and heartened by the way our soldiers and their part-

ners have stuck together and supported each other during this
tough period. It continues to be a real team effort.
The Regiment reformed in August (post operational deployments and exercise Talisman Sabre) with a focus on individual and
small team training, sport and reintegration. In very close finishes,
LCPL O’Connor led 8 Section (1 Fd Sqn) to victory in our military
skills competition, and LCPL McLennan led 4 Section (1 Fd Sqn) to
victory in the Combat Engineer competition. Special mention goes
to the large number of LCPLs and senior soldiers who did a fantastic
job in leading their respective sections through both competitions
while their CPLs were away supporting pre-deployment training
for 2CER (MTF-4) and attending career courses – well done. With
the fun of competitions and the Regimental Ball behind us, the
Regiment is again busy with 1 Fd Sqn in Perth supporting security
for CHOGM, 9 Fd Sqn in transit for their permanent relocation to
Adelaide, and 23 Spt Sqn running a number of specialist courses
and concurrently completing several minor construction tasks in
the Top End and on Christmas Island.
Finally I’d like to thank our families and partners for their
support, this year and every year, without which it wouldn’t be
possible for us to do our job. Without doubt we are all looking
forward to a Christmas at home with family and friends, before
we ramp-up again next year to test ourselves on exercise HAMEL
12 and prepare for our next series of operational deployments.
LTCOL Matt Pearse & WO1 Mel Patterson

    

2nd Combat Engineer Regiment
Semper Paratus!
From The Commanding Officer
I spoke recently with a young Sapper from
the Regiment who had returned from fighting in Afghanistan. As a 23 year old Combat
Engineer he found himself in the Mirabad
Valley, described by journalist Chris Masters
as the ‘valley of death.’ Eighteen months ago you could not walk
through Mirabad Valley east of Tarin Kout and the people were
under constant threat from the Taliban. Things have changed, but

it is still a dangerous place. He recounted the awfully slow, probing
search for IEDs. He detailed to me how his section were always
weighed down by ammunition, water, radios, metal detectors, batteries and ECM – their uniforms clinging to sweat soaked bodies.
He described in detail the anticipation before a find and then the
searing memory of intense action when weapons fire broke weeks
of tense quiet. “Everything happens with a purpose,” he said with
a shy smile. “The Soldiers were so incredibly trained and proficient
and doing what they needed to do. It was inspiring.”
His story has stayed with me. Like so many others’ stories it
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speaks of the power of inspiration. During the Regiment’s 20th
anniversary year, it reminds us why we train so hard and why our
effort matters in a tangible way. Throughout the last 12 months,
each of us has been inspired by others in the unit. Perhaps young
Sappers who have come back broken from war, either physically or
mentally, and through perseverance and courage have completed
their rehabilitation. Maybe the young section commander who
knowing what is before us next year makes the most of every
minute of the day to ensure his section is trained effectively. It
could be the wife who provides advice to others at the Family Support Group. Perhaps the vehicle mechanic that achieves miracles
when repairing our Bushmaster PMVs. Whether it was supporting Operation QLD FLOOD ASSIST; conducting Husky and Buffalo training in Canada; receiving a Meritorious Unit Citation;
trekking the jungles of Kokoda; burning the midnight oil to make
sure guys get equipment on time; or live firing during the CATA
or TALISMAN SABRE; we have all been inspired by someone in
the Regiment.
As the Regiment again prepares to go back to war, it has
evolved as a consequence of painful lessons learned and the passing of Snowy, Darren and Herbie. During the last 12 months since
MTF1, the Regiment and the Brigade has been focused entirely on
ensuring our Soldiers are well trained, equipped and led for their
future missions. The RSM and I are eternally grateful for the effort
each of you have put into getting ready. We ask that you maintain
your high standards and keep safe always. Our thoughts and actions will be with you everyday until you get back from Afghanistan. Be proud of your year men. Be proud of your Regiment.
LTCOL John Carey

2 CE SQN

MAJ Scott Jamieson
2011 has been a very big year for the 2nd
Combat Engineer Squadron. For starters,
there was inception. Reborn after a premature retirement in the 80’s, 2 CE Sqn was
back on the ORBAT in 2012. With a new OC, new SSM and
new everybody else, the Sqn set about settling in as the best
CE Sqn in the land. The year started at a high tempo with the
usual suite of exercises including range weeks and IMTs. An
early deployment to Canungra was a delight to those who had
never experienced its beautiful weather and forgiving terrain.
We were particularly lucky to witness some sublime driving
skills on display during this exercise, with a certain veteran Tp
Comd bogging a Unimog up to the tray and unsubstantiated
accusations of someone backing into a portaloo.
The tempo then rose dramatically, with the Sqn bouncing from
exercise to exercise from April - September. The Sqn has learned
some valuable lessons on the impact of tempo on training and
administration. Some excellent combined arms live fire training was achieved on Ex DIAMOND STRIKE and then again in
a very similar manner on Ex DIAMOND DOLLAR. The Sqn also
flew to Woomera for 3 rotations of Specific to Theatre Training,
completed a typically low-tempo Ex TALISMAN SABRE and then
further live fire training on Ex HAMEL. SPR Wheatley conducted
a recon behind enemy lines on EX TS11 which included posing for
photos on enemy Dragons Teeth obstacles at 0200 h.
The Sqn has worked extensively with BG RAM (8/9 RAR) in
2012 and a strong, habitual relationship is developing in preparation for deployment as MTF-4 in 2012. After some early teething problems, the Sqn managed to achieve excellent combined
arms effects with BG RAM during both live and dry fire training
activities. That the BG is so well integrated is a testament to
the professionalism and sense of humour of 2 CE Sqn and BG
RAM personnel.
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During the year CPL Hall deployed on EX LONG LOOK 11
where he claimed to be training and working very hard. The
postcard sent back to 2 CE Sqn explaining how women in Irish
pubs are amazing and detailing mountain biking treks in the
French Alps cast doubt on his claims. SPR Hanson and his henchmen (SPR Wood and SPR Kelleway) ran the 10 TP drinks fridge
and used hit-man style tactics (including love letters to the
OC) to recover ‘chitted money’. SPR Day continued to impress
with his lady-like driving skills. One day we hope he will learn
to brake smoothly.
The Army has asked a lot of the Sappers from 2 CE Sqn in 2011
and they have delivered in full. In 7 short months from inception,
the Sqn has completed complex BG live fire activities; grown a
third CE Tp; Promoted two SGTs, five CPLs and seven LCPLs; has
spent an average of 13 weeks on exercise; maintained a very lively
sense of humour and worked harder than I would have imagined
a Sqn would work. I am thankful for the efforts of all the Sappers
of 2 Sqn and in particular for the commitment and drive the Sqn’s
Leaders have displayed to get us to this point. We have a hard road
ahead of us for the next nine months while we prepare for and
deploy on operations. The Sappers of 2 CE Sqn have proven they
are up to the challenge and look forward to providing world class
combat engineer support to BG RAM on operations.

7 CE SQN

MAJ Lee Bowden
This has been a challenging and rewarding
year for the 7th Combat Engineer Squadron.
The Squadron can honestly say that 2011 has
seen it employed across the full spectrum of
operations. The year commenced with the conduct of disaster relief operations in response to the Queensland floods, transitioned
through the spectrum of conventional war fighting operations
from individual skills through to Battle Group level life fire activities and has culminated in the Squadron commencing preparations to redeploy to Afghanistan in 2012.
The year commenced on 9 January 2011, with the members
of the Squadron being recalled from Christmas leave to respond
to the floods that devastated much of South East Queensland.
Squadron Headquarters had the task of bringing together at
short notice approximately 100 individuals from across the
Regiment to deploy to the Squadron’s own back yard, providing
assistance to the residents of Brisbane’s riverfront suburbs.
The focus of our efforts was the suburbs of Graceville and
Sherwood, although we also provided a Troop size element in
support of recovery operations in Grantham and Condamine.
This activity was taxing both physically and mentally, especially for those deployed to the Grantham region; but overall
was exceptionally rewarding for all who participated and provided an excellent start to the year for a Squadron that was
reforming after losing almost half its members at the end of
the previous year.
Once the training year began in earnest, the Squadron rolled
through a series of conventional war fighting activities focusing
on building skills from individual through section to troop and
squadron level in support of 6RAR and 2/14 LHR (QMI). Where
ever possible, training was conducted with live ammunition and
some highlights included life fire section attacks, route clearance
and explosive breaches in support of platoon and company level
assaults. Throughout the training one eye was always focused on
the deployment to follow in 2012 and a heavy focus was placed
on basic Combat Engineer skills including explosives and Combat
Engineer search.
In support of these activities the Squadron received a plethora
of new equipment including Bushmaster Protected Mobility Ve-

hicles (PMV), F3 Mine Labs, Minehound and HSTAMIDS ground
penetrating radars, Dragon Runner Remotely Piloted Vehicles,
Sparks mine rollers, Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicles,
Search Kits….the list goes on and on.
In addition to the usual challenges posed by a busy training year, the Squadron also faced new challenges to its traditional place as the pre-eminent Squadron within 2CER. These
came from a resurgent 24 Support Squadron, re-raised after the
Regiment’s support to operations in 2010, and the baby of the
Regiment, 2 Squadron, newly raised in January of this year. Despite at times a spirited opposition, 7 Squadron dominated the
Regimental Cross Country, taking seven of the top ten places,
led the Regiment in the introduction of the new Bushmaster
capability and maintained its traditional pride and espirit de
corps with the introduction of new emblems, mottos and Squadron PT shirts.
As the year closes out, focus has shifted firmly to 2012. Predeployment preparations have commenced and mission specific
training commences proper in November when the Squadron deploys to Woomera for Specific to Theatre Training. After a busy
2011, 2012 promises to be busier still with the Squadron moving to Townsville in February to commence training with 3 RAR,
before deploying to Afghanistan.

11 CE SQN

MAJ Stephen John
11 Squadron had another busy year, kicking off earlier than planned with all hands
on deck in January for Operation QLD
FLOOD ASSIST. Work was undertaken at Bellbowrie, Fig Tree
Pocket, and Sherwood; while splinter teams were attached to
1 Regiment RAA and 6RAR providing engineer support. The
work was very difficult but nonetheless rewarding, with tasks
ranging from loading trucks with debris through to helping
move pool tables wedged in the ceiling! The operation also reinforced the high regard in which Defence is held, with members
of the public seeking either assistance or guidance as soon as
the uniform was spotted.
During May, an MGB qualification course was run in the sunny
climes of Wallangarra. This was a great success, with six members
attaining their OIC DS bridge build qualification and over 30 earning their party commander qualification. Bridges built included
one and two storey bridges, 13+ bay bridges with capsil roller
beam, pier set, exposure to LRS, and a reverse bank strip in the
dark. The only casualty sustained throughout the exercise was
an MGB Pam that succumbed to the frost and fell apart shortly
before the end of the course.
The Squadron was also involved in Ex TALISMAN SABRE,
with SHQ and 28 Troop deploying to Shoalwater Bay. A Troop
of HRR engineers from Victoria was attached to 11 Squadron
during the force concentration phase. The Exercise proved to
be excellent training for all involved. Members of 28 Troop
were kept busy, starting the operation attached to D COY,
6RAR providing engineer support. Some of the tasks included
a helicopter insertion complete with EDD’s. Following this they
redeployed to Tilpal Water Point, where for the first time in
many years the Squadron set up a water point which produced
169,000L of potable water of which 75,660L was distributed to
the Brigade. The water point also proved its worth by providing
early warning for the BMA when attacked by enemy ASLAV’s
early one morning.
During Ex TALISMAN SABRE the Squadron farewelled the outgoing OC, Major Bill Bolton, as he relocated to Karratha to undertake a new job. 11 Squadron wishes Bill and his family all the best
for the future and look forward to catching up at ANZAC day.

Weekend training has continued apace, with highlights including search, construction, and water supply. Members of 7
CE SQN provided excellent training in current TTP’s and were
able to communicate their valuable operational experience before and during search activities. In addition to regular training
activities, members of the Squadron once again participated in
the Bridge to Brisbane fun run, raising over $5000 for members
of 2CER injured or killed on operations. All members participated
in marching order with full combat weight, completing the course
in a very respectable time.
Next year looks to be even busier, with the Squadron taking
over responsibility for maintaining the Regiment’s water supply
capability as well as picking up tasks back at the Unit while the
ARA Squadrons deploy, or prepare to deploy overseas.

24 SPT SQN

MAJ Paul Pembroke
2011 has turned out to be a big year for 24
Support Squadron. The Squadron reformed in
January after being temporarily disbanded in
2010 to support MTF1. Elements of the Squadron were immediately involved in the clean up
after the Queensland floods with personnel working in Brisbane
City and Grantham.
With 7 Brigade scheduled to provide forces for Afghanistan in
2012, funding was provided to construct Mission Specific Training facilities in Wide Bay Training Area. This included $270,000
to upgrade the existing Forward Operating Base (FOB) HOLDFAST and $400,000 to construct Afghan Qualas. Both projects
were designed and built by 24 Support Squadron from March
to September.
In May, 19 Engineers from both the Papua New Guinea and
Tongan Defence Forces joined the Squadron to help support the
upgrade of FOB HOLDFAST. The lads were immediately deployed
to Wide Bay Training Area where they worked with the rest of
the Squadron and gained valuable experience in FOB construction. With a tight construction time line and manning shortfalls
within the Squadron, the project could not have been completed
without the support provided by our fellow Sappers from Tonga
and PNG!
As the FOB approached completion, focus shifted to construction of the Qualas. Floor plans were developed by Combat Engineers recently returned from MTF1 with SHQ completing the
design. A very tight construction timeline meant that masonry
block work was selected as the construction material with most
of the Squadron completing a block laying course as lead up training. The first of 20,000 blocks was laid in early July and final
‘Afghanisation’ of the site completed in September prior to the
MTF4 Mission Rehearsal Activity.
In September, the Squadron was again temporarily disbanded
in order to support deployments in 2012. 24 Support Squadron
is providing the Support Troops to both MTF4 and 5, along with
personnel in CTU-3, and will reform in late 2012 when the majority of Squadron members have returned to Australia.
With all the focus on Mission Specific Training facilities,
the Squadron still managed to complete a number of side
projects throughout the year. These included establishing
vital Explosive Detection Dog training facilities and areas
outside of Woomera, construction of both man pack and vehicle ECM surrogates and construction of new EDD working accommodation. Including all these smaller projects,
24 Support Squadron managed to design and construct over
$700,000 worth of work from January to September. Not
bad for an under strength Support Squadron in a Combat
Engineer Regiment.
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Operational Support Squadron

CAPT Andrew Blyth
It has been an exciting and challenging year
for Operational Support Squadron. The Squadron is in its second year and provides logistic,
maintenance and medical support to 2 CER.
Whether it is introducing new equipment into
the Unit or keeping pace with the support requirements of the CE
SQNs as they continue on their relentless training schedules, OSS
has been working hard as 2 CER prepares for operations.
This year OSS hit the ground running with members being recalled from leave to assist in Operation QLD FLOOD ASSIST. Forward repair teams were busy keeping Mack and Unimog dumps on
the road, while members from the Q store procured specialist cleanup equipment and stores. As the last of the mud had been cleaned off
the vehicles, OSS moved straight onto IMT training and exercises.
OSS conducted marksmanship training and IMT training before joining 24 SPT SQN at Greenbank Training Area for Exercise
HAMMER. The soldiers performed to a high standard during the
week long activity and members at all ranks received high quality
training. One of the highlights during the IMT training phase was a
squadron bonding activity involving abseiling at Kangaroo Point.
2CER was audited by the Maintenance Advisory Service in April
and required the Q store and Workshop to conduct a significant
amount of work in preparation. The outcome of the audit was that
2CER is on track to meet its technical and non-technical maintenance obligations with equipment ready and fit for purpose.
May through to August saw OSS resources spread thinly in
support of the CE SQNs attached to 8/9 RAR and 2/14 LHR for

the conduct of Exercise DIAMOND STRIKE, DIAMOND DOLLAR
and TALISMAN SABRE. At the same time 24 SPT SQN were conducting the refurbishment of the WBTA Afghan village. Support
was provided in the form of supply and procurement, medics and
maintenance support with embedded FRTs.
During May, OSS conducted a shakeout exercise in preparation for Exercise TALISMAN SABRE. The shakeout culminated
in a 30km pack march.
OSS deployed on Exercise TALISMAN SABRE in support of 11
SQN and RHQ. While the technical workload was low, the exercise provided an excellent opportunity to review SQN SOPs and
the support model for CE Squadrons attached to other units. The
troops also conducted IMT training and all corps wiring tasks to
construct a displaced persons internment camp during the lulls in
the exercise. Following the exercise there were a few days to head
up to Sabina Point before safely redeploying to barracks.
Specialist trade training has been a major focus for OSS during
2011. As new equipment and capability is introduced, the support
requirements expand and provide exceptional skills development
opportunities for OSS members. Some of the courses that have been
attended this year include: outboard motor maintainer, G-Wagon
air conditioning, dangerous goods packaging, marine equipment
maintainer, PMV maintainer, SPARKS mine roller maintainer, self
propelled vibrating roller maintainer and C vehicle maintainer.
As the end of the year approaches at a rapid rate, OSS is poised
for another exciting and rewarding year in 2012. The Squadron
will receive a significant increase in manning next year, including
a transport section which will enable OSS to provide more comprehensive logistic support for 2 CER in 2012 and beyond.

    

3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
The 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment has had
an extremely busy yet successful year in 2011.
Comprised mainly of pre-deployment training,
short-notice deployments and intense training
exercises, the year also saw a turnover of key
staff and the introduction of a number of new
members to the unit.
Yet again 3CER hit the ground running following the 2010 Christmas period. The early months of 2011 were
quickly absorbed by the Regiment’s contribution to Operation
YASI ASSIST, the continuation of pre-deployment training for 18
CE SQN, and the relocation of some elements of 25 SPT SQN to
new facilities.
Op YASI ASSIST was a 3BDE led operation which saw 3CER
heading up a Recovery Task Group (TG664.4), whose mission was
to provide emergency assistance to the Cassowary Coast area after
Tropical Cyclone Yasi. 3CER teamed up with other 3BDE units including 1RAR, B SQN 3/4 Cav, 3CSR and 3CSSB. The Task Group
deployed at short notice to townships north of Townsville, including
Ingham, Cardwell, Tully and Mission Beach. The troops assisted in
many tasks including but not limited to the search for missing persons, repairing damaged roofs and infrastructure as well as clearing
debris from roads and driveways. The wet season and cyclone was
one of the most damaging these towns had experienced and the assistance the Task Group provided was greatly appreciated. A reconnaissance element comprising members of 3CER, 3CSSB and 3CSR
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were quickly en route towards Tully once the cyclone had passed.
Travelling in Bushmasters from B SQN 3/4 Cav, they were able to
provide ground truth on the trafficability of the north, as well as
establish a quick linkup with the local emergency services in the
Tully area. While this element pushed North, the main body of the
Task Force, who also rapidly deployed, became stranded at Ingham
due to flood waters closing the highway between Ingham and Tully.
This did not break their resolve, and the troops kept themselves busy
lending a hand with the cleanup effort in Ingham while they waited
for the waters to subside. Concurrently, the Regimental Headquarters Tactical Party (RHQ Tac) and an element from the CE SQN were
able to deploy forward to Tully by CH-47 helicopter and commence
operations in the area with little delay. The water cutting the highway between Tully and Ingham subsided shortly thereafter and the
remainder of the Task Force was able to head North within 24 hours.
The agility and commitment of 3CER and 3BDE personnel demonstrated by these acts are only snippets of that which occurred during
Op YASI ASSIST. It was a challenging but rewarding operation. The
group was required to work in arduous conditions but reward came
in the form of appreciation from the local people, and the dedication
that all Task Group personnel demonstrated throughout Op YASI
ASSIST was ever prevalent. The Regiment, and the community, are
justifiably proud of the service provided by members of 3CER and
other supporting units during the Operation.
18 CE SQN continued their pre-deployment preparations
with Mission Specific Training for the 3rd Mentoring Task Force

(MTF-3), in the form of Ex AFGHANI BLACK. Advanced search
training and certification exercises at the Woomera training area
were conducted to prepare soldiers for the in-theatre IED threat.
A final Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) was conducted at the
Townsville Field Training Area (TFTA) in which all personnel of
MTF-3 participated, supported by the remainder of 3BDE. The
MRE gave all of the sub-units within MTF-3 the opportunity to
demonstrate and confirm their capability before deploying to the
MEAO. Following some well-earned pre-deployment leave,
18 CE SQN deployed to Afghanistan in June. During this time 16
CE SQN completed Ex CORAL and Ex KAPYONG WARRIOR while
25 SPT SQN completed Ex PHANTOM WARRIOR. A critical task for
25 SPT SQN during Ex PHANTOM WARRIOR was the conduct of
route maintenance in TFTA. A 30 km stretch of road that connected
various checkpoints to Patrol Base Wali was in very poor condition. In
some places, the pot holes were deeper than the Sappers were tall. The
SQN worked incredibly hard and it paid dividends when they finished
the scheduled works ahead of time and to an excellent standard.
Ex TALISMAN SABRE saw elements from all parts of the Regiment deploy as part of the Ready Battle Group Designate (RBGD). The RBG-D’s role in Ex TS 11 was a full mission profile to test
the battle group prior to certification later in the year. Elements
of 16 CE SQN and 25 SPT SQN were attached to the 1RAR Battle
Group in order to provide integral Engineer support whilst OSS
provided personnel and equipment to the exercise to enhance
logistics and supply capabilities.
After a short breather the Regiment was once again kept on its
toes by preparing for the Combined Arms Training Activity (CATA).
CATA was the final CERTEX before the RBG-D was certified as ready
to assume the responsibility from 3RAR. The RBG is spear-headed
by 1RAR with elements of 16 CE SQN and 25 SPT SQN in support
(amongst others). CATA provided Sappers with experience as part
of Combined Arms Teams and culminated in the opportunity to
conduct live obstacle breaches during the Live Fire Exercise (LFX).
The LFX component was the main effort for the rest of the Regiment, as RHQ assumed the Director of Practice responsibilities.
In September elements from 25 SPT SQN and 16 CE SQN deployed to Papua New Guinea as part of Ex PUK PUK 11. This
exercise has become an annual occurrence for the Regiment and
reinforces our close working relationship with the PNG Defence
Force (PNGDF). This year the focus for Ex PUK PUK was the renovation and refurbishment of facilities within Murray Barracks in

Above: Members of 3 CER providing assistance in Tully.

Port Moresby. The main works involved the refurbishment of the
Sergeants Mess and Joint Operations Room. The construction of
tiered parade ground seating and a guard accommodation building were also of high priority. In addition to members from 25 SPT
SQN and 16 CE SQN, the exercise included a troop of engineers
from the PNGDF, Sappers from SME and RAAF tradesmen from
1AOSS, as well as other supporting elements. The team worked
exceptionally well in arduous conditions.
There have also been a number of individual deployments which
the Regiment has supported throughout the year. 3CER provided
personnel and other support to OP SLIPPER (Afghanistan), OP
ASTUTE (Timor-Leste) and OP ANODE (Solomon Islands).
The intense operational and training tempo has not hampered
the Regiment’s efforts in the BDE sporting competitions. 3CER was
victorious over 2RAR to claim the basketball title and also won the
BDE Cross Country as part of the Commander’s Trophy for the first
time in the history of the event. 3CER finished in second place overall
behind 1RAR in this year’s Commander’s Trophy competition. This
was an outstanding effort given many unit personnel were deployed,
and all unit members can be justifiably proud of this result.
As the end of 2011 approaches the tempo for the Regiment will reduce. The main effort will be directed towards the maintenance period
in order to refit for the Christmas stand down period and cyclone season. This will also be an opportunity for the Soldiers and Officers of
3CER to spend some important time with their families over
the leave period, while remaining ever vigilant to support contingency operations.

    

4th Combat Engineer Regiment
4CER has had a successful 2011. Attendance has
been constant and a broad number of Engineer skill
sets have been tested on our training weekends.
The Regiment continues to grow in stature, with
a number of new march-ins adding to new found
enthusiasm. 4CER is also continuing to maintain
its commitment to 4BDE by providing members
for the Reserve Response Force and High Readiness Reserve.
February training weekend
Training weekends have been highly successful, seeing all mission
essential tasks achieved in 2011. An overview of our activities is
as follows:

1. February – The priority of the February training weekend was
annual briefs, individual readiness requirements and a horizontal construction task.
2. March – The March weekend saw the Regiment deploy to
HMAS Cerberus for the annual range shoot. Members were
trained or refreshed in the use of the F88 Steyr, F89 Minimi
and 9mm pistol.
3. April - ANZAC Day was the main focus of April. 4CER supported a number of Catafalque Parties throughout the Melbourne
Metropolitan Area and participated in the City of Ringwood
ANZAC Day Parade. In addition there was preparatory training
for the Unit Search weekend
4. May – The focus of the May weekend was Domestic Search. ‘Ex
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Above: February training meeting.
Below right: The Ringwood Anzac Day march.

Eureka Quest’ was conducted in Ballarat and consisted of two
Combat Engineer Troops with specialist support carrying out
a variety of venue searches within Ballarat and surrounding
areas. The exercise scenario enabled soldiers to conduct both
Technical Specialist Search and High Risk Search in a time critical and complex environment.
5. June – For 38 OSS, the June training weekend ‘Exercise Platypus Breach’ involved the conduct of small arms ranges (F88
and F89) and F1/F3 Hand Grenade course. 10 CES deployed
to the field and conducted a series of Infantry Minor Tactics
including section patrols, casualty evacuations, section attacks
and an advanced demolitions practice at the Puckapunyal
Demolitions Range. The demolitions training was conducted
jointly with 22 Construction Regiment. A number of retired
Sappers (Old’s and Bold’s) from the Melbourne based associations joined us and enjoyed meeting the younger soldiers and
viewing current training methods.
6. July – The focus of the July weekend was Officers and JNCO
training. This activity focused on NEB design, reconnaissance
planning, communications revision and preparation for future
training activities. Specialist training was conducted for those
members of 4CER and 22 Construction Regiment preparing
for TLTG-4 deployment.
7. August – The focus of the August weekend was basic engineer
construction. The Regiment executed self help project both at
the Ringwood Depot and Puckapunyal Military Area. Soldiers
were busy pouring concrete slabs, repairing cricket nets and
completing basic repair and maintenance activities.
February training activity – Horizontal construction
4 CER has continued its on-going support to operations with a
number of individuals and groups being deployed within Australia and on overseas operations. In February a number of soldiers
supported the flood relief efforts in Victoria.
WO2 Jim Ford and WO2 Jason Harmon have recently returned from Operation Slipper. WO2 Ford deployed to Kandahar Airfield and was employed in the CJ37 Engineer Branch, as
part of the 10th Mountain Division (LI) Headquarters, Regional
Command (South). WO2 Harmon deployed with the 5th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment as the EOD manager, for the
Mentoring Task Force – 2.
In June, SGT Ron Willis and CPL Brent Wilson deployed
on Exercise Saunders (AACAP 18), providing catering training
and support.
In July, 4 CER deployed a Troop on Exercise Talisman Sabre
2011. RAE soldiers are always in demand, but especially so on this
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exercise with the 4CER Sappers supporting two Combat Teams.
During the main Battle Group assault, 4CER soldiers were tasked
to provide mobility support including route search, route clearance and obstacle reduction. Once the main assault was complete,
the 4CER Sappers transitioned to rear area security operations.
Tasks included: route clearance, support to civil assessment
teams, high-risk engineer search, and civil military cooperation
(CIMIC) operations.
Ringwood ANZAC day march
The Regiment has also continued to support numerous activities
and exercises throughout 2011. The most notable include Battle
Noise Simulation (BNS) and plant support to Ex Chong Ju (firepower demonstration for the COAC, Royal Military College Battle
Blocks and SOCOMD Mission Rehearsal Exercise preparation). In
addition, 4CER continues to provide ongoing support to Operation Astute, Timor Leste Task Group (TLTG-4) force preparation
training. Instructor support has been readily provided to RAE
IET courses, Cavalry Scout IET courses and the Brigade Ready
Reserve Force courses.
In addition to the above support, 4CER assisted AASAM with
a variety of roles. One of 4CER’s entrants, PTE Gabbe, was recognised for her excellent weapon skills. She was awarded the Skill
at Arms permanent Crossed Rifles.
Highlights on the 2011 social calendar have included the ‘Waterloo Dinner’ held at RAAF Williamstown and the all ranks Corps
Birthday dinner held at East Malvern RSL club.
As always it has been a busy and productive year for 4CER. As
the year winds down, the support will not. Significant emphasis is
now focused on the 4BDE CATA, support to TLTG-4 force preparation and Defence Aid to the Civil Community (DACC) planning.
LTCOL Craig Madden

    

5th Combat Engineer Regiment

RHQ
The engine room of the Regiment has seen a sustained high tempo over the last 18 months with the
challenge of not only meeting the training Mission
Essential Task List (METL) both collectively and
individually but also meeting both High Readiness
Reserve (HRR) and Reserve Response Force (RRF) commitments
and unit governance obligations. In what has become the norm
in all Army units and felt more acutely in Army Reserve units is
the challenge to achieve more with less. Whether this is a result
of not having all ARA Cadre staff positions filled or the additional
corporate governance burden placed on units, these challenges
have been met with steely determination by all RHQ staff and
are reflected, in no small part, by the achievements of the Regiment in 2011.
There have been a number of initiatives this year that have seen
5CER align itself with the Defence wide Strategic Reform Program
(SRP) that auger well for the future. Creating a greater awareness
and understanding of the importance of maintaining and improving workplace safety, 5CER members have been actively involved
in revitalising the infrastructure and garrison support programs;
particularly within the Penrith Training Depot. In collusion with
the Defence Support Group (DSG), self help minor work programs
have seen substantial progress in improving our work environment. However, there is still a lot of work to be done!
Another initiative that commenced late in 2010 is Project
Green Panther. Project Green Panther is a resource efficiency review where the outcome is to reduce 5CER’s carbon footprint by
reducing energy costs to include rationalising and making 5CER’s
white and green fleet more efficient and redirecting monetary
savings into the 5CER annual budget.
Finally, 5CER continues to engage the local community whether it
be through supporting ANZAC Day, legacy or Remembrance Day activities. The unit also acknowledges the support of those employers of
our Reservists or participating in Clean Up Australia 2011 with our 21
Army Cadet Unit comrades. At the end of the day we still do what we
do best - being proud Sapp civilian employers of the members. These
activities include the conduct of several Bring a Boss activities, EX
Executive Stretch and the Defence Reserves Support Council (DRSC)

Above: Members of RHQ, 5 Sqn and 22 ACU and families with their
‘Clean up Australia Day’ tally.
Below: Decontamination site, Holsworthy.

Awards dinner. A number of the employers received Employer Awards
at the DRSC Awards dinner held at the Australian War Memorial.
On a different note, 4SQN members accompanied by Signallers and Navy volunteers from HMAS Harman participated in the
annual Clean Up Australia Day on Sunday 6 March 2011. Personnel donned fluoro vests, grabbed gloves and recycling bags and
headed out to Canberra road, working their way North-West from
HMAS Harman. Items collected from the side of the road include
knives, drug needles and hundreds of cigarette butts. By the end
there were approximately 40 bags of rubbish. It was disappointing
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to have collected so many bags of rubbish; however it was clear
we had made a difference. Hopefully we can continue to increase
the volunteer turnout in years to come.

5 SQN
It has been very busy 2011 for the Regiment and 5SQN. The
SQN started the year with a wide variety of tasking, training
weekends and operations activities. The year commenced with
the SQN postured for natural disaster assistance. Two members from 5SQN deployed on OP Queensland Floods Assist
providing valuable plant support to the clean-up operations in
South-East Queensland.
Two members of 5SQN also became the first Reservists to
participate in the ARA EOR course in early 2011 thus increasing
5CER’s explosive ordinance reduction capability.
In March the SQN deployed on the Regiment’s demolitions
practice EX Panther Shock. The activity also included members of
101SQN, 21 Const Regt. Primary tasks for the weekend included
the planning, calculation, placement and initiation of explosive
demolitions on a variety of targets, appreciation of the effect of
adverse weather on the planning and conduct of demolitions.
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Above: SPRs Delveroudis and Cater using Lucas Mill in preparation for
unit NEB build. Below left: Ex GEMAS Arming Party for demolitions.

Demolitions reconnaissance tasks extended the training to include the tactical considerations of operational demolitions. The
activity exercised junior leaders and the HRR TP HQ in command
and the management of demolitions tasks.
EX Bull’s Eye in May was 5SQN’s range weekend. All members
of the SQN were qualified up to LF6 on the F88 and LF1 and
LF2 on the F89. Six personnel conducted the training and qualified on Night Fighting Equipment (NFE). Following on from the
NFE training was a night shoot involving F89s using the Night
Weapons Sight. On the Sunday morning the SQN completed the
Holsworthy based obstacle course.
In June the SQN held EX El Qantara at Penrith Training Depot.
The activity involving was the first stage in the counter mobility
series of training weekends. The activity involved the physical
construction of obstacles including hedgehogs, tetrahedrons and
preparation of a crib for EX Gemas. The activity furthermore included elements of IMTs as part of a VAP exercise. EX Gemas
was the second stage of counter mobility (CMOB) training and
involved the construction of an obstacle belt containing tetrahedrons, wire obstacles, mines and a crib.
EX Paper Panther involved NCO and Officer training at Steele
Barracks. NCO training consisted of tactical reconnaissance and
delivery of recon briefs. Officer training consisted of MAP training and QDE activities.
EX Ready Panther was 5SQN’s battle preparation weekend for
the 5BDE 2011 CATA - EX Waratah Ready. The weekend involved
concrete obstacle construction, completion of the design and
material pre-fabrication for construction of an NEB and various administration requirements in preparation for EX Waratah
Ready. The weekend activity also included a SQN social function
at Penrith RSL on Saturday night and a pack march along the
Nepean River. EX Ready Panther proved to be a highly productive weekend in ‘on-tools’ training in order to posture 5SQN for
the 5BDE CATA.
Lieutenant Colonel Tara Bucknall

    

6th Engineer Support Regiment
Lieutenant Colonel Matt Galton
2011 has proven to be yet another
full year of support to operations,
support to fellow RAE units, support to Army and support to the
wider Defence community - in our
spare time 6ESR has even been able to squeeze in the odd bit of
training. The 6th Engineer Support Regiment has certainly lived
up to the ‘S’ in our Regimental title.
As described in the Squadron reports that follow, Op Queensland Flood Assist dominated the start to the year. 1 Topo found
themselves operating side by side with 8/9 RAR undertaking the
grim task of searching for bodies in the Lockyer Valley and clearing the homes of Grantham families who had lost everything, in
addition to capturing imagery of flood affected areas and providing
decision support product to both the JTF and the QLD Reconstruction Authority. The Construction Squadrons came together in SE
QLD to provide the heavy engineering effort to the flood clean
up and gave us a glimpse of the enhancement to the construction
engineering capability that will be realised in 2014 when 17 Const
Sqn starts life at Amberley. 20 EOD Sqn was the only element of
the Regiment not engaged in Flood Assist as they had literally just
been formed based on what was Army ExHC. The Sqn had just
commenced pre-deployment for units currently serving with distinction in Afghanistan, and was actively planning the training and
certification of the CER search teams also bound for Afghanistan.
Being the largest Regiment in the Corps, and containing elements of just about every capability the Corps possesses (Emergency Response and Dog Handling being the only exceptions that
come to mind), brings with it the expectation that the Regiment
is actively engaged with virtually all operations and major Army
exercises as well several projects delivering capability to RAE.
In addition to meeting these commitments, 6ESR has continued to maintain enduring on-line commitments for geospatial
and construction engineering. Individually and collectively the
soldiers and officers of 6ESR have been tireless in meeting each
demand that Army, the Government, and even mother nature,
have thrown our way in 2011.
Only one word comes close to summing up 2011 for the 6th
Engineer Support Regiment – Ubique.

17 Construction Squadron

The Squadron arrived in Amberley and settled in quickly using the
old gym as accommodation and sharing 21 Const Sqn facilities.
Work started quickly in the Brisbane area on 20 Jan 11. Initial
tasks for the unit consisted mainly of clean-up activities to reduce
the amount of debris as well as clean up mud and garbage that had
been deposited in the streets. Following this, the unit started to
disperse into the Lockyer Valley to assist some of the more heavily
affected areas of Southern Queensland. Elements were deployed
to Helidon, Grantham and Murphy’s Creek to assist with rebuilding, recovery and maintenance as well as search tasks.
It was very inspiring in these areas to see the resolve of those
affected by the devastating floods and the kind nature of the local communities within the region. All of the members who were
deployed to the small communities were well received and integrated well into the communities. The Squadron’s deployment
covered a period of approximately one month until redeployment
to Sydney concluding in early March.
Woomera Forward Operating Base
In May, a detachment was tasked with deploying to Woomera to
construct a Forward Operating Base (FOB) in the Woomera Training Area for 20 EOD Sqn and future MRE training. This was a very
rapid task that also required rapid preparation and deployment
due to the timeline set for completion. The task was managed
and conducted by Resources Troop utilising attachments from
all other Troops within the Sqn. The task itself was to construct
a fully functional FOB over a two month period. Plant Troop provided support with the hauling of fill material to the work site as
well as plant support with construction of the Hesco walls for the
outer perimeter. 8 Troop established amenities and Workshops
provided maintenance support vital to keeping the task going
with minimal delay.
Initially, poor weather and final approvals delayed the
commencement of the activity; however, this was overcome,
the task was conducted quickly and efficiently. The FOB was
completed on time and within budget constraints, allowing
Resources Troop enough time for redeployment onto Exercise
Talisman Sabre 2011.
Below: Members from 17 Const Sqn, clearing debris at Colleges Crossing,
following the Qld Floods.

17 Construction Squadron has had a very turbulent beginning to the year 2011 with a recall
from leave in mid January to assist with Qld
Flood Assist (QFA). The Squadron has also been
involved in a number of other activities throughout the year
which have managed to keep all members very busy.
Queensland Flood Assist
On 17 Jan 11, the Squadron as a whole was recalled from leave
to pack up and ship North to Brisbane. The purpose was to offer
support to the Brisbane and surrounding Councils following the
large scale flooding that had occurred in Southern Queensland.
Upon arrival back to work on the Monday, 17 Jan 2011 the
Squadron started to prepare to depart as quickly as possible for
Amberley. The near impossible task of deploying on Tuesday the
18 Jan as a whole Squadron was achieved with elements departing
at 1600h Tuesday afternoon.
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Exercise Talisman Sabre 2011
By the time Exercise Talisman Sabre 2011 (Ex TS11) started, the
Squadron was stretched very thin with elements still constructing
the Woomera FOB as well as various other activities. An advance
party consisting of mainly Plant Troop with supporting elements
deployed in mid June to prepare for the activity. Initial tasks for
the advance party included road remediation, preparation of bulk
fuel installations and the live fire area.
In early June, the remainder of the Squadron arrived to support
the advance party and participate in the exercise itself. The limited
preparation and familiarity with an exercise of this nature was less
than ideal and made for a very challenging exercise for all involved.
A number of lessons from the activity were learnt and valuable
experience was gained for future activities of a similar nature.
Following the conclusion of Ex TS11, the Squadron redeployed
to Sydney where a break in the training program allowed some
equipment to undergo much needed repairs. It wasn’t until August that the Squadron had its first opportunity to consolidate for
the year with all elements in the barracks environment.

has been very difficult and was undertaken by 8 Troop. Initially
the task consisted of repair to the existing facilities to ensure they
were of adequate standard. This initial preparation of the facilities
consumed more time and resources than what was initially anticipated, however the unit has managed to overcome this delay and
move on well. It also allowed the members of 8 Troop to further
develop their trade skills. Following the preparation and reparation of the facilities all elements have managed to move into their
new areas efficiently and are settled in.

Exercise Pacific Partnership 2011
In April, 8 Troop deployed a 12 man section to Pacific Partnership 2011 (PP11). This series of exercises is held on an annual
basis and is led by the US Navy. The exercises aim to incorporate
partner and host nations deploying to various countries around
the South Pacific in order to strengthen ties and provide medical
and construction assistance to developing countries. The section
boarded the USS Cleveland in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii and set sail
for Tonga, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, Darwin,
Timor Leste and The Federated States of Micronesia. At each port
of call, the section was tasked with assisting the US Navy Sea Bees
in the construction and refurbishment of schools, clinics and local
infrastructure. Living and working on a US Navy ship proved to be
a new and often challenging experience for the section, who had
never seen the inside of a Navy ship let alone spent four months
living on one. Tasks at each port were both many and varied and
included laying concrete slabs, block work and installing doors
and windows in classrooms. The section was kept extremely busy
throughout the deployment and it was definitely not the ‘Kontiki
Tour’ the rest of the Troop claimed the section was enjoying.

Minor Activities
There are a number of other activities of lower scale that will be occurring for the remainder of the year. These include remediation,
reparation and construction works to the Explosive Detection
Dogs Facility at SME. There are also remediation works to improve
the Special Forces Training Facility at Holsworthy planned. Both
of these tasks have been assumed by 8 Troop with support from
Plant Troop being provided. These tasks also provide the unit
the opportunity to get out to other units and demonstrate the
capability that we can provide.
A Non-Equipment Bridge (NEB) build is being conducted in mid
October at Majura Training Area in Canberra. This task is being
conducted by Resources Troop with support from Plant Troop.
The Squadron has its Infantry Minor Tactic (IMT) exercise
planned as the culminating activity for the year with a two week
block being held in the Holsworthy Range Training Area. This
provides the unit with a good opportunity to address some of
the shortfalls experienced on Ex TS11 whilst they are still fresh
in everyone’s mind.

Kirribati Works
8 Troop deployed a section minus to the remote island chain of
Kiribatti under a 19 Chief Engineer Works administered project.
The works encompassed two rotations, the first in Nov - Dec 10
and the second in May - June 11. The works party consisted of
three carpenters, an electrician, a plumber and a metal smith. The
main works conducted were to the Australian Navy compound
situated on Tarawa, the capital of Kiribatti. Tarawa is a small island measuring only 300m at its widest point and around 20km
long with its highest point only 3m above sea level. The standard
of living on the island was quite poor and as the works party found
out, fresh food was virtually non-existent. Living off rice and
some kind of meat with a different daily sauce added, the party’s
scope of works consisted of structural steel replacement, insulation, re- wiring, placing new decking, installing new kitchens and
even the construction of a new pool.
Despite limited time off during the two rotations the team
enjoyed the experience and completed all works under trying
conditions. The Navy was happy and 8 Troop left its fingerprint
in another part of the world.
17 Construction Squadron Relocation
Concurrently to other activities, the sub-unit relocated from Gallipoli Lines to Coral Lines within Holsworthy Barracks. This task
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EX Resourceful Bear (Fixed Modular Bridge Course)
Upon return from Ex TS11 the Squadron took the opportunity to
train a number of its members in the construction of the Fixed
Modular Bridge (FMB). During the two week course they were
able to construct and dismantle the FMB. They have also planned
another week to consolidate their training in Singleton where
they will build the FMB there. The course itself provided a number
of challenges to all members, but has provided valuable experience and enhanced the capability of the Squadron.

Conclusion
The year 2011 has been very busy with some valuable training being
experienced by all members. Heads are still spinning from the intensity and tempo of the year with at least a quarter of the soldiers
being away from the unit for over half of 2011. One would say quite
busy for an off year, however with AACAP approaching in 2012 we
can safely assume 17 Const Sqn is reasonably well prepared and
adjusted to deploying its call sign. Overall, the year has been very
productive, and just remember ‘A Little Bear will fix it’.
Below: SPR Leddy with EO Alverez and Chief McGrawl mixing concete.
This was used for the slab of a 10,000L water tank, 1 of 23 installed on Ex
Pacific Partnership. This was in a remote village in Vanuatu.

21 Construction Squadron
Op QLD Flood Assist dominated the early part
of the year for many units within Defence in
2011 and this was no different for 21 Const Sqn.
However once this initial disaster relief task was
completed the Sqn moved into ‘normal’ online
Construction Sqn tasks and life. The focus for the year was on
ensuring the Sqn was in an online state and able to support deployments with individual reinforcements. The other noteworthy
event for the Sqn in 2011 was the bedding in to our new purpose
built home at RAAF Base Amberley.
21 Const Sqn contributions to Op Qld Flood Assist 2011 were
initially in Karalee (Ipswich) providing man power and heavy
equipment to clean up the local community. Once the early challenges were overcome our efforts moved to the devastated town
of Grantham, in the Lockyer Valley. Grantham was swamped by
an inland tsunami with little to no notice to evacuate. Plt/Tpt
TP were heavily involved in the clean up process as many houses
and large pieces of machinery and equipment were destroyed and
needed removal. Res TP provided the manpower to the smaller
tasks of clearing out yards and removing rubbish, whilst 1 TP
was busy with doorknocking and search tasks in the local area.
Back at our new base in Amberley, Workshops were, as always,
busy maintaining our equipment for the task and the Q-Store was
stretched supplying our troops through the entire operation. In
conjunction with the efforts at Grantham, electricians and carpenters were working to repair a recreational facility at Ipswich
that had nearly been washed away.

Above: SPR Robbie Torrens, 21 Construction Squadron, assisting with the
clean-up in Karralee, Ipswich, during Operation Queensland Flood Assist

The Sqn was rewarded for our efforts in the floods with a thank
you parade through Ipswich. This was not the only parade to occur; after 17 years waiting for a permanent home the Red Rooster
finally found a suitable residence with our RAAF brethren at Amberley. The facilities are purpose designed for the Construction
Squadron. A welcome to Amberley parade was conducted on 04
June. COL John Shanahan (Force Engineer) reviewed the parade
and officially opened the new home, Sabah Lines.
Other tasks that the Sqn was involved in were: Plant/TPT
TP road build at Hanson’s Farm, giving the TP the opportunity
to practice road construction from scratch and the TP also provided extensive assistance to Ex TS; Resources TP went to SME
to conduct an FMB course and then build an FMB whilst also
running a variety of ranges, both small arms and demolitions; 1
TP conducted small construction tasks around the base for the
RAAF; and Workshops went all ‘green’ and conducted a RAEMEfocused field exercise at Longreach.

The latter part of the year sees the focus switch to the construction of the Unit Training Facility adjacent to SHQ, which is
expected to be completed by the middle of 2012 and involves both
1 TP and Plant/TPT TP, project managed by the Works Office.
The year, whilst starting at a frenetic pace, eventually slowed
to allow for the continuation of training and the bedding in of
the unit at its new home at Amberley. 2012 is looking to be an
exciting year that will ensure that 21 Const Sqn is well placed with
qualified people, serviced equipment and excellent facilities, able
to tackle any construction job that may come its way.
LT Aaron McMahon

1st Topographical Survey Squadron
The year started with soldiers from the 1st Topographical Survey Squadron (1 Topo Svy Sqn)
being recalled from leave to deploy on Operation Queensland Flood Assist (OP QLD FA); the
operation to support disaster management agencies during the
floods of central and southern Queensland. Support was provided
in the form of Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT) detachments
working with the Brisbane City Council and disaster management agencies, the conduct of imagery capture and processing
over affected areas and the provision of soldiers and equipment
to Defence Aid to the Civil Community (DACC) activities in the
Lockyer Valley region.
Sqn members were recalled during the period of 12–13 Jan
11. On 15 Jan 11, a SQN(-) DACC Task Force were deployed
to Grantham to support JTF637 search and recovery operations. Tasks included cleaning up local houses and yards, the
recovery of property and the search for personnel along creek
lines and in the township of Grantham. A GEOINT detachment
was attached to HQ JTF637 and provided products such as
planning and road network analysis, rapid damage assessment,
reconstruction planning products, infrastructure geocoding
and VIP briefing to the Premier, the Lord Mayor and the commander of JTF637. In addition to these, an Imagery Collection
and Exploitation (ICE) detachment supported the Queensland
Reconstruction Authority, Emergency Management Queensland and the Queensland Department of Environment and
Resource Management through the use of an Aerial Digital
Imagery Acquisition System (ADIAS) mounted in a modified
RAAF B350 King Air.
1 Topo Svy Sqn’s support to OP QLD FA was timely and robust. The Sqn was able to deploy effectively and utilise nearly the
entire suite of Sqn capabilities. The DACC task force conducted
numerous foot patrols and cleared a large portion of the houses
in Grantham while the ICE detachment captured imagery from
14 target areas including Maryborough and Gympie in the north,
out west to Roma, Condamine and Kingaroy, the Lockyer Valley Toowoomba, Ipswich and Brisbane. As well as these tasks,
this year the ICE detachment has also captured imagery over
Broome in support of OP AMULET for the Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting (CHOGM). Imagery was also captured
over Rockhampton, Townsville, Gallipoli Barracks, Newcastle and
Singleton. Imagery collected by the ICE detachment aids in the
production of GEOINT products.
This year the Sqn was directed by the Deputy Chief of Army
to raise an Imagery Analysis (IA) capability in the form of
the Geospatial Imagery Analysis Troop. The Troop consists of
two IA detachments manned by Australian Intelligence Corps
(AUSTINT) soldiers, two Geospatial IA detachments manned
by RAE soldiers and the Troop HQ which is commanded by
an AUSTINT CAPT, an AUSTINT WO2 and an RAE WO2.
This Troop is unique in that it fully integrates AUSTINT and
RAE personnel.
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Above: Australian Army surveyor on task in Afghanistan.

Until recently, Imagery Analysts (IAs) have typically been
members of the RAAF or civilian members of DIGO (Defence
Imagery and Geospatial Organisation). IAs are responsible for
the analysis, interpretation and manipulation of imagery and
generation of Imagery Intelligence (IMINT), in order to support
a commander’s ability to most efficiently direct and utilise assets available to him. Traditionally, IAs support the strategic and
operational planning and rarely venture down to tactical level
support. However, with the introduction of tactical Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the Army’s ORBAT and their increasing
importance in the conduct of tactical actions, IAs are required
for ensuring that timely and accurate IMINT is provided from
this ever increasing source of imagery. Legal officers are also very
reliant on IAs, as they require expert advice from a trained and
qualified source before giving commanders the final word on the
prosecution of a target. IAs also support the Joint Fires and Effects Coordination Centre (JFECC) with their targeting.
Since members of Army’s geospatial and intelligence community have undertaken the Defence Imagery Analyst Course, it has
been realised that the skills possessed by Geospatial Technicians
and those required of an IA are complimentary. Geospatial Technicians are geospatially aware, and the skills they use everyday
are based around the analysis, interpretation and manipulation
of geospatial data. Geospatial Technicians are also familiar with
geospatial software suites, meaning that they are able to produce
products of a higher standard in order to support the decision
making of commanders at all levels. Access to additional data
sources and an understanding of how to use this new data will
mean that the existing products will be significantly enhanced
and provide more valuable and complete GEOINT. It will also allow for better integration within the geospatial community and
the intelligence world as IMINT becomes a larger a part of the
overall intelligence picture.
In late August, IAs from 1 Topo Svy Sqn conducted Full Motion Video (FMV) training with No. 5 Flight, 82 Wing at RAAF
Amberley. Utilising 5 Flight’s Heron UAV simulator, the training
gave the 1 Topo Svy Sqn RAE and AUSTINT Corps IAs a better
understanding of how 5 Flight and the RAAF operates, and will
also greatly enhance their ability to conduct Imagery Analysis
work when operating with the Army’s new Shadow 200 UAV.
The training was conducted with the help of RAAF’s 5 Flight,
who coordinates the Heron UAV simulator training. It consisted
of theory lessons about Heron capabilities and how they do business, the software used, how they work as a crew and the UAV’s
manning. The training then moved on to utilising the SOCET
imagery exploitation software to measure distances and pro-
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duce IMINT packages. WO2 Tom McCrone from 1 Topo Svy Sqn
said, “The training was joint in nature, we delivered Intelligence
Preparation & Monitoring of the Battlefield (IPMB) lessons to
give them (RAAF) a better understanding of Land manoeuvre
concepts and how Heron is tasked by the Army on operations.
Those lessons have now been incorporated into future Heron deployment packages. In the future, 1 Topo Svy Sqn IAs will not only
support Shadow and Heron UAVs but a wider range of units”.
The data set used for the FMV training at Amberley consisted
of imagery captured in Afghanistan over the past 18 months by
the Heron UAS detachment.
LT Jack Bowrey from 1 Topo Svy Sqn said, “While Army’s geospatial imagery intelligence capability is still in its infancy and
we need to learn as much as we can from RAAF personnel that
have a breadth of recent and relevant operational experiences.
Both geospatial technicians and intelligence operators have the
ability to bring a host of new skills and experience to improve
Defence’s overall IA capability that has previously rested only with
RAAF and APS personnel”.
Army and RAAF IAs conduct the same Imagery Analysis training at the Defence Intelligence Training Centre in Canungra, QLD.
SGT Matthew Ciszewski, an IA from 1 Topo Svy Sqn said that “the
mission and job specific training allowed us to put our fundamental
Imagery Analysis skills into a relevant UAV context.” He also commented that training with the imagery simulator was “valuable and
realistic,” conducting such simulated tasks as route recon, pattern
of life analysis, and overwatch. CPL Andrew Scott from 1 Topo Svy
Sqn said that “the training gave us IAs a better understanding of
how UAVs can be incorporated into the planning process.”
This year, 1 Topo Svy Sqn IAs have deployed to Afghanistan in
support of 20 STA Regiment’s Scan Eagle UAV operations. IAs are
situated in the UAV Ground Control Station and provide timely
IA advice on UAV imagery on tasks such as route reconnaissance
and surveillance on compounds of interest. Our IAs were also
situated in Bagram air base where they supported sensor based
Counter–IED missions.
The inclusion of a dedicated IA troop will mean significant
changes for 1 Topo Svy Sqn. As the data and output used and produced by IAs is at such a high level, new and more secure buildings
are required as part of the $16.8 million expansion of the Sqn’s facilities next year. As Geospatial Technicians continue to be qualified
as IAs, a greater demand will be placed on the Squadron for personnel to be deployed on operations. As can be seen, the opportunities
for the Squadron and its members to be involved in operations is
ever expanding, and the prospect of new equipment and training
will offer more diversity within the geospatial community.
Ex CONTEMPLOR, an all Corps skills week was run in and
around Gallipoli Barracks in March 11 in order to test and enhance individuals’ basic soldier skills and challenge the nine core
behaviours of being an Australian soldier. The exercise tested
teamwork, leadership and battle craft skills at all levels utilising
activities which were both physically and mentally challenging.
The exercise consisted of theory and practical lessons and included IED awareness, vehicle check points, first aid, all arms call for
fire, navigation, and scenario based training encompassing all of
the above. The exercise culminated on Bribie Island in another
activity called Ex SAND TIGER. This was a Sqn teamwork and
morale building activity and was a reward for members’ efforts on
OP QLD FA. The activities conducted were touch football, beach
soccer, beach cricket, ultimate Frisbee and beach/flag sprints.
Ex NEO VISION, a Sqn level technical certification exercise
was conducted in early June 11. The exercise tested and assessed
the ability of Troops and sub-elements within 1 Topo Svy Sqn
to deploy to a regional ‘hot spot’ at short notice and perform in
accordance with the Sqn concept of operations. Traditionally, Ex

NEO VISION has been the mechanism to assess the Sqn’s technical skills and ability to deploy. Due to Sqn’s hectic schedule
throughout the year there were scarce opportunities to fully test
all Sqn capabilities in concert. This year’s Ex NEO VISION gave the
opportunity to replicate the intensity and stresses of deployment
and tested all Sqn members’ skills, knowledge and attitudes in a
range of technical tasks. During the exercise, the Survey Section
conducted an existing feature survey of the Caboolture and Wide
Bay area. This year the Survey Section also conducted reconnaissance for the AACAP tasks in Cape Leveque, Lombadina and One
Arm Point. They also supported 17 Const Sqn in building an FOB
at Woomera, conducted a site survey on mock villages at Wide Bay
and surveyed potential bridge sites on Ex TALISMAN SABRE.
Selected force elements from the Sqn participated in this year’s
Ex TALISMAN SABRE in July and August by providing GEOINT,
IA and Data Management support to 6 and 7 BDE. These included a Chief Geospatial Officer in the ISTAREW planning team,
GEOINT, Data Management and Multi Media Technician support
to the 6BDE All Source Cell, an IA detachment to 20 STA’s UAV operations, a GEOINT Section with HQ 7 BDE and a GEOINT and IA
detachment to the Armoured Reconnaissance Helicopter Battle
Group. During the year, the Sqn also deployed GEOINT detachments to support Ex BLUE DIAMOND, Ex FIRST APPROACH, an
ISTAREW planner to Ex BLUE CARBON and supported 20 EOD
SQN with their activities.
Support to operations in Afghanistan and Timor Leste continue
with the Timor detachment supporting JTF631 out of Camp Phoenix in Dili. This is a two man detachment commanded by a CPL that
is supporting the planning process with the production of district
maps and navigation products. These products aid the community
engagement patrols in and around Dili and patrols in other areas.
The 1 Topo Svy Sqn Afghanistan detachments continue to provide geospatial analysis support to the Combined Explosive Exploitation Centre (CEXC), the Weapons Intelligence Team (WIT),
Combined Team Uruzgan (CTU) and IA support to 20 STA Regt
UAV’s. The WIT and CEXC detachments work closely together to
combat the IED threat in Uruzgan province. Information on and
the location of IED events and weapons cache locations are collected from the WIT by scrolling through signals activity. ArcGIS
software then transforms these MGRS locations into shape files.
Geospatial Technicians within the CEXC use this information
from the WIT and other sources to perform density and pattern
analysis for tactical formations. From this, density maps, target
packages and classified products can be produced for manoeuvre
elements in support of the Counter–IED effort. Bomb making
facilities and IED facilitators can also be tracked down using Biometrics and these products.
1 Topo Svy Sqn also continues to fill the Chief Geospatial Officer (CGO) Regional Command–South (RC–S) position in Afghanistan while the CTU provides GEOINT support in Tarin Kowt.
During the year, Sqn members have attended a significant
number of courses and conferences overseas. The AUS/NZ Bilateral Geospatial Relationship Meeting (BGRM) was held in Auckland in March. The BGRM discusses strategic and operational
level geospatial issues affecting Australian and New Zealand
defence organisations and establishes actions to address geospatial issues for resolution. It also allows significant issues to be
brought to the attention of the respective countries. The OC and
TECH WO also attended the U.S. Army Geospatial Intelligence
Conference (AGIC) in Washington DC earlier in the year, allowing
them to discuss advanced geospatial technology with our ABCA
counterparts. In September, the Sqn OPSO attended the NATO
Geospatial Orientation Course in Germany. This course prepares
Majors and Senior Captains for future deployments to Afghanistan as the CGO RC–S.

This year the Sqn hosted visitors from the US and Japan. These
visits allowed Sqn members to display the products we produce
and capabilities we have. MAJGEN Mary Legere, the Commanding General of US INSCOM in Australia visited in April 11 to discuss intelligence and geospatial interoperability and interagency
networking. MAJGEN Shigeru Kobayashi from the Japanese
Defence Force also visited in March 11 in order to discuss opportunities for data sharing and training. The Director of DIGO
Steve Meekin also visited in August 11.
A few members of 1 Topo Svy Sqn have been selected to represent ADF sporting teams this year. SPR Kelly Hall and SPR
Peta Capararo represented the ADF women’s SE QLD Basketball
team and were selected to represent the women’s ADF national
team. CAPT Stephen Wright was selected to represent the ADF
Rugby Union team and ADF Zumba team, SGT Lonnie Robinson
was selected to represent the ADF Touch Football team, SGT
Graham Symes will be representing the ADF Hockey team at
the Australian Masters Games and SGT Matthew Ciszewski will
be representing the ADF men’s netball team. CPL Mike Kiker,
our Reserve Multi Media Technician is the national ADF ladies
netball coach. His team played a three test series against the
NZDF over the ANZAC week this year. The ADF team won the
series 2 - 1 after losing the 1st by 2 goals in Sydney. Last year
CPL Kiker coached the South Brisbane Wildcats in the State
League. A section from the Sqn also participated in the 7 BDE
obstacle course competition which was commanded by CPL Langley, finishing second.
1 Topo Svy Sqn maintains a solid relationship with community organisations such as the Kilcoy RSL and the Survey
Association of Queensland. This was the 11th consecutive year
that the Sqn marched at Kilcoy on ANZAC Day. Sqn members
also attended a remembrance ceremony at Kilcoy RSL on Vietnam Veterans Day and will be providing a catafalque party for
them on Remembrance Day. The Kilcoy RSL is supporting Sqn
personnel by funding and organising care packages to be sent
to all members of the unit who are deployed on operations.
1 Topo Svy Sqn is very grateful for the support from Kilcoy
RSL and looks forward to maintaining this strong relationship
in years to come. The Survey Association of Queensland also
supports the unit by presenting the annual “Derek Chambers”
Award for the soldier that had the most substantial contribution to the sub–unit’s esprit de corps. Last years’ recipient was
SGT Craig Batchelor.
The future for 1 Topo Svy Sqn looks busy with the raising of the IA
capability adding extra commitments to exercises and operations.
The Sqn is still heavily committed to operations in Timor Leste and
Afghanistan and will continue to provide tactical GEOINT support
to planners and warfighters wherever it is required.
Below: Members of the 1st Topographical Survey Squadron assist with the
clean-up effort in Grantham after the January 2011 Queensland Floods.
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ROYAL AUSTRALIAN ENGINE
WHY SHOULD YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Subscriptions to the Royal Australian Engineers Corps
Fund provides an income that allows the Corps to
care for our heritage and to foster esprit de corps
WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT?
,QGLYLGXDOVPD\EHQHÀWIURPWKH&RUSV)XQGLQPDQ\
ways either directly or indirectly. For example, the
&RUSV)XQGKDVSURYLGHGÀQDQFLDOVXSSRUWIRU
 &RUSVVSRUWLQJDFWLYLWLHV
 3XUFKDVHDQGSUHVHUYDWLRQRILWHPVRIKLVWRULFDO 
 VLJQLÀFDQFHIRUWKH&RUSVPXVHXP
 3URYLVLRQRISUL]HVIRUWRSSHUIRUPLQJRIÀFHUV
and soldiers graduating from courses
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WHAT DOES IT COST?
The cost of subscriptions are:
SHUIRUWQLJKWIRU$5$VHUJHDQWVWRRIÀFHUV
$1 per fortnight for ARA Sappers to corporal
SHUDQQXPIRU*5HVRIÀFHUV
SHUDQQXPIRU*5HV2UV
SHUDQQXPIRUH[VHUYLQJRIÀFHUV
SHUDQQXPIRUH[VHUYLQJ2UV
A donation for ex-serving associations

EERS CORPS SUBSCRIPTIONS
HOW DO YOU SUBSCRIBE?
Serving ARA personnel can subscribe through
DSD\DOORWPHQWE\FRPSOHWLQJDQ$'IRUP
(Defence Employee Pay Allotment Authorisation)

Corps Fund account details:
$XVWUDOLDQ'HIHQFH&UHGLW8QLRQ%6%1R
$FFRXQWQXPEHU
Account Name: Rae Corps Fund
GRes and ex-serving personnel can subscribe
through an electronic funds transfer to the account
(details above). Cheques are also acceptable and
should be made payable to the RAE Corps Fund
6HQGFKHTXHVWR62+HDGRI&RUSV6WHHOH

%DUUDFNV0RRUEDQN$YH0RRUHEDQN16:
WANT MORE DETAILS?
)RUIXUWKHULQIRUPDWLRQFRQWDFW62+HDGRI&RUSV
MAJ Craig Clunas at SME, or the
$GMXWDQWRQ7HO

Reserves and ex-members are cordially
reminded that annual subscriptions should
be paid by 1st December each year
Your Corps Fund subscription will ensure
that the Royal Australian Engineers can
continue to acquire, preserve and display our
heritage while fostering esprit de corps
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20 EOD Squadron
The start of 2011 witnessed the raising of
20th Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
Squadron, 6th Engineer Support Regiment.
Raised from the heroic efforts of the Explosive Hazards Centre (ExHC), the Squadron has inherited its predecessor’s functions with the added capability of deployable EOD
Troops. To get the job done, the Squadron has a robust manning
of 71 with an anticipated growth to 92 in 2012. The capability
draws on all EOD trades across the ADF (RAE, RAAOC, Navy and
Air force), which is a significant milestone in itself.
Functionally the Squadron consists of an SHQ (C2, Ops and
S2), a Training and Certification Troop (PDT support (theatre
specific PDT, EHAT, ECM advice and general specialist advice to
the ADF)) and three deployable EOD Troops.
Despite a name change and additional manpower, 20 EOD is
as busy as ever. PDT support to deploying FE and internal EOD
training has ensured a constant tempo of activity. The year thus
far has seen a number of activities conducted including PDT and
certification for MTF3, MTF4, 1 and 2 EOD Tp and SOTG. Along
with these major activities, EHAT for deploying FE and other
CIED training events has managed to fill the gaps nicely.
The Squadron deployed its first EOD troop in May to OP SLIPPER, with the Troop HQ providing the EOD Command Centre
(EODCC) for Combined Team Uruzgan (CTU), and as such will
control both Australian and Coalition forces EOD teams in Uruzgan Province. This is one of the key roles of the newly raised
Squadron, providing not only highly trained EOD teams but also

Above: A 20 EOD member providing mine awareness instruction on predeployment training.

providing Command and Control (C2) elements to control all
EOD assets in the Australian Province in Afghanistan.
In amongst deploying EOD asset and delivering PDT, the
Squadron has provided support to training and broader FPC
events and supported a number of equipment and capability trials and evaluations.
The tempo will continue for the remainder of the year with
further PDT activities and deployment preparations occurring.
To close off 2011, 20 EOD will take ownership of new facilities
within Gallipoli Barracks. These facilities will posture the squadron well to tackle another busy year in 2012.

    

8th Combat Engineer Regiment
Helping to Engineer a Peaceful Future – OP ASTUTE
2011 started for 8CER with a handful of personnel deployed to East Timor in TLTG-2,
and in Afghanistan on Op Slipper. The Regiment’s main effort was as the lead for force
preparation of TLTG-3, which had a significant element from 8BDE deploying middle
of 2011.
Below: ‘Planties’ SPR Kim Waterhouse (8 CER) and East Timor Defence
Force colleague plan their afternoon’s plant task.

This all changed rapidly with the events in Queensland, with pretty much everyone joining the dots themselves during the Christmas
stand-down period. As a result, the Regiment was ready to move in
short order to support Operation Flood Assist in late January.
As it panned out, the Regiment was stood down, less a small
contingent of plant and heavy transport operators with Mack
Dumps and LX120’s who were attached to 17 Construction
Squadron – CPL Gavin Jobson, SPR Biggins, SPR Lincoln and SPR
Kim Waterhouse supported the effort with exceptional Engineer
advice and assistance.
They started out on a 6 day job clearing damaged household
goods from transition dumps in and around Brisbane’s CBD as
well as fallen trees and debris in parklands near the CBD.
After this phase, they were moved to the town of Murphy’s
Creek, which had borne the brunt of severe flood damage, and
again, spent long days clearing debris from creek lines, fords and
roads. Their work continued here for another 18 days, clearing
fords, re-aligning creek beds that had changed directions during
the deluge, helping repair bridges and clearing landslides blocking
roads. All members returned to 8CER by 15 Feb 2011.
Operation Astute
The team that had been in-country with TLTG-2, including Captain Nathanial Parry and RMO Captain Sarah Moore helped RHQ
run the force preparation training with knowledge transfer and
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Above: ‘After’ shot of the Outdoor Learning Centre.

the development of current situational awareness and lessons
learned from the outgoing rotations.
For the Sappers who successfully completed force preparation
and deployed, their first impressions of Dili were that there are
so many potential engineering jobs!
Since the violence of 2006, East Timor has achieved significant
progress in stabilising the domestic security environment. However, limited investment has been made in public infrastructure,
such as roads, bridges and water supply.
The Australian-led International Stabilisation Force (ISF) in
East Timor is currently comprised of around 460 personnel, with
70 Kiwis and 390 Aussies. The ENGR element of the current rotation (TLTG-3) consists of a Section of ten hardy Reservist Sappers
from 8CER, one from 22 CONST REGT, and one ARA Sapper from
21 CONST SQN.
ISF’s mission in East Timor is focused on supporting the Government of East Timor to maintain a secure environment. The role
of ISF’s Sappers is primarily about supporting the force in theatre.
However, as part of Australia and New Zealand’s Whole-of-Government (WoG) contribution in East Timor, the Defence Cooperation
Program (DCP), through DFAT, undertakes significant capacity
building. This also includes enhancing the skills of the Timorese
Engineers within the East Timor Defence Force, the F-FDTL. This
provides opportunities for 8CER Sappers to engage with East Timor
security forces and share engineer skills and knowledge.
A recent example was a DCP-led Plant Operator Course for
F-FDTL engineers at Metinaro, 25 km east of Dili. SPR Kim Waterhouse (Photo 1) spent several days mentoring the Timorese
soldiers on the finer points of mini-excavator and SSL (bobcat) operation, while SGT Graham Burr and SPR John Mantle provided
instruction on surveying, levelling and pegging a site.
SPR Waterhouse commented: “We were emphasising the
importance of maintenance of their machines. Just like back
home, what the guys here need is time on their machines to
keep their skills up”.
“If you look after your machines, they will run reliably day
after day and you can do more jobs. We are helping out the guys
with the skills they will need to do the job themselves when we
are not here”.
A well-trained security force is a key enabler for enduring peace
to include quality training facilities. The 8CER ENGR section contributed recently to the training capability of the East Timor Police Force (PNTL) by constructing an Outdoor Learning Centre at
the Liquiçá PNTL district station 45 km west of Dili. This sturdy
12 x 14m structure comprises RSJ columns (with 1m reinforced
concrete piles), a solid concrete slab, steel gable roof with corrugated iron roofing and a 5000L water tank. It is the largest standalone job the 8CER Sappers have designed and completed so far.
The Centre will see out many monsoonal wet seasons and provide

a versatile year-round instructional facility. PNTL District COMD
SUPT Natercia Erefracia expressed her appreciation: “This Centre
will enable the District to train not only our own police officers,
but officers from other districts as well,” she said.
Encouraging military cooperation is an important aspect of
the ISF’s mission in East Timor and the 8CER Sappers have contributed to this objective through a range of engineer tasks.
In addition, 8CER elements took part in the annual US Navyled EX Pacific Partnership (EX PP) and US Air Force-led EX Pacific
Angel (EX PA) involving an East Timor leg in 2011. Both exercises
focused on Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief (HADR) activities and, this year, featured Engineering and Medical projects to
aid the civil community.
In June 2011, 8CER Sappers joined US Navy Construction Battalion ‘Sea Bees’ to refurbish the Port Hera Primary School during
EX PP. The ISF Sappers took the lead on the block work for the job. In
September 2011, ISF Sappers provided key trade skills to refurbish
the Triloka Primary School in Baucau (150 km east of Dili) during
EX PA. Great engineer interoperability skills with our US partners
were demonstrated on both jobs. With education being critical
to East Timor’s future, 8CER has made a modest (in engineering
terms) yet lasting and much-valued contribution (in local Timorese
terms) to the lives of the school children in both districts.
Supporting the ISF in theatre is the main role of the ISF ENGR
section. A recent job ‘inside the wire’ involved reducing the footprint of a Large Quantity Storage Facility at FOB Chauvel. This
involved emptying double-storey CONNEX’s of their earthen
contents and re-locating them. While the ISF Sappers had the
expertise, the job required an excavator. There not being an RAE
excavator in theatre, the Sappers saw this as another opportunity
to develop relationships through a tri-nation combined project
with the F-FDTL and US Sea Bees. Our F-FDTL colleagues came
through with 5, 11 and 20-tonne excavators, a dump truck, and
four personnel. Our US Sea Bee colleagues helped out with a
front-end loader and a bobcat. In exchange, the ISF was able to
offer mentoring as well as board and keep at the FOB, inclusive of
after-hours ‘down time’ with the ISF Sappers. This included a few
friendly sporting engagements, some TV, and access to Engineer’s
Rest (see below). Nothing enhances Sapper interoperability like
living, eating and working together on site!
And, of course, Sappers would not be Sappers unless they were
constantly devising mini-projects to improve the amenity (and
hence morale) of the FOBs. The centrepiece of Sappernuity in East
Timor is ‘Engineer’s Rest’, a miniature oasis within the otherwise barren and featureless landscape of FOB Chauvel. Engineer’s
Rest consists of an above-ground pool (emergency water storage),
complete with decking, independent water supply (tested reguBelow: SPR Greg Wilson admires a stockpile and some nifty excavator
manoeuvres by the East Timor Defence Force engineers.
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larly to ensure compliance with RAE water quality standards, of
course!), manicured pot-plant landscaping and overhead cover.
Engineer’s Rest is well-sited, providing elevated overwatch of the
beach (and receiving the sea breeze).
ISF Sappers and special guests (including US Sea Bees) celebrated the Waterloo Dinner on 18 June 2011 at Engineer’s Rest.
A traditional Sapper BBQ was laid on and toasts were conducted
with an ample supply of amber refreshment – Ginger Beer, IAW

Op Astute’s zero alcohol policy.
While few in numbers, ISF’s Sappers have so far punched
above their weight as a ‘capability multiplier’. There’s much nation-building engineering to be done in East Timor and the 8CER
men and women have made a difference with their Corps skills,
collaborative spirit and can-do attitude.
MAJ Renée Kidson, MAJ Andrew Johnson
& CPL Gavin Jobson.

    

Special Operations Engineer Regiment
Service in the SOER is a unique experience. As
Special Operation Engineers we are expected to
demonstrate high-level physical and intellectual
abilities in order to operate in support of other
SOCOMD units. As Sappers of all ranks we aim
to maintain and enhance these capabilities in order to facilitate the roles and functions of an operator within the Special Operations Task Group
(SOTG) overseas and the Tactical Assault Groups
(TAG) within the Australian region.
The unique and wide-ranging collection of skills which soldiers
become equipped with during service in the SOER make them
ideally suited to the high operational tempo and to a number of
support roles that the Regiment is routinely engaged in. If anything, 2011 has seen that tempo increase, and there is no reason
to suppose that it will not continue to do so into the future.
As a Special Operations Combat Engineer operating in support of
Special Forces, the individual soldier within the Regiment is required to
develop specialist Engineer skills: such as the ability to operate diverse
weapon systems, insertion methodologies and the implementation of
operation planning skills in order to achieve SOCOMD’s intent.
Implicit in the enabling function that the SOER provides is
capability development in accord with the latest technologies and
techniques from around the world. These systemic capabilities
are constantly changing in response to an evolving threat and
require all members to be capable of adapting to and refining TTPs
outside the standard operating procedures. Thus facilitating the
planning and execution of critical operations and allowing the
unit to combat singular threats.
Recent deployments to Afghanistan have seen soldiers at all
rank levels called upon to provide advice and guidance to other
units concerning the threat posed by IEDs, which, by their very
nature, constitute an evolving hazard, and therefore require a
high level of ingenuity and adaptability to combat. Every Sapper
may be required to take personal responsibility for ensuring that
the IED threat to the team is mitigated.
This requirement to ‘step up’ is exemplified by two episodes
from Rotation XV of Operation Slipper during operations within
Helmand Province. In the first instance, a Lance Corporal took
command and led his team and a vehicle-mounted company
through a pass, during the clearance of which, three low- and
no-metal content IEDs were discovered and disposed of. This
was done efficiently and effectively, and allowed the company to
withdraw from an area in which they had been fighting in over a
period of several days.
On the second occasion, the highest engineer rank on the
ground during a village clearance in Helmand was that of Sapper
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– a clearance that was successful in uncovering weapons, drugs
and an IED, all while under fire. It is this ability to adapt to a situation and rise above the limitations of rank and job description
that defines the pre-requisite attributes of the SOER Sapper.
In addition to the SOER’s high-profile ongoing commitment to,
and success in, overseas operations, the Regiment also contributes
to reduced-notice domestic and regional operations. Teams integrated into TAG (E) and (W) concentrate on potential critical events in
support of military response operations and the provision of an integral and unique counter CBRNE threat capability. This attachment
with the TAG has seen a number of members awarded the Australian
Service Medal with Counter Terrorism/Special Recovery clasp.
Right Page, from top: EDD and handler in Afghanistan; EOD Tech on
the range; Sapper conducting subterranean search.
Below, from top: Decon; Sapper in overwatch.

Special Operations Engineer Regiment
symbol - The Axe and Shield:
The ‘Axe’ - as compared to the SASR and Commando
daggers - represents a less refined yet equally important
multiple-use weapon that can be employed in an offensive
or defensive manner. The significance of having twosides lies in the requirement to apply the unit’s capability to
counter concurrent asymmetric threats; and also to ensure
balanced application of effort to several competing yet
equally important priorities: SASR and Commando; RAE and
SOCOMD; military and civilian. In ancient times, it was also
the last available weapon system when all other options had
been exhausted and the task needed to be completed.
The ‘Shield’ represents the responsibility of the unit to ensure
survivability of its supported SOCOMD, ADF and Australian
force elements through the application of counter-CBRNE
capabilities. It also has strong linkages to the previous motto
“To Protect” as adopted by the Incident Response Regiment.
The motto ‘Inter Hastas et Hostes’ translates to ‘Between
Spears and Enemies’, signifying the traditional Sapper role
and enduring unit requirement to operate in the dangerous
space between threat forces and own troops IOT ensure
mission success.

This year has seen the Regiment participate in numerous exercises and operations with partner forces within Australia, as
well as the continuing deployment cycle overseas. Early in the
year, the SOER sent a detachment from the online troop to the
UK to participate in CAPEX, a biannual event designed for the
various participating units to share techniques and procedures
in counter-CBRNE threat negation. This exercise allowed the unit
to further relations with overseas contemporaries and to expand
the working relationship with an integrated AFP element. By all
reports, the SOER team acquitted itself admirably and despite
lacking the resources of some of the larger overseas agencies,
demonstrated that the unit’s capabilities and prowess in this field
are world-class. In the various challenges put to the teams, the
SOER proved itself to be the most effective. Perhaps the most
impressive aspect of the SOER’s performance was the team’s frequenting of the Greedy Goose, an 800-year old pub, without causing an international incident, even on St Patrick’s Day.
It would be remiss not to mention the Emergency Response
Section, who successfully managed not to let a single fire get out
of their control all year. 2011 saw the section provide support to
the wider defence force on exercise Talisman Sabre, the Combined
Arms Training Activity at Shoalwater Bay, and during Special Operations training for pilots in Melbourne. The section also provided
a presence at Avalon for the International Air Show; with their regular support to SOCOMD activities across Australia, as well as the
introduction and integration of new equipment such as the ERV
(described by one Sapper as ‘a good piece of kit’). 2011 has seen no
diminution in the number of vital tasks carried out in support of
the regiment, SOCOMD, and the military more broadly.
With a significant amount of the regiment deployed to the
MEAO at any time, and a large proportion dedicated to reduced
notice domestic and regional response operations, the SOER is
certainly a posting that ensures that the training has a real purpose and that the rewards are demonstrable in the toughest environment in which they could be assessed: the theatre of war.
The seriousness of the tasks confronting the members of the Regiment was brought home by the death in June of Spr Rowan Robinson
in Helmand Province. He will be sorely missed, and never forgotten.
By LTCOL Scott Corrigan
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19th Chief Engineer Works
Army’s Nation Builders, “Plan, Design, Deliver”
2011 has been an exceptionally busy year for 19 CE Wks.
The unit has been making ongoing contributions to both
OP SLIPPER and OP ASTUTE,
with 9 people (of 44) deployed at any one time. The demand for
Engineers and Works Supervisors to oversee construction tasks
on operations has been unrelenting; so much so, that 19 CE
Works has deployed almost every RAE member of the unit over
the past 18 months.
This year saw LTCOL Grant Halstead in his second and final year
of command. He has been ably assisted by his three Senior Project
Engineers, MAJ’s Reynolds, Billington and Goddard, and his four
old hands (WO1’s), Egan, Herbig, Grope and Hancock. The unit
has continued supporting operations and a multitude of onshore
and offshore projects including Afghanistan, APOD-W East Timor,
PNG Infrastructure Upgrade, Solomon Islands explosive Ordnance
Disposal Infrastructure, TONGA Defence Services Wharf Upgrade
and Master Planning, Kiribati Naval Housing Upgrade, AACAP
2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012. Due to everyone being out supporting operational and non-operational projects, the office has often
been desperately sparse of people. However having PT with only
10 people makes for great 5-a-side soccer and or touch game.
19 CE Wks has a unique training program that aims at enhancing individuals technical and project management skill sets. As
an example, this year CAPT’s Lee Gibson and Jonno Haling attended the 2 month Force Protection Engineering Training serial
in Shrivenham, UK. Captain Jack Plimmer was able to attend the
International Force Protection Seminar in Switzerland for a week,
making some valuable international and domestic contacts that
will support the unit in its annual Force Protection Seminar held
during 13-14 Oct 11. All members of the Corps and RAAF members were invited to this regardless of ECN or background. This is
an annual event that 19 CE Wks is proud to plan and deliver and
is open to all who have an interest in operationally focused blast
design and infrastructure security related issues.
This year we have kept strong relations with Engineers Australia, both through attendance at their training programs and
participation in their workshops and events. Worthy of a mention
was the Air Point of Departure-West (APOD-W) project which
was nominated for an Engineers Australia Project Management
excellence award. This was successful in clearing the first round
of selection. Unfortunately, the unit was unable to progress the
required documentation to compete with the other two civilian
industry projects. This is a sound reflection on the work conducted by Major Mick Koen, Major Karl Reynolds, Captain Lachlan Waite, Sergeant Graham Coulter, WO1 Paul Herbig and WO1
Michael Egan (Works Sergeant Major) who all cycled through the
project during its delivery and defects management phases.
The unit has also been proactive in participating at Reserve Recruiting nights, attempting to lure qualified specialist engineers
into 19 CE Works. To date, two new ARES Officers may be joining
the ranks at 19 CE Wks after the Unit’s Establishment Review
removed the positional requirement in 201 Works Section (ARES)
for members to be High Readiness Reserve. Two WO1’s (Engineer Services and a Surveyor) have also commenced work with the
unit to assist in delivering projects domestically and internation-
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ally. It is likely these ARES personnel will go to PNG to assist in
managing projects in Wewak in late 2011 and early 2012.
OPERATIONS
In addition to the MTF-3, FSU-4 and APOD-W Works Teams deployments, the unit has contributed many individuals to operations. Over the course of 2011 the unit has deployed:
OP SLIPPER: MAJ Billington, MAJ Goddard, CAPT’s Everett,
Trainor (ARES), Woods, and SGT’s Hall and Burnham, and SPR’s
Gaudion, Burke and Glenn.
The unit has also assisted in the force preparation of external
to unit personnel deploying on operations by running Project
Management System (PMS) training, specialised engineering
and contract management training packages. Unfortunately, due
to high unit workload, this training is often under resourced by
the unit, but is often well received by those taking part. Unit’s
requesting this support should establish contact with the unit
Operations Officer (02 9349 0241) to arrange any training support, and then follow this up with a formal ACMS request.
NON-OPERATIONAL PROJECTS
TDF Infrastructure Support Program - Taliai Military
Camp and Masefield Naval Base, Kingdom of Tonga
2011 sees the completion of the Taliai Military Camp and Naval
Base Project, as part of the Infrastructure Support Program for
the Kingdom of Tonga. Following the evaluation of tenders the
scope of infrastructure works was reduced to upgrading the existing fenders for the wharf used by the Kingdom’s three Pacific Class
Patrol Boats at Her Majesty’s Naval Base (HMNB) Masefield. Additionally, a master plan for the Taliai Military Camp and HMNB
Masefield were also produced. The Taliai Military Camp’s master
plan will be the third edition following 19 CE Wks master plans
in 1996 and 2001. It is a testament to the quality of 19 CE Wks
that the current project team is able to build on the documents
produced 15 years earlier. These master plans lay out a suggested
means of developing each of the bases into the short, medium and
Below: CAPT Jack Plimmer updating Commander Tongan Defence
Services BRIG Uta’atu on the progress of the Master Plans and infrastructure upgrades.

long term with the available resources the TDS have available to
invest in their infrastructure. Concepts designs and estimated
costs of delivery are encapsulated in these plans, as are concept
designs for individual facilities and spatial layouts.
Project Team: MAJ Karl Reynolds, CAPT Jack Plimmer,
WO2 Colin Leggett, WO2 Martin Newlin, SPR Peter Philpott.
Hell’s Point Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Range Upgrade, Honiara, Solomon Islands
In early 2011, the unit was approached to support the possible upgrade of the Royal Solomon Islands Police Force (RSIP) Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Range at Hell’s point. Hell’s Point was the
sight of both a Japanese and then American ammunition storage
area during World War Two, and despite many years of Battlefield
Area Clearance by Australian Defence personnel and others, the site
remains heavily contaminated with the explosive remnants of war.
Unfortunately, due to the units high volume of tasking domestically and operationally, only a scoping study was able to be undertaken. The scoping study produced has provided a cost, preliminary designs and a suggested procurement strategy to be employed should
International Policy Division deicide to undertake the project.
PNGDF Housing Upgrade Phase I ‘Halvim Poroman’
(to help a friend)- 2nd Battalion, Royal Pacific
Islands Regiment, Moem Barracks, Wewak, PNG
In 2010, 19 CE Wks completed a five year phased infrastructure
upgrade program in PNG in support of the PNGDF. International
Policy Division has recently sought another five year engagement
of the unit in support of the Halvim Poroman project. This project
seeks the assistance in upgrading married quarter residences for
the PNGDF in Wewak, Lae, Manus Island, and Port Moresby. In
addition to these works, the unit has been requested to mentor
the PNGDF Directorate of Engineers personnel in engineering
procurement and project management to allow the PNGDF to
replicate the capability exercised by 19 CE Wks. The PNGDF have
applied for capital works funding from their central government
and 19 CE Wks has been requested to mentor the PNGDF in a
capacity building role to enable the PNGDF to undertake their
own domestic infrastructure delivery and repair, in a similar way
to which the Defence Support Group undertakes this for the ADF
here in Australia domestically.
Project Team: MAJ Karl Reynolds, CAPT Simon Everett, CAPT
Michael Woods, WO1 Paul Herbig, WO1 Michael Papay (ARES), WO2
Steven Parmiter, WO2 Colin Leggett.
Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) 2011 – Fitzroy Valley, Western Australia
AACAP 2011 saw the return of 19 CE Wks to Fitzroy Crossing. This
was the first version of AACAP to be both commanded and delivered
by the unit, utilising a light model. This consisted of a main body contingent of 45 members from 16 different regular and reserve units.
Construction efforts were focused on the delivery of housing
at Joy Springs along with a myriad of tasks of opportunity using
the small but agile team from 21 Const Regt. The traditional lines
of health and training were attached to 19 CE Wks for the delivery
of a varied and wide ranging health and training effect. 19 CE Wks
oversaw the delivery of the entire AACAP 2011 encompassing
logistic aspects, works, health and training.
In a joint effort with 21 Const Regiment, 19 CE Wks has
worked in conjunction with Western Australian Cultural
Health services to design, procure and deliver a health clinic
for the community of Bayulu in a time frame of less than 9
months. Such tight timeframes are testament to the outcomes

that can be achieved with a consolidated and dedicated project
management effort.
Plans are currently being developed for the delivery of the Joy
Springs waste water works in the first half of 2012. Whilst this is
delayed and will be delivered outside of the usual AACAP delivery
period, this should be considered a reflection of the extensive approvals and processes required to be managed by 19 CE Wks as part
of the delivery of government accredited capital facilities works.
AACAP 2011 has also been the first project to start utilising
the updated suite of Defence construction contracts specifically
tailored to meet the requirements of 19 CE Wks operations in
the AACAP and Defence Cooperation Program context. These
revised contracts, developed in conjunction with Defence Support Group-Infrastructure Asset Development and Clayton Utz
are intended to allow for the nuances of these projects and their
locations to be addressed whilst still providing Defence with
a Defence Policy Procurement Manual compliant approach to
procurement and contract management. This is a significant
step forward in terms of ADF operational contracting and represents the results of significant time and funds that have been
invested to develop this capability. This suite of documents will
be further used for the delivery of AACAP 2012 so as to fully
test and refine their use.
Project Team: MAJ Glen Billington, CAPT John Thurgood,
CAPT Joshua Myers, CAPT Matthew Jesson (21 Const Regt),
WO1 Patrick Edmonds (21 Const Regt) WO1 Ian Hancock,
WO1 Michael Papay, WO2 Colin Walker, WO2 Simon Knock,
SPR Jason Jones, SPR Renee Gaudion.
DEVELOPMENT
PMS The unit has been productive is pursuing a number of developmental activities. The unit has regularly updated the Project
Management System (PMS). This is a computer based database of
all steps, procedures and template documents that should be followed when delivering an infrastructure project either domestically or in a deployed environment. Version 2.3 is currently loaded
and has been migrated onto the intranet at the following address:
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/armyweb/sites/19CEWKS/
comweb.asp?page=80217&Title=Publications/Orders
Units and individuals deploying as part of a Works Section, Project
Management Team or as individuals expected to run infrastructure
projects and or maintenance activities are welcome to utilise the
PMS in their duties. Release to a foreign country or organisation is
not permitted without clearance by CO 19 CE Wks. Amendments
and suggestions are welcome and the PMS contains Improvement
Request automated forms to pass this feedback through.
Below: The AACAP 2011 team at Fitzroy Crossing
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Defence Suite of Contract Rewrites In early 2010 and
continuing through into 2011, 19 CE Wks in partnership with
DSG-IAD undertook a review of the Short Form contract,
Medium Works contract, and Design Services contract. This
was done with a view to better reflect the non domestic and
remote domestic nature of the works regularly undertaken by
the unit and Army personnel who are often required to utilise
these contracts whilst deployed. A copy of these new contracts
are linked to the PMS, and personnel are encouraged to utilise
these contracts. Queries regarding these contracts should be
directed to the unit’s Quality Assurance Manager (QAM),
CAPT Stimson (2011) or CAPT Sampson (2012). A user guide
for each of these contracts is currently under development
by Clayton Utz in association with the unit personnel. The

unit thanks the support of the Defence Support Group, in
particular Mr Bob Baird, director of Construction Contracts,
for his assistance in the resourcing and advice provided in this
joint initiative.
Force Protection Engineering Advice The unit currently has
three personnel who have recently completed the Force Protection
Engineering course in the United Kingdom. If specialised advice
is sought outside of LWP-G 3-6-4 Physical Force Protection, feel
free to contact the unit to seek advice. The unit has established
contacts with a number of agencies, both governmental and
commercial and is able to provide either advice or other contacts
to address any operational or training requirements that other
units may have.

    

21st Construction Regiment
It was an eventful and busy year for
the 21st Construction Regiment starting with the new Commanding Officer
Lieutenant Colonel Tony Rogers (who
many will remember from his ARA days)
posted into the Regiment. The unit provided support to the HRR, RRF, to major exercises and to overseas
operations. A significant event was the successful conduct of the
Regimental Courses Camp from 16-31 July 2011.
Sixteen courses were conducted in sixteen days, ranging from
drivers courses to watermanship and working at heights training.
A total of 153 competencies were achieved with fifteen GRES instructors, 7 ARA instructors and five civilian instructors involved.
The courses were based at four locations including 21 Construction Regiment at Holsworthy, the School of Military Engineering
Moorebank, HMAS PENGUIN and a civilian training centre at
Seven Hills. Numerous portable skills were gained with a 100%
pass rate achieved.
Works Section
21 Construction Regiment’s Works Section was responsible for providing a Project Management Team that supervised the construction
Below: Regimental recruitment drive.

of a Health Clinic in the remote community of Bayulu in the Fitzroy
Valley, WA as part of the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance
Program (AACAP) for 2011, also known as EX SAUNDERS.
The PMT from 21 Const Regt was responsible for co-ordinating the design, tender, preparation and evaluation of
external contracts, as well as supervision of the construction
of the Health Clinic in location. To facilitate this, the PMT
developed a strong relationship with 19 CE Works, who were
responsible for the overall project management for AACAP.
Along with personnel from 19 CE Wks, the PMT from 21 Const
Regt conducted reconnaissance, community consultation and
stakeholder management to ensure that the scope of works
was successfully delivered.
21 Const Regt was also responsible for providing a Force Insertion Team (FIT) that was responsible for the establishment
and maintenance of the construction camp for the main body,
as well as constructing tasks of opportunity to support the main
body. The FIT and PMT from 21 Const Regt required personnel
being on the ground in Fitzroy Valley for a period of seven months
throughout 2011. This was achieved despite the demand on the
unit to support other commitments.
The Works Section also project managed the construction of a
Lysaght storage building in the Special Forces Training Facility in
Holsworthy, constructed by members of 101 Construction Squadron. We are planning future engineering tasks for the Regiment,
and 2012 is shaping up well to be another busy year.

101 Construction Squadron
101 Squadron has had an eventful 2011 starting with EX SCORPION AWAKENING during February – March. Activities included
refurbishment of approximately 3000m of fire trail in Holsworthy Range by Plant Troop. Resources Troop conducted a Lysaght
build in vicinity of the sniper range, while Construction Troop
conducted tasks within the Special Forces Training Facility. A
watermanship course was also conducted to further improve the
Squadron’s skills base.
Support was provided to the 102 Squadron for EX EXECUTIVE STRETCH, and many courses were successfully conducted
and attended by members. This included a driver’s course with
several different types of plant and truck taught and a working
with underground facilities (underground awareness).
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AACAP was attended over two rotations with 101 Squadron
tradesmen initially supporting the FIT and transitioned to the
Camp Maintenance Team.
At the celebrity level, two 21 Const Regt members received the
Prince of Wales Award, with LT Jacquie Thomas travelling to New
Zealand to attend an international Water Association conference,
and CPL Sean Phillips travelling to Canada on exchange with the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Additionally, both members participated in activities with local Army units.
SSGT Al Kelly received an Australia Day Medallion for his ongoing contribution to 101 Construction Squadron, and nominated
Sydney Water, who received an Employer Support Award.
CATA 2011
The 5th Brigade combined arms training activity, EX WARATAH
READY, was held from 8 - 23 October 2011 in Singleton Range
Training Area. 21 Const Regt, 101 Construction Squadron, with
a section from 5 CER attached, completed a number of horizontal
and vertical construction tasks within Singleton during the exercise. The weather was fine which meant that all planned tasks were
completed efficiently, and Range Control got lucky with a number
of tasks of opportunity being completed too.
Construction Troop completed a refurbishment of Admin Area
Alpha including brickwork, windows, electrical and carpentry.
They then built a carport, fixed up a pergola and constructed a
new stone Range Control sign in a rising sun design.
Resources Troop was able to complete the two additional mortar pits at firing point four. Finally, they worked late into the
evening, once the traces had lifted to move above ground and rebuild the ammunition bunker at demolition range number two.
Plant Troop built 400 metres of new road to the forward
operating base that was constructed during the last years 5th
Brigade CATA. The road build required importing over 2000 cubic metres of road base won from quarries on the range. Within
the forward operating base, Plant Troop formed a raised parking
area and hoochie lines and fixed the drainage so that there would
not be a re-enactment of The Somme. Plant Troop was also utilised well in conjunction with Resources Troop personnel, to
gain maximum output for their tasks and minimise shovel use.
A section of Plant Troop remained for a week, as rear party,
which enabled some range roads to be re-sheeted and others to
be built from scratch.
Good weather and great tasks combined to give excellent training outcomes and high morale over the duration of the exercise.

102 Squadron
2011 has been another successful year for 102 Construction
Squadron. We have hosted a major event being EX EXECUTIVE
STRETCH in May at Camp Sapper. This involved around 20 employers who took the opportunity to see what their employees get
up too whilst on military leave. They experienced such delights as
picket, night navigation, first aid, ration packs as well as setting
up a hoochie and sleeping rough. In addition, they were given a
tour of an Inshore Survey Vessel and conducted a recon of the
Georges River in inflatable boats. As a result, fourteen of them
had a rush of blood to the head and decided they wanted to enlist
in the Army Reserve!
102 Construction Squadron also conducted a recruiting display at this year’s Civil Engineering Expo (CIVINEX) at Eastern
Creek. The stand comprised of a slide show, a grader and an ISV.
The names of around 19 prospects were collected.
Down to our main effort, we conducted Gap training for 14
trainees, 10 graduating from Kapooka, 4 completing Gap Training
and 3 graduated as Sappers with one graduating as a fully qualified Op Supply Clerk.

Above: Sappers taking civilian employees out on watermanship instruction.

The main reason for this record is the high quality of our
hardworking staff. We have had a 100% success rate with all our
trainees this year.

Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
It has been said that “all rest and no play makes Jack a very dull
boy”. To the casual observer, life in the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) looks like a holiday: sun, surf, beaches, and
the occasional resort. This is not the case as 2011 has been a year
of expansion of technical capability, consolidation and refinement
of processes and growth of technical expertise.
LRSS (21st Construction Regiment) is the Army’s sole hydrographic survey capability and provides both hydrographic and terrestrial surveying support to ADF operations and exercises.
The last 12 months has seen the Squadron training in Jervis
Bay, Middle Harbour in Sydney, and at Wangi Wangi at Lake Macquarie. Each of these activities have concentrated on providing
additional technical capability in the areas of Logistics Over The
Shore (LOTS), and finding a Point Of Entry (POE) in preparation
for amphibious operations.
From a technical perspective, LRSS has introduced into service
new equipment that utilises the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The GNSS uses GPS (the US satellites and Glonass
(the Russian satellites) to provide more accurate positions. Likewise we have brought into service new digital tide gauges and new
data acquisition and processing software.
The squadron has grown through new members, some who
bring technical skills and others who are keen and eager to
develop maritime, hydrographic and spatial information systems experience.
Overall, the past year has seen the introduction of new
equipment, new software, new processes and growth of technical expertise which combined have enhanced the capability
of LRSS.

CIMIC Squadron
It has been a busy year for the CIMIC Sqn, with a successful CIMIC
course conducted early in the year for 24 tri-service personnel
achieving a 100% pass rate. Support was provided to CIMIC 1 Div,
on EX TALISMAN SABRE, and other major exercises.
CIMIC had the lion’s share of individual deployments, with
four members deploying to Timor Leste and three members to
the Solomon Islands.
If anything, demand for CIMIC Squadron’s specialised skills
looks set to increase in 2012.
LTCOL Antony Rogers, WO1 Michael Bates
& MAJ Keith Petersen.
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22nd Construction Regiment
The 22nd Construction Regiment has had a
very successful year for 2011, attendance and
recruiting have been up and this has lead to
the Regiment completing numerous tasks. 22
Const Regt maintains and provides good levels
of support to 4BDE in regards to the Reserve
Response Force and High Readiness Reserve.
Several members have deployed overseas recently, and it seems we
will continue this trend in the immediate future. With the deployment
of LTCOL C.J. Smith on OP ANODE, it left the door open for a new
CO, LTCOL D.J. Potter, CSC, to assume command of the Regiment on
30 May 2011. Speaking of deployments: CPL Borzdynski is about to
deploy to the MEAO, WO2 Wyness is currently serving there whilst
WO2 Scanlan has recently returned. We also have several members
attached to TLTG 4 due to deploy to East Timor in the New Year.
At the start of the year, as the floods caused loss of life and
damage throughout Australia, the Regiment provided a number
of members to assist with the protection and cleanup of local and
interstate communities.
We also provided 4CER with support in the form of a section
deploying on EX TS2011 with their troop. From all accounts the
members had a great time working with the regular army and with
US forces. The unit is now preparing to support the 4BDE CATA
and DACC tasks which will take us into 2012 and enable us to be
fully prepared for the New Year. The Regiment is also looking at
what Plan Beersheba means for the unit and how we can implement the relevant recommendations.
Overall, 22 Const Regt is looking forward to 2012 with a
continual grown in size (personnel and capability) enabling it
to take on a greater role in support of the Brigade, Army and
ADF in the future.

105 Construction Squadron
Task 1: Horizontal Road Construction Task Simpson Barracks
On the successful completion of CATA in 2010, 4 Brigade HQ
approved the construction of the Australian Army Band Melbourne (AABM) access road by 22 Const Regt, to be funded by
Defence Support Group (DSG). The horizontal construction task
comprises of:
t NVOTFBMFESPBE
t NSBEJVTUVSOJOHDJSDMF
t OFXDSPTTPWFSBUJOUFSTFDUJPOPGOFXBOEFYJTUJOHSPBE
t JOTUBMMBUJPOPGYDVMWFSUTBOECBUUFSFETXBMFESBJOT
t FYUFOTJPOPGBOFYJTUJOHTMBCJOGSPOUPGMPXFSTIFECZN
t BDPODSFUFUSVDLQBSLJOHTMBC
After 12 years in the making, AABM is looking forward to the
completion of the project. 22 Const Regt has used this task as
a fantastic training opportunity in horizontal construction and
the Regiment looks forward to the future with the expectation
to increase our horizontal construction knowledge and therefore
participation in future Army wide constructing projects.
Task 2: Horizontal Road Construction Puckapunyal Quarry
PMA Quarry Road Task saw approx 1200m of road construction
between the quarry and grenade range site. The specific detail
seen as follows:
t 3PBEDPOTUUBTLDPNNFODFEJO'FC
t 3PBEUBTLXBTUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGBOBMMXFBUIFSOPOQBWFE
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road between the quarry and the grenade range at PMA
t 5BTLXBTTVQQPSUFECZ1MBOU0QTGSPN$&3UPFOTVSFUIBU
this was a combined ARES Engr Horizontal Const task
t 5BTLTPGPQQPSUVOJUZXFSFBMTPVOEFSUBLFOXIJDIJODMVEFEUSFF
felling and clearing from the proposed track
t $SPTTJOHTGPSUIFUSBDLJODMVEFE(BCJPO#BTLFUXBUFSDSPTTJOHT
t 5BTLJTPOHPJOHBOEFYQFDUFEUPCFDPNQMFUFEEVSJOH

39 Construction Squadron
Members of the Squadron have been constructing a 10 bay
Lysaght within the Engineer Compound at Puckapunyal. Works
commenced in May 10 with foundations and footing construction
being batched over successive training weekends and culminated
in Oct during CATA where the portal frames were erected. This
year, works have progressed commensurate to resource availability and includes the completion of walls, roof cladding and services
fitout. The project is near completion and should be finished in
December of this year with final door erection, hardstand importation and compaction to include the construction of a mezzanine
floor and final internal fitout remaining.
Sound training outcomes for the Regiment as a whole have
been achieved with different crews attending throughout construction. Sappers have enhanced basic construction and concreting skills, meeting quality/safety requirements and most
personnel have attained specialised operation tickets for EWP
and working at heights. All this has been achieved with the assistance and direction from the 203rd Wks Cell, and in particular,
WO1 Neil Christie.
WO2 R. Emerson
Engineers compete at ADF Nordic Skiing
and Biathlon Championships
Four Members from 22 Const Regt; MAJ Chris Reeves, CPL Travis
McInnes, LCPL Duncan Orr, and SPR Vincent Mangion attended
Exercise Cool Shot 2011 in the Victorian Alps during the period
of 31 July - 13 August 2011 to try out for the Army Biathlon team
to compete at the ADF championships. The Army team was made
up of 1 female and 15 men, of which seven were RAE.
The exercise consisted of a training week in which the three
services conducted their own training and selection races to build
the teams to compete at Tri-service level. Army had its selection
races on the Thursday and Friday of the first week, which consisted of a 5km Classic ski race on the Thursday followed by a
short course 3km Biathlon race on the Friday
The competition phase consisted of a Biathlon event with five
ski legs and four shoots, covering a total distance of 10km, in
which Army placed first. The next event was the Novice Biathlon
event, which was the same as the senior’s event only over 5km.
The first finisher was from Navy followed by Army, and our own
LCPL Orr.
Snow conditions varied throughout the competition with good
cover and conditions during the selection phase, finishing with
poor cover and conditions during the competition phase. Overall,
this provided a very challenging environment and set of conditions for all competitors.
Novice Male for Army was LCPL Duncan Orr, and Senior Men’s
Champion for Army was MAJ Fil Likar (RAE) who was also the
best overall ADF Male Skier.
MAJ C. Reeves

Images, from left to
right: LCPL Duncan Orr
strides out; Photo of
near completed Lysaght
at Engineer Compound
Puckapunyal with Mack
dump importing hardstand material.

    

3rd Field Squadron
In many respects, 2011 has been a year of consolidation for the
3rd Field Squadron. Following on from two years of growth and
success, the Squadron has pursued continued expansion as it
chases down the elusive ‘last 10 percent’. The foundation of the
unit’s success has been its ability to grow, even in a lean market.
The unit was one of only a few 9 BDE units to achieve its recruiting
target for 2010/11, and retention has been solid.
One of the underpinning factors to retention has been the effort
to revitalise the unit training cycle. With the resource climate serving as the catalyst, the Squadron conducted a review of its training
model and made the bold decision to diverge from the traditional
mindset of Tuesday nights serving as the anchor for unit training.
Instead, the bulk of resources and focus have been transferred to
weekend exercises. Whilst the unit now parades only twice per
month in its entirety, weekends have been enhanced considerably
with these exercises now conducted as stand-alone activities. This
change in philosophy was met initially by scepticism; however, now
that the model has rolled out and the intent absorbed, the Squadron
is in a stronger position in terms of the capability it can generate.
Conducting two-and-a-half day weekend exercises has enabled the unit to better address its directed tasks. Over the year
the unit has undertaken training in all corps skills, search, basic
horizontal construction, vital asset protection, defensive operations and demolitions. The rationale is that improved training
outcomes tie into improved morale and increased job satisfaction,
and subsequently improved retention. The most common request
for transfer this year has been the request to join the ARA!
Improved retention has been the cornerstone of the Squadron
maintaining strong performances against both High Readiness
Reserve and Reserve Response Force schemes. It is now an established culture that all new members joining the unit outline
their commitment to be contracted to either the HRR or RRF.
Experienced unit members also have the option to undertake additional training to become a qualified plant operator or become
part of the unit dive team. Both plant and dive have achieved
strong growth over the 12 months.
Over the last year, Support Troop has focused primarily on operator growth. Over the period, personnel have gained qualifications
on the medium and light dozer, grader, roller and front end loader.
During the same period, the unit has taken delivery of the new
PC50 and CAT 434 which has led to improved capability through
more modern, comfortable and capable equipment. The outcome

is a full complement of qualified plant operators and a more functional capability. This capability has been one of the most regularly
exercised capabilities within the Brigade over the past decade. The
Squadron’s plant assets have been deployed regularly within South
Australia in support of both Defence and non-Defence agencies.
The tempo has been demanding and the Troop has earned an enviable reputation through its commitment and professionalism.
Dive is a niche capability which has enjoyed a renaissance in
the unit over the past two years, largely due to the passion and
dedication of the incumbent divers. In 2010, the unit dive team
formed a partnership with the local Naval Reserve dive team, Dive
Team 9, to conduct joint dive training. Coupled with support from
the Army Dive Wing, the Squadron is postured to be one of the
few army units that can mount an organic dive capability. Through
2011, the unit has conducted bi-monthly continuation training
exercises with our navy counterparts. These tasks have included
basic dive training, tools training as well as hull and vessel searches in support of unit search training.
On top of unit training activities, the Squadron has provided
excellent support within the region. This has ranged from small
tasks in support of other Brigade units to providing a section of
Sappers in support of a month long DSTO trial at Woomera which
involved the detonation of over two tonnes of PE4. The move of
Darwin-based units to Edinburgh has also provided opportunity
for the Squadron to be engaged in 1st Brigade training activities. 7
RAR has been a major benefactor of this support and the feedback
has been most appreciative.
Although 1BDE has begun their move to Edinburgh, 2012
promises to represent a watershed year for the Squadron as the
9th Field Squadron, 1st Combat Engineer Regiment establishes
itself in Adelaide. The ability to integrate with 1 CER training will
be one of the significant opportunities beckoning through 2012
and will no doubt boost both engineering skills and morale within
the Sappers of the Squadron.
As 2011 comes to a close and a new command team prepares to
take the reins, the Squadron is in a strong position to further cement its reputation being able to utilise a troop of both HRR and
RRF, a complete troop of plant operators and the only reserve dive
capability in the Army. In concert with joint task opportunities
with 1CER and Navy, there is an exciting future ahead for the 3rd
Field Squadron.
MAJ Nicholas Marcovich
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13th Field Squadron
2011 has seen another busy year for the
Little Red Devils – 13th Field Squadron.
After starting the year with the now traditional
mandatory training phase, the Squadron deployed to the scrub in March with an IMT training weekend. As well as revising infantry skills,
the training served well for the lead up to the April training weekend which involved BFE and plant tasks in a high security risk setting. This involved the Squadron deploying to the newly established
Muchea Plant Training Area to construct a concrete slab and a loading ramp. Clearance of the area was conducted beforehand and a
security cordon was maintained for the duration of the task.
During May, the Squadron supported the 13 Bde CATA with a
composite engineer troop. The troop provided engineer capability
to a number of activities across four training areas i n Bindoon,
Lancelin, Muchea and Collie. The tasks that the Sappers successfully completed included a water crossing, EO mitigation, road
repair and culvert construction (see images on right).
June saw the Squadron return to weapons training. The
Squadron deployed to the recently re-opened Muchea 300 m
Open Range and conducted LFs out to 300 m. The weekend
culminated with a section defence range practice supported by
BNS. In July, Squadron personnel conducted EHAP training in
and around Irwin Barracks.
At this stage of the year, all Squadron activities ceased as the
Unit was tasked to support training and manning for OP AMULET, the ADF contribution to the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM). A large portion of the Squadron will
provide LRS capabilities in support of the Western Australian Police Force for the duration of the event.
During 2011, the Unit saw three of its personnel, CAPT Adam
Crowle, SGT Glen Donaldson and SPR Jake Sandilands deploy
on OP ANODE. CAPT Crowle fulfilled the Company 2IC position
whilst SGT Donaldson and SPR Sandilands were employed as
members of the CIMIC Team. All three members bring valuable
operational experience back to the Squadron and have provided
an example of the versatility of RAE personnel.

As the Western Region’s only Army Engineer asset, the Squadron has had a very busy year. 2012 is shaping up to be no different
and as next year also marks the 100 th anniversary of the unit, it will
no doubt be a busy and exciting period for the Little Red Devils.
LT James Martin

Centenary Ball
13 Field Squadron

Saturday 30th June 2012
Astral Ballroom
Burswood Entertainment Complex
Tickets $150

For more information please visit www.13centenary.info
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35th Field Squadron
2011 began at a fast pace with members of
35 Field Squadron deploying in support of
Operation Queensland Flood Assist. Our
contribution to the operation was a two person detachment with a CPC 7.5 and ancillary
equipment. We deployed to Theodore, (a small town approximately 300 km south west of Rockhampton) by air utilising one Blackhawk and one Chinook from the 5th Aviation Regiment.
Our task was to produce potable water for the remaining population and assist with the redevelopment of the town’s water infrastructure. The task lasted eight days, with the team producing
approximately 60,000 L of potable water per day. The CPC was
airlifted into Theodore without addition transport or an identified
water point. The detachment successfully arranged for the loan
of a vehicle, located a waterpoint, set up the CPC and produced
enough water to enable a water analysis to be conducted - all within
three hours of arriving on site. At the completion of the deployment the equipment was returned by road to Rockhampton and
prepared for follow on activities within the flood affected region.
The detachment was successful in delivering a deployable
water purifying asset at short notice with limited support. The
Squadron also contributed a small number of plant operators to
assist in the clean up of the South East Queensland area.
Post Flood Assist the Squadron has conducted training in
search, demolitions, small unit patrolling, close quarter battle and
general mobility support in preparation for the 11 Brigade CATA.
The Troop has had sappers complete a deployment with TLTG 2
and prepared members for deployment on OP Anode.
SGT Chris Chase
Above right: CPC being dropped off by CH47 at the township of Theodore with SGT Chris Chase and SGT Brian Shephard as the operators.
Below: CPC set up at the water treatment works at Theodore.
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Personnel Matters
AWARDS
Companion of the Order of Australia
(AC) in the Military Division
Lieutenant General Kenneth James Gillespie, AC, DSC, CSM
Medal of the Order of Australia (AM)
in the Military Division
Brigadier Peter Robin Jeffrey, AM, CSC, RFD
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM)
in the Military Division
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH-RKQ3DWULFN.LUNKDP2$0&60
Distinguished Service Medal (DSM)
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR6'60
Commendation for Distinguished Service
Captain M
Sapper William James Barry
Conspicuous Service Cross (CSC)
Major Marcos Leonardo Medina, CSC, DSM
Army Commendation (Gold)
SGT Warren James Gunning
2010 & 2011 Soldier’s Medallion For Exemplary Service
1 CER: SPRs Brendon Thompson, Andrew James Moir, Timothy
Kyle Louis Rollinson. 2 CER: LCPLs Nicholas Alexander Lines,
David John Mcdonald, Tyson Kim Ronald Murray, SPR Blake
Newcombe. 3 CER: CPL Anthony Robert Zappone, LCPLs
Ian David Hallt, Gregory Kurt Spinks, SPRs Byron Phillip Ross,
Robert William Lindsay Horsfall, Cobly Barrett Macdonald,
David Cameron Large, Christopher Seamus Mcnally. 5 CER:
CPL Phillip Kenneth Glastonbury, SPR Steven Neil Readford.
8 CER: LCPL Craig Walter Cousins, SPR Gregory Stewart
Maiden. 21 Const Regt: CPL Phillip John Priest. 22 Const
Regt: &3/'RQQD(OL]DEHWK:HVWLH, LCPL Owen Peter Townsend.
SME: CPLs David Mark Wallace, Shane Wesson. 1 Topo Svy
Sqn: SPR Adam Paul Saddington. 17 Const Sqn: LCPL Kelly
Anne Harding. 19 CE Works: SPRs Justin Maxwell Glenn,
Adam Martin Eagle. 21 Const Sqn: SPR Jarrett Vittorio Bird.

PROMOTIONS
To Colonel:
T. Bayliss, R. Hoskin, S. Gliddon
To Lieutenant Colonel:
T. Francis, M. Richardson, J. Daunt, M. Say,
M. Ludwig, D. Evans, M. McAuliffe
To Major:
A. Basas, G. Bowering, A. Kavanagh, C. Graham, I. Dodd, R.
Ellison, M. Paje, P. Nowak, L. Farley, S. Jamieson, B. Jarratt,
P. Pembroke, M. Boxall, C. Svanberg, J. Poyner, D. Long,
K.Vidal, R. Haertsch, S. Davis, K. Reynolds, S. Weiss, S.
7ZLGDOH1*ULIÀWK3+HIIHUQDQ/&KULVWHQVHQ
To Captain:
T. Rowe, M. Dykes, O. Kirkham, T. Gains, J. Leathley, D. Beattie,
M. Butler, D. Carew-reid, A. Edgar, R. Haynes, K. Russell, C.
Condello, K. Barnbrook, C. Hawkins, J. Myers, S. Neilsen, B.
Durrant, B. Plumb, S. Tharmarajah, M. Collaros, A. Lawson,
G. O’dwyer, A. Purton, B. Creer, M. Murphy, S.Young
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Officer appointments to the Corps – Lieutenant:
&6FKXO]1+LQGH'%UD]HQRU'6DQWLOOL66KDNKRYVNR\
T. Harch, G. Mcdermott, J. Childs, D. Robertson, P. Hermes,
M.Lynch, D. Bellas, L. Ebneter, W. Miles, J. Bell, H. Mckeown,
M. Scott, T. Murphy, A. Turkenburg, W. Harper, T. Budge
To Warrant Officer Class One:
A. Lewis, J. Andrews, G. Rowland, D. Moylan
To Warrant Officer Class Two:
C. Jones, C. Walker, S. Kay, C. Fairweather, J. Fields,
B. Bailey, R. Smith, A. Waugh, J. Jones, N. Hayden, G.
Tittor, D. Woolfe, M. Bailey, S. Knock, M. Bourne
To Sergeant:
G. Stewart, S. Wesson, F. McKnight, S. Clark, P. Williams, T.
:KHODQ6%XUQH\07HQQHQW-2ODYH5/LW]RZ$6FKLSDQVNL
L. Burden, S. Davis, M. Tritton, C. Speirs, A. Hebden, S.
White, B. Langens, J. Smith, N. Kowalski, D. Isted, S. White,
V. Frederikos, D. Duckett, G. Costello, J. Cleary, M. Appleton,
J. Harris, W. Sunderland, G. Turner, C. Bourke, P. Kafcaloudes,
:6ORUDFK07ULWWRQ6'DYLV',VWHG0&LV]HZVNL
To Corporal:
D. McDonald, 7:HVWNDPS$&URQLQ66PLWK':DNHÀHOG0
'LHUFNH$6DGGLQJWRQ0/DFH\*$GGLFRDW5.UDQ]$&ODUNH
'6WDPS70XUUD\-&ROERXUQH56ZDOHV3*UD]LHU*+DUWOH\
L. Batey, J. Martin, J. Thomas, M. Reinke, S. Williamson, A. Eagle,
B. Wolinski, J. New, G. Jobson, A. Birt, S.Vanderhee, M. Ryan, P.
+DUULV5.UDQ]*6KDZ60RUULVVH\5<RXOO$%LUW66PLWK7
Key, B. Barling, J. Brown, J. Newcombe, R. Geddes, A. Rainbow, A.
Arends, M. Reinke, R. Mouat, S. Simon, M. Bell, M. Ryan, S. Caddick,

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY:
Officers:
/7&2/'&UDJR/7&2/-0LH]LR0$-*)RUG0$-5.LUE\0$-
C. Miller, MAJ D. Moon, MAJ D. Patterson, MAJ E. Plant, MAJ D.
South, MAJ B. White, MAJ D. Williams, CAPT E. Allitt, CAPT A. Coe,
CAPT A. Kelly, CAPT A. Tull, CAPT M. Winder, LT B. Walker-Munro
Soldiers:
SPRs: J. Livingston, R. James, A. Strunk, B. Hochkins, G. Aguilar,
J. Scharber, B. Little, J. Nibloe, C. Ryan, B. Stanley, C. Hayden, J.
Ryan, B. Johnson, L. Rolfe, G. Scott, D. Henderson, C. Ryan, J.
Parker, C. Kemp, M. Johnson, L. Baines, D. Carlisle, C. Eustice,
S. Rutherford, S. Taylor, W. Barry, A. Hunt, O. Payne, D. Bain, S.
Rawlins, T. Williams, A. Jones, M. Wallis, B. Betts, C. Humphries,
B. Rogers, G. Cooper, M. Croll, A. Noesgaard, M. Toon, C. Hehir,
N. Barcello, A. Cowley, B. Golder, W. Day, D. Large, B. Hodges, M.
Chilby, L. Cooper, J. Long, K. Elsworthy, C. Grayson, M. Smith, M.
Buckley, M. Lott, K. Tremain, M. O’Brien, A. Hamilton, J. Ison, K.
Ludwig, LCPLs: C. Turnbull, M. Letts, B. Gilders, B. Chilcott, C.
Billsborough, C. Mitchell, A. Murray, J. Greenwood, R. O’Halloran,
A. Noble, D. O’Brien, L. McDonald, C. Watts, T. Meyer, D. Western,
E. Renton, C. Lang, N. Townley, CPLs: P. Waddell, G. Piper, E.
Murphy, S. Ledingham, D. Sliwka, P. Krasevskis, G. Andrews, A.
McFadden, T. Cook, B. Butson, L. Eason, B. Corrigan, J. Tyacke, J.
Moon, D. Small, B. Parrey, J. Holliday, K. Morris, M. Sutherland, N.
Forrestal, P. Taylor, M. Plowman, D. Hair, P. Sweeney, T. Methorst,
SGTs: S. Burney, I. Boettcher, D. Dunne, D. O’Brien, I. Topping, D.
:DWHUÀHOG3.QRWWWO2s: M. Daldry, D. Dye, M. Brescianini,
WO1s: C. McKenna, G. Johnston, P. Mangan, A. Morrison-Evans

Sapper Obituaries
Lest we forget
SERVING IN THE RAE AT THE TIME
8528235 Corporal Richard Edward Atkinson
CPL Atkinson was born on 11 May 1988
and enlisted in the ARA on 30 Apr 2007.
Richard was Killed in Action on 2 Feb 2011
serving on Operation SLIPPER in Afghanistan at the age of 22 having served for 3
years and 9 months. CPL Atkinson had previously served on Operation PADANG ASSIST in Sumatra, Indonesia and was posted
to 1CER. Rich was the funny man, always
putting smiles on other people’s faces. He
was hoping to start a family this year with Dannielle. He was a
dedicated soldier with long career aspirations. He was a family man
who was very close to each of his relatives and was looking forward
to coming home at the end of his tour to spend time with them in
Tasmania. He shared a strong mateship with those he left behind
in Afghanistan and all his mates in Australia. He will be missed by
all and not a day will go by that he won’t be thought of.

8539262 Sapper Jamie ‘Larko’ Ronald Larcombe
SPR Larcombe was born on 14
Sep 1989 at Kingscote Hospital on Kangaroo Island, SA and
enlisted in the ARA on 18 Feb
2008. Jamie was Killed in Action
on 19 Feb 2011 serving on Operation SLIPPER in Afghanistan
at the age of 21 having served
for 3 years. SPR Larcombe had previously served on Operation
PADANG ASSIST in Sumatra, Indonesia and was posted to 1CER.
Jamie went to Parndana Area School where he was loved by all
his peers. He was a community-minded person who was a CFS
volunteer, played sport for his local footy club, Western Districts.
His life ambition was to serve his country. Jamie was a fun, loving individual who loved life and loved to give where he could. A
dedicated brother, son and partner, he could always be relied on.
Anyone who came in contact with Jamie grew to love him for his
personality and great sense of humour. He was cherished by his
local Kangaroo Island community, friends, family and his close
Army mates, who are now mourning this great loss.

8511029 Sapper Rowan Jaie Robinson
Sapper Rowan Jaie Robinson was serving with the Special Operations Task
Group when he was tragically killed in
action on Monday 6 June 2011. Sapper Robinson was killed during a smallarms engagement with insurgents in
southern Afghanistan. He was part of
an Afghan National Police and Special
Operations Task Group patrol when
they uncovered one of the largest insurgent caches found by Australian Special
Forces this year. Twenty-three year old Sapper Robinson was born
in Wahroonga, NSW in 1987. He joined the Army in 2006 and after

his initial recruit training and Combat Engineer IET Course, joined
the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment. After four years of service
he was posted to the Incident Response Regiment at the start of
2010 where he completed his reinforcement cycle. This was Sapper
Robinson’s second deployment to Afghanistan, having deployed
on Operation Slipper in 2007. “Every time he was outside the wire,
he was alongside his SOTG colleagues. As a Sapper, he led from the
front, looking for threats and disabling those devices to keep his
mates safe”. Rowan’s colleagues described him as a superb young
man who was fit, happy go lucky and a great team member. Sapper Robinson was a dedicated and professional soldier whose skill
belied his youth. Those who had the pleasure of meeting him instantly warmed to him and his easy going nature made him popular
with his peers and chain of command alike. Sapper Robinson leaves
behind his loving mother & father, Marie & Peter, sister Rachel and
two brothers Ben & Troy. During Sapper Robinson’s service in the
Australian Army, he deployed on the following Operations; Operation SLIPPER (Afghanistan) – Sep 2007 – Apr 2008 and Operation
SLIPPER (Afghanistan) – Mar 2011 – Jun 2011.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR-DVRQ5LFH
WO2 Rice passed away in his sleep at
0130 hr 25 Aug 2011. Jason enlisted in
the ARA 12 Aug 1986 to 15 Mar 2008
where he transferred to the Active Reserve 16 Mar 2008 to 25 Jul 2011 serving in 11 Fd Sqn, 2CER. Jason deployed
to Namibia 6 Sep 1989 to 7 Feb 1990.
Jason’s postings include SME, 2/3 FER,
1RTB (Instructor), 21 Const Sqn, 2CER,
35 Fd Sqn and 2CER. Jason was a valued
member of the Corps and all the units
he served in. He was a tear away of a lad as a young Sapper and
that continued as he got rank. He was married to his wife, Deanne
and created a family in which he was a proud father and a great
family man. He will be sorely missed.

8268228 Sergeant Vicky Annette Treadwell
SGT Treadwell was born on 2 Apr 1974
and was tragically killed in a car accident
in Sydney on 16 Nov 2010 aged 36 having served for over 17 years. Vicky commenced Army life as a GRES soldier but
very quickly transferred across to the
ARA. Having completed her Field Engineer course and Clerk Admin course IET
training, she became a RAE Combat Clerk, moving up to the rank
of SGT. In 2009 all Clerks were required to transition to RAAOC.
Whilst Vicky may have had to change Corps hat badges, her heart,
soul and passion remained with the Sappers & the Corps. Vicky’s
postings included 17 Const Sqn, SCMA, HQ CATC, 21 Const Sqn,
SOER, SME, 3CER and 6 AVN Regt.

8254462 Staff Sergeant Timothy Alan Edwards
SSGT Timothy (Tim) Alan Edwards passed away peacefully in
Greenwich Hospital on 25 May 2011. SSGT Edwards enlisted in
the NZDF in 1977 where he served as an infantry soldier and as-
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sault pioneer. He moved to Australia in 1984, and paraded with
4FER as a temporary detachment until 10 May 1990 when he
enlisted in the Australian Army Reserve, Corps Transferring to
RAE where he continued his service for 21 years.

8530042 Corporal Ashley Birt
Corporal Ashley Birt was born in Nambour, Queensland in 1989. CPL Birt was
tragically killed whilst deployed on Op
SLIPPER on 29 Oct 11. He enlisted into the
ARA in June 2007 and was allocated to the
RAE as a Geospatial Technician. Following
his IET and Specialist Technical Geospatial
Basic course in Dec 2008, he was posted to
1 TOPO SVY SQN as a Geo Tech. Corporal
Birt was part of Combined Team Uruzgan
and is survived by his parents and brother.
His colleagues describe him as being a proud and well-liked soldier
of the 1 TOPO SVY SQN. Due to his natural leadership style, maturity, hard work ethic and dedication to his specialist trade, he was
quickly promoted through the ranks. He was a great mate to his
many colleagues and well liked by all. He was a larrikin and someone who was always smiling. His mates remember him as a great
bloke, a distinguished sportsman and an excellent soldier. He will
not be forgotten and will always remain a part of the sapper family. His Operational service included Op FLOODS ASSIST, where
he was nominated for a soldiers’ medallion and deployment to Op
ANODE (Solomon Islands) and Op SLIPPER (Afghanistan).

PREVIOUSLY SERVED IN THE RAE
(Please note that whilst every attempt has been made to
find detail on deceased members, some detail could not be
gained to include specific ranks. Where this detail could
not be found, members are referred to as ‘Sapper’)

2791648 Major Ross Anthony Adams
2791648 Ross Anthony Adams. Ross
graduated from OTU Scheyville, Class 2/69
serving as an Australian Regular Army Supplement (NS) 10 Feb 1969 to 9 May 1972
then transferring to the Australian Regular
Army, serving from 10 May 1972 to 12 Feb
1989. After his service, he pursued a legal
career with his own practice at Sunnybank,
Brisbane. Ross passed away this year after
a long battle with cancer.

4236 Major Edwin Galt Albrecht, MID
R.I.P.

over many years. He was a member of 3 Field Troop in Vietnam
under Sandy McGregor and was one of the first “Tunnel Rats” to
go into the Cu Chi tunnels. He also served with 2 Fd Tp in Malaysia and Thailand under Frank Hickling. He ended his service
in the Army as a Sergeant at RMC Duntroon in Canberra in 1985
and then continued on as a civilian in Defence at Duntroon. He
eventually retired due to ill health and moved back to his home
town, Armidale in 1999.

382264 Lieutenant William Patrick (Bill) Atkins, ED
LT Atkins passed away on 21 Sep 2011. He had been suffering
from a lung problem for the last two years. Bill was in his early
80s. Bill is survived by his wife Neita and family. He joined the
CMF in 1948 in the Melbourne Rifles, and transferred to RAE in
1949, initially in 2 Fd Sqn, 3FER. He was commissioned in 1954.
He retired in 1974. He was the current Vice-President of the Historical & Heritage Association. Units Served in: Citizen Military
Forces, 58th/32nd Inf Bn, The Melbourne Rifles, 2 Fd Sqn, 3 FER,
10 Fd Sqn, 16 Fd Sqn, HQ RAE, 3DIV.

3796959 Sapper Alan Laurence Bacon
Sapper Bacon was born on 27 Nov 1949 and passed away on 29
Nov 2011. Alan had long been suffering cancer and unfortunately
he lost the fight. A good Combat Engineer. Alan served with 1 Tp,
1 Fd Sqn Gp RAE 70/71, Vietnam. He volunteered for National
Service and enlisted 1 Oct 1969. His other unit included SME. He
discharged on return from Vietnam. He again enlisted in 1977
where he was allocated RA Sigs and postings included the School
of Signals, 6 Sig Regt, 135 Sig Sqn, HQ ADF. He again discharged
on 7 Aug 1996.

37299 Corporal Imre (Eric) Banfalvi
Enlistment into the ARA on 5 Jul 1961 and
Discharged on 16 Mar 1996. His overseas
service included Sabah (Borneo) 25 May 1964
– 24 Nov 1964, Singapore 4 Oct 1965 – 13 Dec
1965, Ubon (Thailand) 13 Dec 1965 – 27 Jan
1966, Singapore 28 Jan 1966 – 9 Feb 1966,
Ubon (Thailand): 9 Feb 1966 – 17 May 1966,
Malaysia 17 May 1966 – 17 Oct 1967, Vietnam 8 Apr 1968 – 2 Ap 1969, Vietnam: 26
Aug 1970 – 26 Aug 1971, Hawaii 6 May 1983 – 5 Jun 1973. Units
served in included: 7 Fd Sqn, 2 Tp, 11 Fd Sqn, SME, 1 Fd Sqn, 18
Fd Sqn, 3FER, 2 FER, LWC and 20 Div Eng Supply Store.

37639 Sapper Ivon Alexander Barnett
Sapper Ivon Barnett passed away on 8 October 2011.

1202052 Sapper Terrence Raymond Binney, MID
Enlisted on 16 Apr 1968 and discharged 30 Apr 1971. Served in
Vietnam from 29 Oct 1969 to 13 March 1970. Served as part of
1Fd Sqn.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH5XVVHOO%R[VHOO
215158 Sergeant Peter James Ash
Peter Ash passed away at Armidale in
northern NSW on Thursday 17 March. He
had suffered bad health for some considerable time but died of complications after
contracting pneumonia. Peter was something of a legend around the Sapper world
and also in the Services rugby world, being
a member of the Combined Services team
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WO1 Russell Boxsell passed away in Nov 2010.
Russell enlisted on 7 Jan 1957 as a bricklayer
and retired on 2 Jul 1981. Serviced in units to
include the Apprentice School, 17 Const Sqn,
7 Fd Engrs, SME, 1 Fd Engrs, 3 Fd Regt, HQ
5 Engr Gp, SME. Served overseas in Borneo
and Vietnam. RIP.

39152 Sapper Allan John Bradbury
17 Const Sqn from 27 May 1968 to 28 May 1969. RIP.

8216511 / 3178755 Staff Sergeant Robert (Bob)A.Brasher

217400Warrant Officer Class One David Keith Church

Bob served in the Army Reserve enlisting
on 5 Jun 1974 and discharging on 14 Dec
2007. Served in units to include the 3 Fd
Sqn, 7 Engr Spt Regt, 22 Const Regt. Was
awarded a Land Commander’s Commendation and CO’s Commendation. Bob was a
wonderful soldier, loyal, dedicated, committed and knowledgeable particularly
within the area of Forestry operations. Bob
held the Corps of Engineers very near and
dear to his heart and he was a wonderful example of what Engineers
are all about – he will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

WO1 Church passed away on 4 May 2011 in
Waikerie Hospital South Australia. Dave was
born on the 16 Jun 1942 at Reading, BERKSHIRE ENGLAND. He service in Vietnam
with Australian Reinforcement Unit 11 Mar
1968 until 3 Jul 1968 and the again with
3RAR 4 Jul 1968 until 5 Nov 1968. On return to Australia, he saw the light and joined
the RAE where he continued to serve until
he retired from the service on 14 Mar 1989. His overseas service
also included a period in Papua New Guinea from 28 Dec 1971 to
18 Dec 1973. He served in units to include the Infantry Centre
(Reinforcements Wing), 3RAR, 55 Eng Regt & Park Squadron, 55
Eng Workshop Park, District Engineers Office (MENDI - PNG),
2FER, 7FER, 4FER, HQ 5 Eng Gp.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR
David Clarence Brewster
WO2 Brewster was born 21 Jan 1960 and passed away on Friday
30 Jul 2010 from a heart attack. Dave enlisted 26 Apr 1978 and
retired 5 May 2003 having completed 25 years of service to the
Corps (Plant Operator). His postings include the units of 1RTB,
SME (several postings), 17 Const Sqn, 1 Fd Sqn 2/3FER, 13 Fd
Sqn, 1CER, 21 Const Sqn, and 2CER.

1201501 Sapper George Ronald Burger
Sapper George Burger (Plant Operator) passed away 24 Aug 2011
in Clermont Qld.

173153 Lieutenant Colonel James
‘Jim’ Edmond Burke, ED
LTCOL Burke was born in 1924 and
passed away during the night of 26 May
2011, at the age of 87years. His postings
included the role of OC, 42 Railway Sqn,
RAE during the time when the unit was
disbanded in 1968. He was promoted to
LTCOL and became the CO of 1EME Svcs
Unit, Bulimba (Brisbane). After discharging in 1971, Jim became a Mechanical
Engineer, Rollingstock Engineer’s Office,
for the Queensland Railways and he was
also the Chairman, Queensland Railways Ambulance Committee
for many years.

2776215 Private Ronald James Chalker
Ron Chalker passed away 12 Oct 2011 in Maclean Hospital
after battling cancer. Ron served as a National Serviceman full
time from 7 Jan 1959 until 24 Mar 1959 then transferring
to the CMF Part Time for duty from 25 Mar 1959 until 30
Jun 1960. He served in the 13th National Service Training
Battalion and 112th Company RAASC. Post service years saw
Ron Chalker become the ‘civvie’ barman in the SME Officers
Mess (in the 70’s & 80’s) who made a point of including himself
in any shout where there were more than 3 people in the bar.
In those days bar sessions continued well after the Mess doors
were closed. Whenever anyone got into trouble it was always
Chalker who got blamed! Chalker would line up our drinks,
and a Silver Bullet would appear as it by magic from behind
the bar. A chat with Ron, a few drinks and a round of liar dice
became a regular institution for a lot of the Officers serving
at the time. Ron was also renowned for his sympathy towards
Duty Officers, who would be presented with a ‘Duty Officer’s
Coke’ when closing the bar and counting the cash. There was
a generation of Young Officers, now retired or senior officers
who knew the dangers of Chalker and Liar Dice very well! He
will be remembered very fondly.

:;:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
Two Benjamin Frank Cohen, MSM
WO2 Cohen, MSM, born on 20 Sep 1923 passed
away on 7 Sep 2011 aged 88 years. During WW2
Frank served with 4 Fd Svy Coy (Emergency
Mapping Tasks) in WA and was discharged in
1948 with the rank of Sgt. He continued his
military service by immediately joining the
ARA with RA Svy Corps as a Topograhical Surveyor. On 3 Sep 1965, he was discharged with
the rank of WO2, completing 25 years service.
For the remainder of his working life, Frank was
employed as an Engineer Surveyor in the local Perth Building Construction Industry.

Sergeant Reg ‘Reggie’ Cook
SGT Reg Cook succumbed to his long battle with cancer on 27
Jun 2011 in Townsville. Reg was better known as Reggie Cook the
Cook and although he served in the AACC, he spent the majority
of his years with RAE units and much of that time with 3FER
and 18 Fd Sqn in Townsville. He served in Vietnam and was a noted advocate for the Vietnam Veterans Association. Reg did a great
deal to support and assist his fellow veterans in and around the
Townsville region. Reg was a real character, didn’t take any mischief and knew how to look after Engineers in both the barracks
and field environments. Reg separated from the Army in the early
1990s and was dined out by 18 Fd Sqn. He was presented with a
Silver Sapper and it always sat in pride of place at his home.

2783384 Sapper Ashley John Culkin
Sapper Culkin was born on 3 Nov 1945 and passed away 27 Aug
2011 aged 65 years. Beloved Husband of Yvonne. Father of Lisa
Marie and Sharon. Sadly missed by all of His Grandchildren. Loving brother, brother-in-law and uncle to His family. Ashley enlisted in the Australian Regular Army Supplement (National Service)
on 2 Feb 1966 and discharged 8 Feb 1968. He served in Vietnam
from 2 Mar 1967 to 22 May 1967 as part of 7 Fd Sqn.

Staff Sergeant Robert Furguson (Bob) Eaton
SSGT Eaton was born on 7 Jan 1925 and passed away on 23 Apr
2011. Bob served with 22 Const Regt as a member of the 105 Const Sqn from 1957 until his
47th birthday in 1972.

WX13080 Sapper Ernest
Miller ‘Tiger’ Filsell
Sapper Filsell was born 27 Aug 1918 in Adelaide, SA. Tiger enlisted on 17 May 1941 in
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Collie WA and discharged 29 Dec 1944 posted at the time to 27 Fd
Coy. Tiger was a character, no other way to describe him, always
with a quip and a laugh and larrikin Aussie in the good old style.
He was a Sapper till the end.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR
George (Taffy) Francis
R.I.P.

611633 Sapper Brent Paul ‘Frenchy’ French

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
One Danny John Hawkins, OAM
WO1 Hawkins, OAM was born 19 Jun
1955 and passed away 27 Jan 2011 aged
55. Danny served with considerable distinction in the Australian Army in the
RAE from 1972 until 2001 including an
operational tour of duty in Pakistan/Afghanistan in the UN De-mining Program
and later with another deployment to Afghanistan as the Airfield Maintenance Supervisor, Tarin Kowt. His other appointments included a posting as a Bde RSM and various other RSM appointments. Danny
was honoured when he was awarded the Medal of the Order of
Australia in the 1998 Queens Birthday Honours in recognition
of his personal performance and mission achievements while
employed as an RSM in the Australian Army.

Sapper French was born 4 Aug 1965 and passed away on 4 May
2011 in Tasmania. He served in the Army Reserve from 13 Aug
1982 to 14 May 1984 then the Australian Regular Army from 15
May 1984 to 15 Oct 1998 discharging at the rank of Sapper, He
served overseas in Namibia from 13 Apr 1989 to 18 Mar 1990.
He was posted to units including 12 Fd Sqn (ARES), SME, 2/3 Fd
Engr Regt, 17 Const Sqn, 20 Div Eng Spt Sqn.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR'DQLHO
‘Danny’ MacDonald Hay

2788732 Sapper John Edward Goulder

WO2 Daniel MacDonald Hay passed away 9 Mar 2011, aged 84. Danny served in 22 Const Regt for most of his period of reserve service.

Sapper Goulder passed away peacefully in St George Hospital
(Sydney) of a brain tumour. He served in the Australian Regular
Army Supplement (National Service) from 7 Feb 1968 to 6 Feb
1970 serving in Vietnam from 27 Aug 1968 to 27 Aug 1969 with
17 Const Sqn.

Brigadier Phillip Jamieson Greville, CBE
Phil Greville was born in Queenscliff and
died after a period of ill-health at Southport,
Queensland on 10 Mar 2011. After joining
the Army, he graduated from RMC Duntroon
in Dec 1944. He served in New Guinea at the
end of WWII with the 2/8th Fd Coy RAE, and
with several engineer works units building infrastructure for soldiers awaiting repatriation
to Australia, Japanese POW’s and the 8th Military District to enable its postwar responsibilities for the defence of
the Australian. He returned to Australia in Feb 1946 and enrolled in
university to complete his engineering degree. Like many returned
soldiers at the time he suffered from repeated bouts of malaria. Post
university, he was posted to the staff of the Chief Engineer of Eastern Command. In late 1951 he was posted to 1RAR in command
of the Assault Pioneer platoon. Phillip was deployed to Korea with
most of his soldiers being drawn from 7 Fd Sqn, located at SME.
While engaged in work on a minefield in Korea in August 1952, the
then Capt Greville and one of his soldiers were captured by the Chinese. He spent a year in Chinese camps during which he was subjected
to interrogation and attempts by the Chinese at indoctrination. He
was finally repatriated in Sept 1953 where he held a variety of increasingly senior engineer postings over the next twenty years. During this
time, he also deployed to Vietnam as the Commander of the 1st Australian Log Spt Gp (1ALSG) in which he presided over the wind-down
and disposal or return of the large logistics support and maintenance
organisation that had gradually been built up in Vung Tau.
His final appointment was as Commander of the 4th Military District with HQ in Adelaide. He retired from the Army in
1980, and embarked on an equally vigorous career as a consultant, author and commentator with particular interests in POW
welfare. In 2002 he published the fourth volume of the RAE
corps history, Paving the Way. He had a dry sense of humour,
was a noted cricketer and footballer (AFL) in his youth and
maintained these interests alongside a passion for history and
writing in his retirement.
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Lance Corporal Andrew Gordon Jones
LCPL Jones served with 17 Const Sqn and was a member of the
17 Const Sqn Association.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
One Robert Cyril ‘Danny’ Kay
WO1 Danny Kay passed away 7 Mar 2011 having spent most of his past 8 years incapacitated
by a stroke. Danny was with the 6th Intake
Army Apprentice C&J and an Australian ‘Wallaby’ (1958). He is survived by his wife Judy.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU*UHJRU\ *UHJ :LOOLDP/LWWOH
Greg Little passed away on 14 Aug 2011 at his Duty Station in
Juba, South Sudan. Greg served in the Australian army for over
20 years starting as an Infanteer before specializing in Explosive Ordnance Disposal as a Warrant Officer. When he left the
Army, he moved into the commercial world where worked as an
EOD Officer with TETRA TECH in Iraq, then with MILSEARCH
in Laos. Greg joined the UN in 2006 when he was stationed in
Eritrea for UNMEE as an Operations Manager, Quality Assurance
Manager, and Regional Liaison Officer, working on the boundary demarcation mine clearance programme. After the closure of
UNMEE, Greg worked in Iraq as an Ammunition Manager with
BACTEC. In Nov 2009, Greg joined the Somalia Mine Action programme, where as Senior EOD Officer based in Mogadishu, he
helped to build the Explosive Management Support for AMISOM
programme. In June of this year, Greg relocated to UNMAO in
Juba, Sudan where he continued his Mine Action career as an Operations Officer. Greg leaves behind a fiancé in Thailand and two
children from a previous marriage. He will be remembered fondly
by all who worked with him for his good spirits, the ability to mentor the most intractable students, and readiness to step in to help
others. He will be missed by all in the Somalia programme.

17833 Sergeant Norman Keith ‘Spook’ Lucas
SGT Lucas passed away on 15 Nov 2010 in the Palliative Care Ward
at the Redcliffe Hospital. Spook approached his death over the
last few months with unbelievable strength and humour. Spook
completed 26 years of service to the RAE. He was a Plant Operator. Postings and overseas service included 24 Const Sqn, Borneo,
PNG, 17 Const Sqn in Vietnam 8 Jun 1967 to 1 Jun 1968.

4;:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
One Percy Douglas Lyall, OAM
WO2 Lyall was born on 6 Oct 1921 and
peacefully passed away at his home in the
Fernvale area on 6 Nov 2010 aged 89 years
after losing a long battle with cancer. Percy
served in the Middle East 2/15th Bn and in
Vietnam. A Sapper of many years spanning
WW2 through to Vietnam who set a good
example to all around him. He and his wife,
Kath are also renowned for their extensive community and private
work for the good of others. He was a role model and his wisdom
will be sadly missed. He also served in the units of 24 Const Sqn,
26 ESS, 7 Field Sqn, 1 RTB Kapooka, 17 Const Sqn (Vietnam), HQ
6 Const Group (RSM).

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
One Don ‘Tubby’ Martin
WO1 Martin pass away on 25 Nov 2010 aged in
his 80’s. Tubby served in Korea and Japan then
at Maralinga in 1953. Tubby was SSM 1 Fd Sqn
in Borneo and RSM SME. An excellent Instructor and known as MR ‘Bomb Disposal’ at SME
for many years.
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Legacy. So far Legacy has received nearly $2000 from book sales.

220054 Sapper John (Joseph) ‘Quinny’ Quinn
Sapper Quinn passed away on 10 Oct 2011. John had been ill for
some time although it never stopped him enjoying his life. He enlisted on 10 Dec 1969 and discharged on 28 Jul 1971. He served in
Vietnam from 7 Jan 1971 to 3 Nov 1971. His unit service included
17 Const Sqn, 1 Field Sqn, 1 Fd Eng Regt.

WX501208 / 51194 Major Leslie
Alfred John Ransome, MSM
MAJ Ransome passed away peacefully on 13 Jun 2011. Les was
a fine Corps member and made it to the rank of WO1 before being commissioned. Leslie served in the Australian Imperial Force
from 2 Apr 1947 to 30 June 1947, Interim Army from 1 Jul 1947
to 26 Jun 1949, Australian Regular Army from 27 Jun 1949 to
1 Jul 1981 and the Australian Regular Army Supplement from
2 Jul 1981 to 2 Jul 1982. His overseas service included Japan,
United Kingdom and Vietnam. He served in units to include the
Army Technical School, SME, 22 Const Sqn, British Commonwealth Eng Regt (Commonwealth Forces Korea), 23 Const Regt,
HQ 8 Army Eng Regt, Army HQ, Australian Army Staff United
Kingdom, 6 Eng Stores Regt, Australian Army Training Team
Vietnam, Australian Army Assistance Group Vietnam, 21 Supply
Bn, 1 FER, HQ 3 Military District Logistics Branch.

WO2 Lindsay Mottram passed away on 4 Jan 2011, aged 87. He
served during in WWII.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR
Lindsay James (Johnny) Ray

Major Trevor Robert Nixon, MBE

WO2 Ray passed away on 18 Nov 2010. Johnny completed 21
years of service to the RAE and was posted to 245 Const Sqn, 38
Fd Sqn, 7 Fd Sqn, 24 Spt Sqn, 2 FER and 2/3 FER.

MAJ Nixon passed away on 8 Sept 2010, aged 80. MAJ Nixon
served as Brigade Major 3 Div Engineers in 1970.

17770 Corporal (Temporary Sergeant)
David (Dave) Keith Perham
CPL Perham was only in the Army for six years but he packed a
lot into them. Dave had just finished doing a marine fitters apprenticeship in Brisbane in 1962 when he saw an Army Landing
Ship Medium berthed on the Brisbane River. He went aboard and
was introduced to the 2nd Engineer who showed him around the
engine room. This was the launching pad of Dave’s Army career.
He enlisted, was allocated to RAE and his first posting after recruit
and FE training was to the 32 Small Ship Sqn. He served as a marine engineer. He was a very capable engineer and set high standards in his work. He was looked upon as a sort of ‘father figure’
due to his extensive qualifications and his thorough knowledge
of a ship’s engineering systems including propulsion, hydraulics
and electrical systems which he actively passed onto his subordinates. He was hard working, popular and professional. He served
in Papua New Guinea and Vietnam, and towards the end of his
career in the Army he was posted to the Transportation Centre
as a marine engineering instructor.
Ten years ago he started a biennial RAE Water Transport Reunion in Ballarat. Since then reunions have been held in Adelaide,
Brisbane and Perth. Hobart will be the next venue in 2011. These
are very popular events and getting bigger with each occasion. The
reunions help to bring old comrades together who may have lost
touch with their Army mates over the years. Over the last few years
Dave collected from ex members of 32 Small Ship Squadron many
hundreds of memorabilia, photos and crew stories that painted a
picture of what the living and working conditions were like on Army
ships. He spent countless hours developing this into a 218 page
hard covered book. It was launched in 2009 and of the 600 copies
of the print run only about 20 are left. Dave intended the book to
be a non-profit venture and any surplus funds would be donated to

‘Sapper’ Trevor Reece
Trevor passed away on 24 Jul 2010. Trevor Reece was a member
of 2 Field Troop RAE Malaya Thailand Sarawak 1963-65.

267767 / 16525 Sapper Neil (Young Buck) Rogers
Sapper Rogers passed away on 25 May 2011 after suffering a
sudden heart attack. ‘Young Buck’ served as part of the Citizen
Military Forces 11 May 1961 to 28 Feb 1962, and the Australian
Regular Army from 6 Dec 1961 to 12 Jul 1973. His overseas service included Borneo, Singapore, Malaya and Vietnam. He served
in units to include 1RQR (CMF), 7 Fd Sqn, 11 Fd Sqn RE, AFV
Det 55 Advanced Engineer Stores Sqn, Det 55 Engineer Workshop
& Park Sqn, 2 FER.

:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR
Norman ‘Norm’ Andrew Schache
WO2 Schache passed away on 5 Dec 2010 after suffering a stroke.
Norm served the RAE for 21 years. Norm’s postings included 23
Const Sqn, 26 Engr Stores Sqn, Tropical Trials Estb, SME, ESW,
PNGDF Engr Bn and 19 Chief Engr Wks.

‘Sapper’ Don Scot
Don Scott passed away around the 24th of April. Don had been a
4 Tp RAE member in Malaya 1961 to 1963.

1706750 / 145155 Lieutenant Colonel George
Douglas Stubbs, ED
MAJ Stubbs, (ex OC 34 Water Transport Squadron) passed away on 15 Jun 2011. George took
a reduction in rank so he could skipper water
craft in South Vietnam during that conflict. He
was also well known at the Brisbane State High
School where he was a Teacher for many years.
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His service included National Service from 7 Jan 1953 to
14 Apr 1953 and Citizen Military Forces 15 Apr 1953 to Jun
1967. Full time duty in the Citizen Military Forces began on
23 Jun 1968 and ended 30 June 1969 He then served in the
Army Reserve from 1 Jul 1969 to 12 Apr 1984. His overseas
service included a significant period in Vietnam. He served in
units to include 11 National Service Training Bn, 32 Small Ship
Sqn, 4 Small Ship Tp, 34 Water Transport Sqn, 20 Commander
RE, HQ 10 Transport Column, 1 Training Group, 2 Transport
Coy, 1 Movement Control Unit, HQ 1 Div, HQ 1 Transport and
Movement Group.

43491 Corporal Allan Ross ‘Tuggy’ Tugwell
CPL Tugwell passed away peacefully on 23 Sep 2011. Tuggy served
in the Australian Regular Army from 20 Feb 1964 to 19 Feb 1973.
His overseas service included Sabah (Singapore), Vietnam (two
tours) and New Zealand. Units he served in include the SME, 1
Fd Sqn, 3 Fd Tp, 23 Const Sqn and 21 Const Sqn.

‘Sapper’ George Jarvis
R.I.P.

‘Sapper’ Fred Sherrin
R.I.P.

1725040/145287 LTCOL Douglas ‘Neil’ Paton
LTCOL Paton was born in 1937 and passed away on 20 Oct 2011
aged 73. His service included National Service, Full Time Citizen
Military Force service from 25 Jan 1957 to 18 Apr 1957 and part
time service from 19 April 1957 to 26 June 1960. He re-enlisted
in the CMF on 27 Jun 1960 and discharged 1 Jun 1987. Units
he served in included 11 National Service Training Bn, 32 Inland
Water Transport Sqn, 32 Small Ships Sqn, 4 Small Ships Sqn,
Detachment 32 Small Ship Sqn, 34 Water Transport Sqn, Officer
Training Group Southern Queensland Area Training Group, 3
Movement Control Training Group, 1 Training Group, Brisbane
Water Transport Unit and 1 Movement Control Unit.

Military Engineering
Heritage Company
Situation

Administration

The Corps needs you!

To become a member complete the membership
Application available from the Museum office, the
Corps Shop, or on the AAMME web site. Annual
Subscriptions are $15.00 per annum and may be
paid in advance for three years ($45.00). Donations
are always welcome and are Tax Deductible.

Mission
To join (or renew membership) of the Military
Engineering Heritage Company (MEHC). The MEHC
is the organisation created by Defence Instruction to
provide support to the Australian Army Museum of
Military Engineering (AAMME) - the Corps Museum.

Execution
Those who are constrained by service or other
commitments and /or distance can provide support
by becoming members and other means.
If you have time and an interest in the Corps you
can not only join but become a volunteer. No matter
what your trade and experience in the Corps,be it
two years or twenty, or in your life after Service,
the Museum can put that expertise and experience
to good use in working with the collection.
A current need is to build up a “Corps of Guides” to
assist visitors, especially school groups, to have not only
an interesting visit but to gain an understanding of the
Service the Corps has given to Australia, and is continuing
to do so.. This area of endeavour does not require any
previous experience as training will be provided.
If you are constrained by the tyranny of distance
Research and Writing is an area in which you can
support the Museum. Needing only access to the
internet you can work from home at your own pace
with regular contacts with he project coordinator.
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Command and Signal
The Company is managed by a Board of Directors
who are members of the Company.
For further information and to download a
Membership Application go to: www.aamme.com.au
Alternatively you can speak to the Curator
Mr Sebastian Spencer on (02) 8782 4385, or one of the
Directors Mr. John Pendergast - 0405 504 724, or
Mr. Craig Summerfield - 0408 117 871.

AUSTRALIAN ARMY

MUSEUM OF MILITARY ENGINEERING
Incorporating the Collections of:
Royal Australian Survey Corps
Australian Armv Water Transoort Association

Feature articles

Project NINGAUI
Acquisition of an
Australian Protected Route Clearance
Capability (APRCC)
By LTCOL Rob Sanders
1: TALISMAN Theatre Entry Standard
High Mobility Engineer Excavator
(HMEE) with rocket screens and situational awareness camera suite.
2: BUFFALO Mine Resistant Ambush
Protected (MRAP) Vehicle, with Gyroscopically stabilised Mast Mounted
Camera, and Interrogation Arm with
Air Digger attachment and Spork /
Ripper tools.
3: Canadian Husky Mk 3 with NIITEK
GPR, improved overpass tyres and
metal detection panels stowed.
4: BUFFALO Mine Resistant Ambush
Protected (MRAP) Vehicle, with Interrogation Arm.

Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) represent the greatest threat
faced by Australian Defence Force (ADF) and coalition forces in
Afghanistan. The threat posed by IEDs is also growing within
our nearer region.
The ADF response to the IED threat includes thorough training, adaptive tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) and
other measures focused on mitigating the effects of IED attack
and defeating the device prior to detonation. The ADF’s current
route clearance capability relies heavily on combat engineers
dismounting to undertake manual search in order to detect and
defeat explosive hazard threats. Dismounted manual search offers an effective and battle proven method of route clearance,
but it is time consuming and exposes soldiers to significant risk
of personal injury and loss of life.
Army Headquarters, in association with the Counter IED Task
Force, is attempting to acquire an Australian Protected Route
Clearance Capability (APRCC) under Project NINGAUI. The
APRCC incorporates both mounted and dismounted practices in
the conduct of route clearance missions.
Dismounted TTPs coupled with mounted detection, interrogation and neutralisation systems, will assist to enhance overall
Force Protection levels. The strength of each method – mounted
and dismounted – will cover the inherent weakness of the other.
By maintaining dismounted search practices greater emphasis
will be placed on protecting vulnerable vehicle platforms. Protection for dismounts will be provided, in turn, by the systems
and platforms that provide options to the tactical commander for
hazardous detection, interrogation and neutralisation tasks to be
conducted by soldiers under armour.
The United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, France
and Italy have developed mounted protected capabilities, which
are currently being utilised in Afghanistan. The development of
the APRCC has been based upon the operational lessons learned
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5: MEAO Specification PMV fitted
with Self Protected Adaptive Roller
Kit (SPARK) Mark 1 Mine Rollers.
6: Canadian Husky Mk 3 with
NIITEK GPR conducting training for
YPOC detection.
7: Husky Mark 3 with FASSI
M10A.12MIL Micro Crane Interrogation Arm (IA) fitted with M3G
camera with white light illuminator,
claw tool and camera monitor.

5

by our coalition partners in the Middle East Area of Operations
(MEAO), and incorporates elements from the American, British
and Canadian systems in the Australian solution. Each of the
solution systems are battle proven and currently serving in the
MEAO with Australia’s coalition partners.
The route clearance capability scheduled in the Defence Capability Plan is not due for introduction into service until 20192021, which is inconsistent with the urgency of providing this
capability. Given the operational urgency for this capability for
the ADF personnel in Afghanistan, Defence has proposed that
it be introduced much earlier, to provide a phased capability as
soon as equipment is able to be acquired, personnel trained and
deployed to Afghanistan.
Project NINGAUI aims to provide equipment by the end of
2012 to the MEAO for current operations. In the interim, Army
is investigating options for loaning of Canadian route clearance
equipment in order to provide a degree of capability, and to inform the future Project NINGAUI requirements.
Project NINGAUI will provide deployed ADF personnel in the
MEAO with a significantly improved force protection capability
to counter the rapidly evolving IED threat.

6
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Using History to Establish

+RZ$UP\(QJLQHHUVÀWLQWR
Australia’s Amphibious Concept
By Major Michael Scott
Australia has a long history of joint amphibious operations, commencing with the seizure of Rabaul in German-held New Guinea
in the early days of the First World War and then as part of the
ill-fated Gallipoli Campaign in 1915. Royal Australian Engineers
have played important roles in these amphibious operations, with
Sapper Fred Reynolds of the 1st Field Company Engineers recorded as the first soldier to be killed on the Gallipoli Peninsula. The
most recent amphibious operations conducted by the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) were primarily comprised of engineer forces
as part of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HA/DR)
operations following the large scale natural disasters in Indonesia
in 2004-2005 and 2009.
Due to the high demand historically placed on engineers by an
amphibious landing force after it has deployed ashore, how Australian Army Engineers fit into Australia’s Amphibious Concept
must be established in order for the ADF to successfully execute
amphibious operations, prior to any future such commitment.
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An Amphibious Operation is a military operation launched from
the sea by a naval and landing force with the principal purpose of
projecting the landing force ashore tactically into an environment
ranging from permissive to hostile. Neither Australia’s Amphibious
Concept nor the derived Landing Force Concept of Employment
defines the tasks or an organisation for the engineer elements in
an amphibious landing force. The documents do, however, indicate that substantial engineering effort will be required to ensure
success across the spectrum of operations. Concept documents
require the ADF to be prepared to conduct amphibious operations
into uncertain environments and repeatedly highlight that HA/DR
operations will be a core skill-set of the Landing Force.
Studies in Australia, the US, and the UK, have predicted similar
future global and regional security environments (some of which
may be attributed to ‘group thinking’). Traditionally, inter-state
wars, involving conflict between armed forces purpose-built for
engaging in conventional combat (symmetrical warfare), have

been the main focus of defence planning by Australia and its allies. In recent years, intra-state conflict among different political,
ethnic or religious groups has come more to the fore in places
such as Iraq and Afghanistan, where conventional military forces
have had to work alongside civilian agencies and NGOs. Moreover,
threats from some non-state global actors, such as al-Qaeda, have
meant that armed forces have had to be employed against new
types of adaptive adversaries. All of this has resulted in what is
termed ‘Complex War’ or asymmetrical warfare. While globalisation has seen growing interdependence between states, the Australian Government still considered it premature to rule out future
conventional wars between states, including the major powers.
There are numerous implications for the conduct of engineer
operations arising from the forecast of the security environment
in which the ADF will operate in the next 20 to 30 years. Firstly,
terrain in the littoral areas will provide significant mobility challenges that engineers will need to overcome. This harks back
to operations in New Guinea and the Pacific during the Second
World War, where engineers directly influenced and contributed
to the speed at which operations were executed. Secondly, the
ADF’s adversaries will use various combinations of conventional
and improvised weapons systems to attack a landing force. These
may combine conventional minefields and obstacles with improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and booby traps in urban terrain,
including at airfields and ports that may be used for the ingress
of follow-on forces. Finally, the frequency with which natural disasters, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and
cyclones have occurred in the past six years within Australia’s
primary operating environment (POE), will ensure that the ADF’s
response in HA/DR operations is engineer intensive.
Lessons can be distilled from the employment of engineers in
amphibious operations conducted by Australia and its allies from
the Second World War, in Australia’s POE, to present day global operations. These lessons can be applied to the current and future operating environments in which the ADF is likely to operate in order
to present a concept for employing Royal Australian Engineers as
part of the recently developed Australia’s Amphibious Concept.
Due to space constraints on amphibious ships, which restricts
the amount of engineer personnel, vehicles, and equipment that
can be carried, the number and type of tasks that can be undertaken by amphibious engineers is also restricted. The challenge
therefore becomes determining the most likely tasks that will be
required. With these tasks identified and prioritised, an engineer
force can be developed that is capable of covering the majority
of these tasks while remaining within the space restrictions. The
likely tasks for amphibious engineers are determined by analysing
historical records from operations similar to those that an Australian Amphibious Task Force will undertake or from operations
that have occurred in Australia’s POE.
It is proposed that five engineer contingencies be planned to
cover the spectrum of possible operations, ranging from a permanent reinforced troop to support defence cooperation and
short-notice security missions, to a reinforced combat engineer
squadron that is followed by a construction squadron to support
entry operations as part of a coalition at the high-intensity conventional end of the operational spectrum. These options, and those
in between, carefully balance the limited space for personnel and
equipment on the amphibious ships with the array of likely tasks
that have been distilled from historical examples for the types of
operations that are expected to occur again. The models will ensure
that suitable engineer options are always available to operational
planners and that the Amphibious Task Force Commander will
have available a balanced engineer force able to succeed against all
problems encountered and capable of enabling both the manoeuvre and support elements. One of the five solutions, in support of

an Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) conducting entry operations
for a medium intensity regional conflict, is shown below.
As the list of engineering tasks required to support the full
spectrum of operations in the current and future operating environments is quite extensive, an ad hoc engineer group to support the Landing Force cannot simply be formed, nor is there a
one-size-fits-all engineer solution. If Australia is to have a serious
amphibious capability, the Australian Army must invest time, effort, and money to ensure that the Australian Army is capable of
conducting engineering from the sea.
This article is derived from the research paper “Engineering
from the Sea: Establishing how Australian Army Engineers fit into
Australia’s Amphibious Concept,” completed in partial fulfilment of
the Master of Military Studies at the Marine Corps University.
Below, from top: Two Canberra class Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD)
amphibious ships will be the backbone of Australia’s amphibious capability; Bulldozer A D3C from the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment leads the
way for Australia’s amphibious response as part of Operation Padang Assist in 2009; Iwo Jima An engineer and his bulldozer clear the way for US
Marines during the Battle for Iwo Jima during the Second World War.
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A HESCO Guard Post

Above: Completed Guard Post on top of HESCO foundation

Introduction - Guard Post/Sanger
The components of this set provide a small emplacement with
two-foot thick walls and 18” (0.48m) of overhead cover. Embrasure (firing/observation point) forms are included in the set as
are roof joists and roofing material.
The interior space is four foot by six foot, with 6’6” (1.98m) of
headroom. The complete set is delivered on a single pallet weighing 826lb (375kg). Detailed instructions for the assembly of the
guard post are supplied. To construct a 2 man Sanger kit will take
approx 20m³ of fill material.
This report will focus on the experiences of Plant Troop in the
construction of 2 X Guard Posts. The report will focus on the constructability, materials provided, the employment of the guard
posts and lessons learnt.
Constructability
The instructions provided with the guard post kits are simple yet
effective. To understand the instructions there is no previous
knowledge of HESCO instruction required. The guide provides
all the required information to build from the soil required to the
construction sequence.
The guard post consists of 2 layers of HESCO baskets for the
walls. A corrugated iron roof is then laid over 4 roof beams. Smaller HESCO are placed on the perimeter of the roof and a geo-textile
laid underneath this. The roof is then filled with soil in order to
provide over head protection. The result is a water proof structure
that provides room for two personal to observe out of.
As previously mentioned the kit comes with 4 roof beams. These
beams are used to space the first layer of HESCO. This means that no
special tools are required to square the structure due to the sides of
the baskets and the space in-between the bolts on the roof beams.
After the first layer has been set out they are filled to ¾ of their
capacity. The second layer is then attached and filled to a point
where the windows can be placed and screwed into place.
The roof is then placed on utilising the roof spacers in order
to check the construction is level. The CGI is simply placed over
the roof bearers in orders provide the spread the load to the roof
bearers for the imposed load of the overhead protection. In order
to secure the roof bearers into location there are struts that are
placed on the ends of the roof bearers. These were screwed in due
to the availability of the resources. The kit provides nails in order
to secure these into their correct place.
As mentioned the geo-textile is then placed over the roof structure
to water proof it. The doorway also has a metal plate that sits over the
top of it. There is then a requirement to level the roof in order to place
the smaller HESCO on top of the structure. The guard post is then complete when the rest of the OHP is filled into the top of the structure.
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Above: Completed Guard Post

Materials provided
Most of the materials provided with the kits were to a high standard. There was the correct amount of HESCO and it was easily
identifiable with distinct labelling as to where it went. The joining
attachments for joining the HESCO were also sufficient.
The roof bearers were a single piece of timber that was cut to
shape with two large bolts protruding from the ends in order to
align with the springs of the HESCO. The timber was lightweight of a
poor quality. During the construction of the 2nd guard post a bearer
was broken and replaced with a similar product that would have far
exceeded the engineering qualities of the provided timber.
Employment of the Guard Post
This point is only mentioned due to the fact of the limited fields
of observation and fire provided by the posts.

Above: Observation from a window

There is only two windows on the posts and the postions on
the structures cannot be decided by the personal constructing it.
The observation from the windows is limited and the fields of fire
a basically non exsistant.
It is understandable if the structure is to be used as blast protection and somewhere else will provide a postion to overwatch and
have fields of fire. It is therefore stressed that when this product is
utilised that this limiting factor be a part of the planning process.
Lessons learnt
Most of the lessons learnt for the construction agency for the
two guard posts above mentioned were gleamed from members
previous experience with HESCO.

There is a requirement to have a level pad to start with. This pad
needs to be compacted and have an even density. Although the second guard post was placed on a HESCO foundation there were some
levelling issues with the western edge of the pad. Due to the tiered
nature of the wall and there being a gap that was filled with loose soil
between the pad and the wall, a slighter higher western edge provided
some difficulty to the construction process. This resulted in the western wall having a slight lean (in the degree of less than 2 degrees).
There is no fixings given with the kit for the fixing of the CGI
to the roof bearers. Whilst there is no structural requirement, for

appearance and durability sake it is recommended that the CGI be
secured to the roof bearers. This would decrease the movement of
the sheets during the loading of the roof.
Conclusion
The guard post is simple to construct, especially with the detailed
instructions that are given with the kit. The kit contains everything necessary in order to construct the post and all HESCO is
clearly labelled with its position. Observing the lessons learnt will
ensure that the construction is successful.

Ex TALISMAN SABRE 2011
Counter Mobility & Deception OPS
By Major Steve Butcher
For members of SPT TP in AUSTF-8 Rear this exercise was the culminating training activity and challenged the members of both construction and plant streams. As a composite TP composing plant,
trade and transport SPT TP was a headache to run – but was also an
excellent all round source of capability for 1 FD SQN to utilise.
The primary role of SPT TP was to provide support for counter
mobility, survivability and deception operations for 1 FD SQN as
part of the OPFOR. SPT TP was a crucial enabler for 1 FD SQN
– providing specialist trade support, bulk earthmoving and flexible heavy transport.
Preparation for the exercise started 2 months from step-off
with the design and scoping for deception stores – which comprised a key part of the OPFOR planning effort. Three support
options were presented to the 1 BDE HQ based on the limited
capability of SPT TP – they chose option number four – a stretch
for our trade and works capacity. The agreed plan was to provide
tactical deception using decoys masquerading as a mechanised CT.
This included a Coy of M113AS4 and a TP of M1A1s. Prototypes
were quickly designed and constructed to defeat thermal, UAV,
Ground sensing radar, heli-born recon and limited Close Target
Recon (CTR). This was a significant challenge for a non-tech RAE
Subbie in Command and required devious methods to compile
information and design whilst not giving the game away.
To overcome TPT issues and a lack of manpower, the units
were designed around the IKEA principle – flat packed, erected by
unskilled labour and reusable. Tradesmen, trade skilled Combat
Engineers (CE) and attached RAEME personnel worked continuously over the period, battling downed welders, slow supply delivery and a lack of manpower to deliver the final outcome one week
before the mandated delivery date. Special mention to SPR Vogl,
the one man section who single-handedly painted and decaled all
units to a professional standard.
During the conduct of TS the first major task for SPT TP was
to provide 100 tetrahedrons in 5 days to support counter mobility
efforts for 1 BDE CATA and TS. SPT TP goal was to provide 150. To
overcome site and budget restrictions, reusable, flat packed racks
and prefab moulds were constructed in Darwin and assembled
at DSG Rockhampton for an immediate pour. SPR De la Rue, as
site supervisor and sole tradie was instrumental in delivering on
time despite significant supplier delays and tight time frames.
This task, and all others would also have failed without our knowledgeable and cunning CE drivers. LCPL Chilcott achieved the

Above: One of the Combat Team vehicle decoys made from tin by Res Tp
(1CER) for use by OPFOR on Ex Talisman Sabre 11.

TETRIS award for the most Tetras safely loaded onto a Mack and
20T. SPR Bailey achieved the UNSTOPPABLE award for getting a
fully loaded S-Liner down roads that carriers fear to tread.
Not to be outdone the Plant section was crucial in providing
key survivability and deception outcomes for the OPFOR. By day,
a small plant det smiled for the UAVs and constructed a deception
BG position. By night, the same operators conducted challenging
low visibility work on steep grades to construct the real MDP
position. Ground guides such as LCPL Hansen using personal
role radios ‘remote controlled’ their operators in every action,
maintaining a low signature to avoid detection by UAV and recon
assets. Due to the dedicated efforts and a long couple of days, this
task was deemed a success. We observed BLUEFOR UAV traffic
and recon efforts fixated on the deception positions as opposed
to the soon to be occupied MDP.
Employment of the decoys proved the design work and organisation by SPT TP members. After a ‘soldiers five’, every member
of B Coy, 7RAR was deemed competent and setup and camouflage
of the Coy took 2.5 hours to complete. SPT TP successfully maintained the decoy position for 6 days, employing a 5RAR section
to patrol and identify sign of any BLUEFOR CTR elements. M1A1
decoys were successfully erected without detection in fallback locations for the tank destroy mission on later nights.
Overall, TS11 was a challenging exercise for SPT TP members.
Comfort zones were abolished. Lessons were painfully learned
about the limits of equipment – but in the end – all tasks were
achieved on time.
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Ex Warthog Warrior
1 CER Engineers Exercise all Capabilities
By Major Steve Butcher
1: The new entry to the FOB.
2: The pouring of the base slab for a Culvert on the MSR.
3: Resources Troop Construct the deployable Bee Hut.
4: The completed culvert ready to be trafficke.

Up until recently it was thought that the only engineering provided by 23 Support Squadron, 1 CER, was the ability to build
furniture or clean up the damage that armoured vehicles did to
the range. That was until 2010.
23 Support Squadron consists of three troops, all with very
different skill sets; however when combined on a recent exercise,
Exercise Warthog Warrior, the quality and quantity of the products constructed was outstanding. From a completely brand new
Fire Support Base to a refitting of the previously built FOB, the
Sappers of 23 performed to an exceptional standard.
The scenario provided to the squadron was one that not unfamiliar to what Australian forces are currently operating in. Initially the squadron was to provide security to a local population then
move into an infrastructure development phase. Tasks included
the fire support base, refurbishment of the FOB, construction of
a dug in platoon position in 6 hours, a culvert along the MSR with
the route only being closed for a period of 60 hours and other
various road works throughout the local region.
All tasks were conducted whilst the squadron provided its own
water and milled some of its own timber. While the scope of works
may not appear to be extraordinary, the timeline in which they were
achieved was. All construction was completed in only 7 days.
Plant Troop consists of plant operators that can operate the
Army’s range of plant equipment. The troop also consists of drivers that support the ‘planties’ with the movement of machinery
and the hauling of dirt to and from sites. The troop, whilst supporting the squadron, focused its attention on the fire support
base and excavated some 6000 cubic metres of soil. Some of this
soil was moved in hauling ops to the FOB in order to provide fill
for the HESCO that was being constructed on site.
Support Troop consists of tradesmen (Carpenters, Electricians
and Plumbers) as well as Combat Engineers that are trained in a wide
aspect of the engineer skill sets. The troop is set up to deploy robust
section size elements in order to achieve high quality outcomes. The
troop achieved a lot whilst on exercise and throughout the year. On
exercise their primary focus was split between the refurbishment of
the FOB and the construction of a culvert along the main supply route.
The FOB was expanded to have 2 Sangers, a controlled entry point
with a search bay, protected towers and greater drainage. The troop
also constructed and packed away a deployable ‘Bee Hut’ system.
Emergency Response Troop provided reinforcement to Support Troop for the period of the exercise. It was unfortunate that
the Sappers were unable to display the efforts of their training
for the year, but their work ethic and attitude was to be commended in providing support in a field that they had not trained
in throughout the year.
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Above: Fire Support Base for 4 Medium Guns.

Exercise Warthog Warrior provided an excellent chance for
the Sappers of 23 Support Squadron to bring together all of
their training for the year. The lessons learnt from the exercise will set the Sappers up well for operations and into 2011
as a squadron that can achieve large scale, complex, combat
construction tasks.

Army Reserve Construction
Management Assistance to
Navy Reserve in Tasmania
By Lieutenant David Sondergeld
Introduction
The 22nd Construction Regiment, a sub-unit of the 4th Brigade, is a Royal Australian Engineer unit comprising predominately Army Reserve members with a small Australian Regular
Army staff. The unit provides specialist engineer construction
support to deployed force in order to support land, joint and
specialised operations.
In early 2010, the Melbourne based 22nd Construction Regiment was approached to ascertain the possibility of participating
in a Self Help Program (SHP) to construct boat ramp improvements at the Australian Navy Reserve Dive Team 10 (ANRDT 10)
boat shed on the Derwent River in Hobart Tasmania.
Background
The Department of Defence was responsible for the boat ramp
asset as part of HMAS HUON in Hobart. HMAS HUON was decommissioned in 1994, when the responsibility of the asset was
transferred to Tasmanian Ports and ANRDT 10 was provided
permission to use the ramp. ANRDT 10 advised that when the
ramp was extended in 2004, the ramp was installed at a flatter

gradient than that intended due to the presence of an existing
object on the seabed. This object may be an old concrete pile
from the Macquarie Point wharf construction, used as a toe protection, for the existing ramp. The four metre ramp extension
was subsequently constructed with the toe much higher than
the adjacent seabed.
During the construction of the ramp extension, ANRDT 10
advised that the formwork moved and the concrete was weakened
by the loss of support prior to the concrete hardening. Subsequently, the original contractor and sub-contractor returned to
site and attempted remedial work on the weakened concrete edge.
This repair has obviously not been successful and the concrete
edge is uneven and jagged in places.
ANRDT 10 advised that the vertical step between the seabed
and the top of the ramp, at the toe, causes operational difficulties
at lower tides. To launch the watercraft, the water depth must be
sufficient, whereby the trailer is totally immersed. Accordingly,
at low tides, the watercraft can only be launched if the trailer is
placed beyond the ramp end. This creates real Heath and Safety
issues and regularly damages the trailers.
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203 Wks Sect of 22nd Construction Regt. An external contractor
shall perform the construction of the boat ramp improvements.
Scope of Works 203 Wks Sect
The Scope of Work for 22 Construction Regiment includes the
following tasks:
t 1SFQBSFBOJOJUJBMEFTJHOUPBDDPNQBOZUIF8PSLTDPQF-FUUFS
t %FWFMPQUIFJOJUJBMEFTJHOUPBQSFMJNJOBSZEFTJHOJODMVEJOH
drafted drawings, specifications, statement on constructability, preliminary design estimate of construction costs and
preliminary design report including performing the necessary
engineering surveys to enable the design.
t %FWFMPQ UIF QSFMJNJOBSZ EFTJHO UP B ëOBM EFTJHO JODMVEJOH
checked drafted drawings, specifications, final design estimate
of construction costs and final design report.
t 1FSGPSNBEFUBJMFESJTLBOBMZTJTPOUIFëOBMEFTJHOBOETQFDJëDBtion and report the assessment to the relevant stakeholders.
t 1SPWJEF BEWJDF EVSJOH UIF UFOEFS BTTFTTNFOU SFHBSEJOH UIF
construction methodology and technical issues.
t 1SPWJEF BO BDDVSBUF BOE SFMJBCMF UFNQPSBSZ TVSWFZ NBSL PO
site that relates the design levels to the existing structures.
t 1SPWJEFBMMTJUFUFDIOJDBMBVEJUTBOEJOTQFDUJPOTJODMVEJOHSFMFBTing hold-points and managing the inspection and test plan.
t 1SPWJEFHFOFSBMUFDIOJDBMBOEDPOTUSVDUJPOBEWJDFUPCPUIUIF
contractor and the superintendent including responding to
requests for information.

Above, from top: View of boat shed from boat ramp; Ramp edge reference standing seabed northern edge

Reconnaissance
The 203 Wks Sect of 22nd Construction Regt conducted a reconnaissance with five options as follows:
a. Completely reconstruct the entire ramp to include a launching
facility on one side and level working platform bounded by
a new retaining wall on the other side. This depends on the
strategic importance of the facility to the ANRDT 10 in the
future. This option is the most expensive and requires extensive technical design, specialist construction practices and on
site supervision.
b. Reconstruct the ramp as designed. This option is a technically
feasible solution to the problem and will enable the ramp to be
safely operated in larger tidal ranges. The ramp slope proposed
is 1:6 and the optimal slope is in the range 1:7 to 1:9. To compensate for the greater ramp slope, the surface may be profiled
with diagonal slots or similar to improve the skid resistance.
c. Remove the four metre long portion added in 2004 and the obstructing object, then construct a new portion with a steeper
gradient and the toe on the seabed. The gradient of the new
four metre portion would be very steep and unsafe to use. This
option is not feasible.
d. Lengthen the existing ramp. This option involves work outside
the existing ramp foot-print and would require further environmental approvals and mitigation strategies against erosion
on the seabed. This option does not address the deteriorated
condition of the existing ramp. This option is feasible but not
likely due to long-term effects.
e. Do nothing. This option is not feasible due to the potential for
injury sustained due to launching and retrieving watercraft
over the drop-off.
Subsequently, the Defence Support Group and ANRDT 10 selected
Option A with the design and technical management performed by
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Project Design
The project design accepted by the client includes the following
features:
t &BSUISFUBJOJOHTUSVDUVSFVUJMJTJOHQSFDBTUDPODSFUFQBOFMT
t /FXSFJOGPSDFEDPODSFUFXPSLJOHQMBUGPSNTMBC
t /FXDBTUJOTJUVSFJOGPSDFEDPODSFUFCPBUSBNQXJUIQPSUJPOT
cast under water.
t $PODSFUF GJMMFE CPSFE TUFFM QJMFT TQVO JOUP EPMFSJUF SPDL
under water.
t $POTUSVDUJCMFEFTJHOTPMVUJPOXJUIFNQIBTJTPODPOTUSVDUJPO
safety.
t .JOJNBM JNQBDU PO MPDBM FOWJSPONFOU JODMVEJOH BEKBDFOU
river bed.
t 3JTLBTTFTTFEBOEDPOUSPMMFEEFTJHO
t 'PDVT PO SFDZDMJOH FYJTUJOH TUSVDUVSF BT GJMM BOE FSPTJPO
protection.
Works Management Team
The 22 Construction Regiment Works Management Team comprises: CO 22 Const Regt: LTCOL D. Potter, OC 203 Wks Sect:
MAJ M. Roberts, Project Engineer LT D. Sondergeld, Works Manager WO1 G. Lewis, Coordination CAPT N. Tipton and Drafter
CPL P. Borzdynski. The Project Engineer and Works Manager are
accessible in Tasmania and form the site management team. The
Project Engineer focuses on the design and documentation work.
The Works Manager focuses to manage the majority of the site
technical inspections. The Melbourne based personnel performed
the drafting and design/specification checking tasks primarily
managed by the coordinator.
Works Management Capability
The project is currently progressing well, and is due for tender before the end of 2011. All stakeholders were extremely satisfied with
the technical progress of the project, which highlights the existence
of a real capability in the 203 Wks Sect of the 22nd Construction
Regiment. This strong and established capability has surmounted
the geographic and time delivery issues to maintain and provide an
acceptable design product to satisfaction of all stakeholders.

The Australian Army Museum
of Military Engineering
By Major Rob Petrenko

An Overview and Move Plan
The Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering at Steele
Barracks exists to display, protect, support and promote the rich
and diverse history of the Corps.
Since 1972 the Museum has been housed in the former SME
HQ building and has grown substantially over the years. The
AAMME collection and exhibitions are now displayed across 5
buildings at SME including 2 museum buildings which exhibit the
smaller objects, the CUST Hut and STRACH hangar which house
our large vehicle collection and the DIORAMA Building.
The museum is managed by the Australian Army History Unit
with the ongoing assistance of the Military Engineers Heritage
Company. Former and current Sappers are encouraged to join the
Company and share and contribute their knowledge and skills.
The MEHC also manage the volunteer workforce without which
it would be almost impossible for us to maintain the collection
and displays. The volunteers are almost all ex Sappers and we recently welcomed members from the former North Fort Museum
and the Australian Water Transport Association.
We also house the substantial collection of the former Survey Corps which includes many rare maps, photographs, original
tools and machinery.
We have many, many extraordinary items within the collection
ranging from the earliest foundations of the Corp to the early 21st
century. Notable highlights include WWI photograph albums and
records; a signed portrait of Her Majesty Queen Victoria; Major
General Sir Clive Steele’s medals, pistol and personal effects; Nazi
and Imperial Japanese Forces artifacts; crockery recovered from
Hiroshima; roof tiles from the POW camp at Changi; Mine Clearance vehicles used in Vietnam; CR1 and HMAPC Flint and the
Land Clearing Caterpillar D8 Dozer.
The rich array of objects, records, books, maps and documents
also provide an excellent resource for internal and external researchers, students of SME and history buffs. We have recently assisted
with a documentary which is being made about the ‘Little Bears at

Work’ and the construction of Bridge 6 in Vietnam during the war.
We were also proud to exhibit a display commemorating the
150th anniversary of the Victorian Volunteer Engineer Corps and
another to coincide with the reunion of the Australian Defence
Force Trackers and War Dog Association.
At present we are assisting with the development of our new museum building as part of the Moorebank Unit Relocation and this promises to be another milestone in the history of the School, the Corp and
the Museum. Prior to the relocation we are redeveloping the displays
in both museum buildings and we strongly encourage all members to
visit and enjoy the new exhibitions over the coming months.

Above: The Survey collection is housed in the new Museum building
which was opened in time for the RAE Corps centenary in 2002. The
Royal Australian Survey Corps was re-integrated with RAE in 1996. The
collection includes a substantial number of valuable maps.

Below: The Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering
(AAMME) is the repository for the heritage and history of Sappers in Australia. The collection was commenced around 1957. AAMME’s mission is
‘To collect, preserve, display and interpret objects, materials and information relating to the heritage of Australian Military Engineering from first
settlement to present day, in support of research and learning.’

Above: HMAPC Flint - Carrier Full Tracked M113A1 (Bukoo Boom
Boom)is one of three carriers used by the engineers in Vietnam to clear
minefields using these devices, which consist of a blast deflection plate
and a roller made from truck tyres fitted to an axle. At the time it was decided that the safest method was to detonate the mines under controlled
conditions. The improvised mine clearing device was designed and built by
members of 1st Field Company.
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A Day in the Life of an IET Sapper
By Sapper Travis M. Noble
As the new Sappers of IET SQN we are introduced to the motto
‘One in, all in’ for Phase One. This meant if one or a few individuals
decided to push the boundaries then we all got retraining which
helped bring us together as a team and we learned quickly. Phase
one taught the Troop about the kinds of tools we use and the
safety of operating them. We also learn the intricate details of
using cordage / SWR, block and tackle and the drill sequences in
MOPP suits used when exposed to harmful gases or chemicals.
A lockdown period with restricted leave is in place for this phase
plus we cannot consume alcohol. It’s tough luck to those fresh out
of Kapooka aching for a coldie.
The Combat Engineer needs to be physically tough and we
learned about it, big time. Push ups, squat holds, heaves, and planking on the hour every hour to our sergeants’ cadence for a week was
just the beginning. This wasn’t pleasant but neither was the stores
carry through the famous ‘Tank Ditch’ on the frosty mornings.
Our troop commanders got a kick out of it but in the end we all
had a laugh, notably as they were always first in and somehow got
the dirtiest. Quick smart we learned to work as team and pull each
other into line if need be. No one really wanted any more tank ditch
runs or to be learning the tab data of every tool we use, constantly
sore from the PT. At times the lessons were painful enough.
With lockdown lifted we were given a little more freedom with
Phase Two. This training is the most relevant to the current overseas operations and the most enjoyable part as it is more hands
on. We are taught the ins and outs of explosives, setting up firing
systems for explosives, and the types of structures we blow up.
We learn how to search for mines and disarm booby traps whilst
having some fun catching out our mates. In the search part of
the phase we set up vehicle check points (VCP’s), search occupied
and unoccupied houses looking for the presence of the abnormal, search specific areas of ground with minelabs, and search
suspicious people that may be threatening to our operations. We
were always suspicious of two men that looked a lot like our New

Zealand CPLs that came through the VCP a few times! We all
get a kick out of role playing but one day it will be for real and
this training gives us more confidence so we can take control of
future situations.
From Phase Two until the end of course we were supplied with
body armour that is compulsory to wear with webbing; just to get
the Troop used to the extra weight we will have on operations one
day. For Phase three and four we got used to the extra weight and
can see why it is good to train with it. After learning to encode
and decode comms messages and operate more advanced weapons
above the Steyr in Phase four, we near the end of course. Throwing
around massive pieces of 200kg steel to build a bridge starts out
Phase three and it ends with a three day exercise of sleep deprivation called Bardia digging pits day and night whilst confirming the
combat skills we have been taught through out the course. It is a lot
of fun and it has taught me all the basics to being a Sapper.
Whilst on course the Troop maintained a high level of fitness
thanks to our PTI’s and motivating troop staff that really love
their fitness. Things were amped up in PT when MOPP gear was
issued. We wore respirators in many sessions and body armour
just to add to the intensity and apparently the it also added morale, if you ask the Troop Sgt . If we completed the days work
early it didn’t finish there. Generally we were in for some form
of physical endurance training or on a good day a game of rugby
till knock-off. I didn’t think it was normal to run 2-5km with a
respirator and body armour on but I know now it has its purpose
and the rugby games are a time to give our staff a run for their
money. This course would not be as interesting or motivating as it
is if it weren’t for the experienced IET SQN Troop staff that have
all had real life experiences overseas. This made our training more
relevant and realistic than I think they had many years ago. Not
only have we learnt the basics to becoming Combat Engineers or
tradies we have gained the spirit of being a Sapper needed in the
Australian Army of tomorrow.

End of an Era

End of the RAE Exchange
2IÀFHUDW560(
By Major Dave Evans
2011 has seen the end of an era for one of the longest standing Exchange Officer Posts between the British and Australian
Armies. The Royal Military School of Engineering’s exchange
posting for Royal Australian Engineer (RAE) Officers has been
running since 1948 and has been enjoyed by many current and
past RAE Officers.
During the posting’s 63 year history, RAE Officers served in
Ripon, (1948-51), Chatham (1952-1993) and its current location
of Minley (1994-2011). Initially established as an instructors post
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for RAE CAPT’s, the post changed to a MAJ Senior Instructor (SI)
post in 1971, and has remained until today.
In reviewing the RAE Exchange Officer’s Name Board that
greets you as you walk in the RAE Instructor ‘s Office, one cannot
help but notice the calibre of individuals that have been posted to
the position over the years and these are detailed below. Two of
the Corps more high profile names include: CAPT J.M. Sanderson
(1968-70) and MAJ K.J. Gillespie (1985-87) who of course both
went on to serve as the Chief-of-Army.

In compiling this short article I asked a few of the more recent
RAE Exchange Officers to reflect on there time spent over in the
UK and below are some of their thoughts. LTCOL Warren Jolly
still has many fond memories of his posting as SI Counter Mobility (Jan 96 – Dec 97) and I was fortunate enough to speak to him
and his wife prior to taking up the post myself. LTCOL Jolly reflected, ‘…of working within a team of high quality professionals
focused on the delivery of excellent training to a wide variety of
students...’ Highlights of the work that he and his team completed
during his posting included:
t ɥFUSBJOJOHPGPWFS3& GVMMUJNFBOE5FSSJUPSJBM 5SPPQ
Commanders.
t &OIBODJOH QSFEFQMPZNFOU BOE AJO UIFBUSF NJOF BXBSFOFTT
training to focus on periods during deployments when incidents increased markedly.
t $POUSJCVUJOH UP UIF 6, .0% BEWJDF UP UIF HPWFSONFOU SFsponse to the ‘Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and
on their Destruction’.
t $PNQMFUJOHUIFQSFQSPEVDUJPOXPSLGPSUIFNJOFBXBSFOFTT
training film; ‘Mine Strike’1.
t &TUBCMJTIJOHUIF6,.JOF*OGPSNBUJPOBOE5SBJOJOH$FOUSF
Allowing an exchange officer to head up such fundamentally important work, one can soon gain an appreciation of how much
trust and respect the British Army has given to this post.
Recently I was fortunate enough to run into LTCOL Doug Wren
at an RE Corps Guest Night. The former RAE Officer completed
his tour during the period 1999-2001 and clearly liked it so much
that soon after returning to Australia transferred to the British
Army. He is currently posted to Glasgow as SO1 RE Offr Cbt Spt,
Army Personnel Centre (DOCM equivalent) having recently commanded a Territorial Army Engineer Regiment.
LTCOL Wren reflected being ‘intimately involved at ‘desk level’
in numerous Army and Defence reviews. This work ranged from
the introduction in to service of Cold War era counter mobility
capabilities such as the SHIELDER VLSMS to the training of demining teams for the Kenyan Army. This degree of support to the
British Army bought the occupant into direct contact with senior diplomats, defence contractors and MOD procurement teams
who were all appreciative of the refreshingly honest perspective
offered by the Australian exchange officer’.
The current CO of 1CER (LTCOL Matt Pearse) also enjoyed the
two year post and on considering his time stated, ‘it was a fantastic
opportunity to be embedded in one the best medium-sized Army’s
in the world, and be able to positively influence a generation of
their young officers and NCOs. Our Corps and Army have obviously
gained a lot from the exchange position with many predecessors
serving-on to Command Regiment’s and several achieving very
senior rank. My time at the Battlefield Engineer Wing (BEW) certainly opened my eyes to the cultural and philosophical similarities
between our Army’s, reaffirmed the importance of historical links
and traditions (many of their Messes are older than our country),
whilst giving me a chance to benchmark our doctrine, training
methodology and standards against a great Ally’.
Finally, during my time in post (Dec 2009 – Dec 2011), I have
continued to see the trust that the British Army places in their
RAE Exchange Officer and our shared experiences of the Contemporary Operating Environment (COE). Now employed as the SI
Manoeuvre Support, I not only still remain intimately involved
in instructing many of the RE’s young Officers, SNCO’s and WO2
QMSI’s but am also part of a Doctrine Development Team that is
1 ‘Mine Strike’ was completed at the BEW in 1998. It went on to win a Gold Award at
the New York Festival in 1999.

continuing to draw from many of the hard fought lessons from
HELMAND province.
I have been embraced as an equal in every respect of the word
and have watched with the interest the demands of ongoing Operations in Afghanistan as well as new operations in Libya, during
a time when the British Army is reducing and facing a financially
austere future. At a local level I have also been a part of the amalgamation of the former Command Wing and Battlefield Engineer
Wing, formerly split between Chatham and Minley into the Royal
Engineers Warfare Wing based in Gibraltar Barracks Minley.
Like many of my predecessors, we and our families have been
very well hosted by the RE community and many long lasting
friendships have and will continue to be maintained as a result. At
the time of drafting this article, our RAE Warrant Class Two Exchange Posting will remain our exchange link into the RSME and
the current Chief Instructor is keen to pursue EX LONG LOOK
options in order to keep these long standing relations alive and
well. Although it is with sadness that I will be turning out the
light on this posting, I feel that the RAE can take great pride in
what the Corps has contributed during the past 63 years and both
Armies recognise that this is the end of an era.
RAE Exchange Officers – RSME:
Instructor SME Ripon
Nov 48 – Jan 51 CAPT D.G. Osborne
Instructor SME Chatham
Apr 52 – Jul 54 CAPT R.G. Fagg
Oct 52 – Oct 53 CAPT D.F.W. Engel
Jan 54 – Apr 55 CAPT R.H. Clement
Jan 54 – Apr 55 CAPT P.S. Codde
Sep 55 – Dec 57 CAPT E.S. Swinbourne
Jan 56 – May 57 CAPT G.R. Mills
Student and Instructor SME Chatham
Jan 58 – Mar 59 CAPT I.R. Way
Dec 58 – Mar 60 CAPT I.T. Carmichael
Dec 58 – Mar 60 CAPT W.D. Petrass
Jan 60 – Mar 61 CAPT J.W. Morphett
Mar 61 – Apr 62 CAPT R.P. Kudnig
Instructor SME / RSME Chatham
Jan 62 – Jan 64 CAPT M.G. Dachs
Jan 64 –Jan 66 CAPT P.J. Day
Jan 66 – Jan 68 CAPT R.W. Fisher
Jan 68 – Jan 70 CAPT J.M. Sanderson
Jan 70 – Aug 71 CAPT M.J. Tarte
Jul 71 – Jun 73 MAJ R.B Johnson MBE
Jun 73 – Dec 75 MAJ D.J. Noble
Dec 75 – Jan 78 MAJ P.R. Rose
Jan 78 – Jan 80 MAJ A.J. Morton
Jan 80 – Jan 82 MAJ A.P. Thorp MBE
Jan 82 – Dec 84 MAJ I.J. Campbell
Jan 84 – Dec 85 MAJ P.G. Wilmot
Dec 85 - Dec 87 MAJ K.J. Gillespie
Dec 87 – Dec 89 MAJ G.F. Barker
Dec 89 – Dec 91 MAJ G.E. Kratzmann
Dec 91 – Dec 93 MAJ P.J. Crowe
BEW Minley
Jan 94 – MAJ T.F. McDougall
Dec 95 – Dec 97 MAJ W. Jolly
Dec 97 – Dec 99 MAJ P.D. Clay
Dec 99 – Dec 01 MAJ D.C. Wren
Dec 01 – Dec 03 MAJ A.J. Carr
Dec 03 – Dec 05 MAJ T. Bayliss
Dec 05 – Dec 07 MAJ M.R. Pearse
Dec 07 – Dec 09 MAJ B.M. Hogan
Dec 09 - Dec 11 MAJ D.J. Evans
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Ex Wandering Tradesman
Trade Trainees Staying Wardogs
By Corporal Grainger Lee
During the period 25 July to 05 August 2011, Trade Training
Troop set off for its annual Infantry Minor Tactics training, aptly
named Exercise Wandering Tradesman. Two recons were conducted and sector eight was selected at Singleton Training Area.
Recon team one was led by SGT McGill, whilst team two was
headed up by SGT Cameron. Both teams covered a considerable
distance on foot and identified legs and sights for the upcoming
training elements.
CPL Thomas got hold of last minute stores and materials and
loaded for the deployment like the seasoned veteran that he
is. With support from SME transport’s CPL Gonzales and Civil
Squadron’s CPL Teague the step off went without a hitch.
Below, from top: Withdrawal on foot from the defensive position for a
comfy night at the Centre Ridge Staging Area; One 'dead' enemy.
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The troops moved onto the hill on day one and jostling for
position, they started to dig in. The result was a well laid out defensive position, ready for the posturing Musorian attack. Moral
was then lifted to greater heights as ET blades could be heard
‘tinging’ off rocks throughout the day and night.
The Musorian Armed Forces (made up mostly of TTTP retreads, with a sprinkling of trade young guns and lead skilfully
by local Pioneer, CPL McFadzen) made their presence felt early.
Probing shots were fired regularly throughout the first night. The
troop responded with disciplined, well aimed shots and gave the
enemy no idea of our size, shape or disposition.
As engineer tradesmen are known to do, the troop quickly set
about their mission of blocking MAF elements by engaging and
destroying them within the AO. The troop was made up of eight
sections of nine or ten trainees that each carried out their own
tasks to achieve the unified mission. The section commanders,
all senior trainees, lead with varying styles and levels of success.
All participants grew in ability and confidence throughout the
exercise without exception. It was with great pride that the directing staff watched this development, while guiding the changes
through each day’s training elements.
The daily routine of four sections out on patrol while the
other four continued to develop the defensive position soon
saw the sections settle into their roles. Variation of tasks
on patrol included, ops by day and night, ambushes, clearing patrols, search and rescue, route search, engineer recons
and night observation posts. This range of tasks in a complex
fighting environment created a highly productive learning opportunity for all.
A lack of moonlight made for good movement discipline within
the position. Some notable exceptions were a keen senior Sapper who was observed stumbling sideways off the track plan and
ending up crashing into the scrub. A member of five section also
displayed questionable night vision, when he fell on top of his
sleeping section commander. The slightly louder than whispered
protests, threats and apologies were just the amusement that the
rest needed to lift their spirits. The wry smiles could almost be
seen in the darkness.
Whilst the aggressive nature of the operations was successful in
destroying MAF personnel, the inevitable enemy reinforcements
arrived and a troop attack was required IOT dislodge them.
In the end the Aussies completed their tour of duty with a
decisive victory. With the enemy defeated and key terrain held,
it was time to head for home. A withdrawal on foot was momentarily rewarded when the troop was able to put its feet up at the
Centre Ridge staging area overnight. The hot running water and
soft mattresses were well received.
On the buses, the anticipation of home was high…but wait
there is more. A slight detour had the troop marching past Luscombe Air Field at Holsworthy Range before spending one more
night under the stars. Another morning walk and it was back on
the buses for the final time.
The high level of organisation had stores and equipment
returned in good time and in good order. With the refit to
fight completed in good time, a BBQ lunch finished off a good
outing for all.

SME Adventurous Training
By Major Lisa Farley

In 2011, CO SME has utilised a number of highly skilled and motivated UATLs to employ Adventurous Training (AT) as a command
tool to develop qualities required in the battlespace; most notably leadership, trust, camaraderie, teamwork, self confidence and
physical and moral courage. Unsurprisingly, these qualities are
also required in SME Instructors in order to develop and deliver
the highest quality training to our Sappers.
The SME AT Officer, WO1 Andrews, organised a two week SME
AT program which consisted of a number of one day AT activities
designed to ensure maximum participation and AT outcomes whilst
minimising the impact to SMEs heavy training commitments.
The first week of the SME AT program saw CPL Brooks organise
and run a number of abseiling and top roping activities in the
vicinity of the Blue Mountains. Venues included Mt Boyce, Boars
Head, Mt Piddington and the Malaita Wall. Long overhanging
abseils, poor conditions and multi-stage top-roping climb outs
saw all participants placed outside of their comfort zones at some
point throughout the day. The UATLs worked hard to ensure even
the more experienced climbers had second thoughts and more
than a few butterflies in their stomachs.
In the second week of the SME AT Program, WO1 Andrews
conducted one day sea kayaking activates based primarily out of
Minnamurra, located south of Wollongong.
Surf, caves, overhangs, gauntlets, rocks, cliffs and some team
work activities resulted in all participants out of their comfort
zone…and most also out of their kayaks on numerous occasions.
Both activities have been extremely useful in developing SME
staff individual and team qualities for not only operational use

in the future, but also those qualities required in their day to day
employment. As such, SME AT will become a permanent fixture of
the SME staff development program and 2012 SME Staff should
look forward to being challenged in the New Year.
For more information on how AT can be utilised to develop
your team, please contact the Adventurous Training Wing, Kapooka, or the SME AT Officer, WO1 Andrews.
Above: WO1 Josh Andrews leads CPL Walsh though the “Dragon’s Teeth”
rock feature at Minnamurra. Below: WO2 Kath White scales the rock
face at Mt Boyce, Blue Mountains.
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Legacy 8-hour Endurance Race
By Sapper Emma Vorbach (pictured inset)
The Legacy 8-hour Endurance Race is an annual fundraising event
conducted at ALTC South Bandiana, which raises money for Legacy, Albury. The activity involves teams and individual competitors
participating in the running, riding (mountain bike), walking or
duathlon (run/ride) categories. All teams or individual competitors strive to complete the activity for the entire 8-hours, except
for the individual runners category whose participants compete
for a distance of 50kms and can stop once rather than continued
running for 8-hours. The course composes of a set of separate
circuits ranging from 4km for the walkers, 5km for runners and
5.5kms for mountain bikers. Individuals continuously complete
laps whilst teams can choose to have their competitors complete
the laps in any order and number provided only one member is
completing a lap at a time.
2011’s activity introduced the new duathlon category. I had
previously competed in the mountain bike category, so this year I
entered in the duathlon as an individual competitor. The duathlon
was staged so the ride and run legs were on a roughly 2:1ratio,
therefore riding 11km, running 5km and alternating between the
two disciplines for the entire 8-hours. There was myself and 5
males competing in the individual duathlon category. As the only
female in the individual duathlon category I was awarded first
prize completing four running laps and eight ride laps. There were
a total of 150 competitors overall, many of which were involved
in teams.
I enjoy the legacy event because you witness some great achievements in endurance and self-discipline. Many competitors, both
individual and team members, push themselves to their limits to
achieve some great results. The day is always well organised and
smoothly run by the ALTC PTIs and the atmosphere has an air of
challenge to it but everyone is competing with a very relaxed attitude with good sportsmanship. Competitors and spectators alike
encourage each other to achieve their very best, and of course the
main reason for the activity, along with the bonus of encouraging
a healthy lifestyle and a great day away from normal training at
ALTC, is to raise funds for the very worthy cause – Legacy. This
year’s event raised $30,000.

SME Participate in

OXFAM Trailwalker Sydney 2011
By QMSI Thomas Whiteman
As I got off the plane from the UK in November 2010 to take up
post at SME, my new OC, MAJ Adam Riley, laid down the gauntlet
of taking part in the Sydney Oxfam Trailwalker. Obviously, I accepted the challenge with trepidation.
After some last minute changes, the final team comprised
MAJ Riley, CAPT Charlie Mansfield, CPL Mick Hernan and myself. Calling ourselves Team Holdfast we established a training
programme starting in May and following on the back of some
lessons we picked up after completing North Face 100. It quickly
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became apparent that any training we did was much harder than
previous years’ efforts; we actually did some running!
The challenge was laid down that we would complete the
100km circuit along the Great Northern Walk in under 20 hours.
Training was based on a steady increase of distance over time
until we were up to the 35km mark. Anyone that has attempted
a cross-country run of this distance knows that it’s a balance of
fitness and endurance. Unfortunately, CAPT Mansfield’s training
mantra was “if you can’t be fit, be hard” and he had to be coerced

to join in. In the end he did sway to peer group pressure and
came along – he even purchasing a pair of trail shoes a few days
before the event.
The day of the race came around all too quickly. We hit the start
line early on Friday 26th August, one of 550 teams to enter. Due
to staggered start times there was a lot less congestion on the
track and we were able to make good time as a result. Unfortunately, after weeks of overcast and chilly weather, the day turned
out to be unseasonably warm and sunny. Nice for the locals, not
so nice for me as the resident team’s POM. The first 35km flew
past, despite this being the hardest terrain, proof that training
pays off. The fact that we had actually trained on the course also
proved very valuable. What was that they say about time spent
on recons? The following 30km saw us all deal with our own
personal pain barriers, but we were well on schedule and hit the
60km point before dark. After that, we were into the night legs
of the event and morale was kept up with the never-ending tales
of Charlie’s chafed undercarriage. The fact we couldn’t see him
moving like John Wayne didn’t stop it being any less funny. Before we knew it, we were onto the final leg, the lights of Mosman
were beckoning, and the thought of a bacon and egg rolls drew
us towards the finish line.
In the end, we crossed the finished line as a complete team in
the credible time of 17h 53min - some 2 hours ahead of our goal
and about 5 hours faster than last year’s team. The final result
saw our team 13th overall, winning our division and making us
the top team in Defence, Emergency and Government. A great
result for us personally, and one for SME as we were all wearing
unit shirts throughout. We also managed to raise over $1700 for
charity along the way.

Above: At ther finish Line.

Throughout the event, Team Holdfast was brilliantly supported by CAPTs Chris Murray and Brendan Sullivan. They provided
fantastic support, meeting us at every checkpoint and taking care
of all our hydration and nutrition needs. The team could not have
done without them.
Also, a huge thank you to everybody who sponsored us along
the way.
Anyone interested in attempting OXFAM Trailwalker should
check out their website. Events are held every year in Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane. They provide great opportunities for units
to participate in team events and raise money for charity.
Now that all our legs have suitably recovered, the shout has
already gone out to finish in 16 hours next year.

17 Construction Squadron
Association
Patron Major General Steve Day, DSC
Officer Commanding Major James Taylor
Squadron Sergeant Major Warrant Officer Class One Graham Toll

The 17 Construction Squadron Association was
re-established on ANZAC Day 2009, by WO2
Simon Lovell, CPL Geoff Seis, SPR Stephan
Papsdorf and SPR Michael Borg (rtd). The first
meeting was held 7 February 2010 and at this
time the committee was elected. I was elected
the inugral President of the Association and
was re-elected in 2011.
The Association is guided by a two fold
purpose. The first is that we perpetuate close
bonds of comradeship and the second is that
we guard the good name and interests of
the Squadron.

The Objectives of the Association are:
17 Construction Squadron Association ‘A Little
Bear will Support you’ is for all members, ex-serving
members & families whom have served with
the Squadron, in any Corps. This Association is to
support the Squadron and ensure support is there
for one and all.
Should you have any questions in relation to
the Association or wish to join the Association
please contact the President SPR Michael Borg
(rtd) Email: michael.borg2@bigpond.com or
Tel: 0421 878 259.
UBIQUE
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Book review

Cry Havoc: The History Of War Dogs
INTRODUCTION
Cry Havoc: The History of War Dogs (Australian title) by Nigel Allsopp is the non
fictional account of military war dogs from
Babylonia to modern use in both military
and police operations worldwide.
The purpose of this book review is
to analyse the content of the book and
determine its potential for professional
reading by those involved in the employment and management of military working dogs. This review will focus specifically on the content of the
novel and a study of the relevance of the text.
CONTEXT
The phrase from Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar has entered into such
general usage it now considered somewhat cliché; however, Cry
Havoc is the motto used by numerous military dog units and associations the world over. It is also the title decided by Nigel Allsopp on
his discrimination into the use of dogs by military forces throughout history. A subject that also covers the current employment of
these dogs by numerous military forces around the globe.
Allsopp has much credibility as an animal trainer and dog handler, having served with the Royal New Zealand Air Force, as well
as the Queensland Police Service’s Dog Section. During his extensive service he has worked with military working dogs, narcotic
detection dogs and explosive detection dogs. As such, he has a
broad understanding on the training and employment of many
of those varying capabilities that he writes about. Additionally,
he has written articles for various international law enforcement
journals, as well as being a regular contributor to the very credible
Royal Veterinary Corps Journal.
CONTENT
Cry Havoc is Allsopp’s first book, and while it is heavily researched
he has attempted to detail too much specialist, and even at times
cabalistic, information into what is intended to be a narrative to
inform and entertain the lay person. Any attempt to address the
world’s military working dog capability into a short 217 pages
would be to many a daunting, if not impossible task, but Allsopp
has attempted to deliver just this.
The author is passionate about his trade and proudly wears
his heart on his sleeve when talking about dogs. In an attempt to
use Cry Havoc: The History of War Dogs as a forum for issues the
author is passionate about, he has in places muddied the waters
between subject and subjectivity. The chapters on armoured protection and dog memorials are clear opportunities for the author
to vent frustration with the perceived lack of recognition for these
animals’ service. Allsopp does confess in the introduction that
one of his reasons for writing this book was to highlight the point
that: “even though war dogs have been used by man for thousands
of years, many of their efforts have escaped public attention”.
The use of military working dogs has gained much popular
interest of late though, a result in part due to the regular images
in the media of ‘canine soldiers’ being employed in Afghanistan.
The images of these animals and their handlers patrolling with
combat teams, often filmed covering from enemy fire or searching
forward of other troops, has captured the imagination and empathy of the viewing public. The recent operation to capture Bin
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Laden by a US SEAL team included the use of a military working
dog, equipped and trained to work forward of the team detecting explosives and hidden persons within the target building.
The interest in this particular military dog was so intense that it
threatened to eclipse the other details of the operation. With such
interest in these animals, it is not surprising that the limited print
run on this book has already been extended, and that the Allsopp
has been requested to author a follow-up book.
In some cases the value of military working dogs has been
a lesson only recently re-learned by some militaries. A current
example of this is the rapid expansion of the numerous US dog
services. The US has maintained a significant military working
dog capability since first inception in the Second Seminole Indian
Wars of the late 1700s. The vast majority of the US focus until
recently though has been on tracking and security. As such, the
use of detection dogs for search and base security has been reinvigorated due to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. This point is
reflected by the following comment made by General D. Petraeus,
in February of 2008 when he was then the Commanding General,
Multi National Force – Iraq:
“The capability they bring to the fight cannot be replicated by man or
machine. By all measures of performance, their yield out performs any
asset we have in our inventory. Our Army would be remiss if we failed
to invest more in this incredibly valuable resource”
The effort to research the extensive history of US military working
dog capabilities and their current efforts to expand, then condense
this into a single short chapter highlights the difficult nature of
what the author has attempted to achieve throughout the book.
VALUE AS PROFESSIONAL READING
Does this book provide professional development? The fact is there
is little on offer to assist serving members to better understand
the current Army working dog capabilities. As such, for those that
seek to improve their own development through a professional
library, there are few books on the subject of military working
dogs available. Most center on the tales that come from those
specific acts perpetrated by animals in war, while others focus on
the experiences of the animals’ handlers. Allsopp has attempted
to deliver Cry Havoc: The History of War Dogs as a compendium
to not just the history of all military working dogs, but also as a
guide to what constitutes a military working dog of today. This is a
very broad scope, covering those specialist dogs used for security
and policing duties, scouting and tracking, detection of narcotics
and explosives, humanitarian roles such as casualty and cadaver
detection, as well as those used for more mundane roles such as
haulage and messenger services. Accordingly, in an attempt to
cover such an expansive topic, he has been required to gloss over
some detail. The result is a book that is worthwhile to anyone with
personal interest in the subject of military working dogs, or those
that are simply dog enthusiasts, but not one that will assist in the
development or employment of such a specialist capability.
SUMMARY
In summary, Cry Havoc: The History of War Dogs is a book that
provides a generic and entertaining overview aimed at the average dog and military enthusiast. Looked at in this regards, the
author’s efforts to deliver an interesting book on a subject that

few others have attempted is a success. I would commend the
book to those that intend to read it for entertainment, or for an
introduction into the world of military working dogs.
Work has commenced on the author’s next book, which will
focus on Australian War Dogs, and is due for release in late 2011.
This next book will focus specifically on those dogs that have
served with the Australian Defence Force.

‘Seek!’ by Di Bourke and Marty Small
A tribute to the Australian tracker dogs that served
in the Vietnam War between 1966 to 1972.

FURTHER READING
For further reading on Military Working Dogs, the following titles
are available from the Australian Defence Force Tracking and Working Dog Association, Australian War Memorial or local suppliers:

‘Dogs at War’ by Blythe Hamer
An account of dogs that played a critical role in military conflicts.

‘Trackers’ by Peter Haran.
Author’s account of his service in Vietnam as a dog handler with
one of the Australian Army’s first Combat Tracking Teams.

‘Animal Heroes’ by Anthony Hill
Twenty one stories about animals who have served beside Australian forces from 1915 to 2001.

Four Legged Diggers by Nigel Allsopp
An account of Military Working Dogs in the Australian Defence
Force (due for release late 2011)
By Major J.A. Riley

Essays

Effective Leadership & Understanding
The Human Dynamic To Achieve
Operational Success
INTRODUCTION
From the earliest recorded periods of conflict, success on the
battlefield has been largely attributed to the presence of a clear
and decisive leader. In my opinion, this quality remains a decisive
component of any military success today. The ability of a leader
to gain the initiative in a given situation rests with his/her ability
to influence and shape others, often at times of hardship and duress. The art of leadership transcends the full spectrum of modern
conflict and is equally applicable across the multiple lines of operation; incorporating conventional warfare, stability operations,
and ‘low level’ humanitarian and disaster relief operations.
Leadership is defined by the Australian Army as ‘the art of
consistently influencing and directing men in tasks in such ways
as to obtain their willing obedience, confidence, respect and loyal
cooperation as desired by the leader.’1 The foundation behind this
skill is the inherent requirement to understand people, both as individuals and as groups. The leader must understand his/her own
personnel in order to maximise their performance. Conversely,
the leader can employ strategies and tactics to negatively effect
enemy personnel. These tactics are based on the leaders’ understanding of the enemy, again both as individuals and as groups.
This essay will discuss how a modern military leader can achieve
operational success through his/her understanding of the various
stakeholders found in the contemporary operating environment.
This essay will focus on how a leader can influence these different
groups that are found across the full spectrum of modern operations. These groups include Australian and coalition soldiers,
the enemy soldier or insurgent, the enemy commander, and the
increasing range of non-combatants found in the area of operations. With a thorough understanding of all these stakeholders,
the modern leader is well equipped to make decisions that can
shape those around him/her that can ultimately contribute to
operational success utilising the manoeuvrist approach.

UNDERSTANDING THOSE UNDER COMMAND
In order to lead effectively, the modern commander must first
attempt to understand those men and women whom he/she intends to lead. To lead a group of soldiers, the commander must
first understand each of the soldiers under his/her command;
and, secondly, the commander must understand how they operate
as a team. A leader must know the strengths, weaknesses, inspirations, motivations and intentions of every soldier that he/she
commands. Through this knowledge, the competent leader is able
to set goals for and motivate the individual soldier. The theory of
group needs outlines how soldiers can progress to operate effectively as a team.2 As the command, leadership and management
manual states:
The leadership focus is on aligning people with the vision, communicating, motivating and inspiring. Its purpose is to build the interpersonal
relationships necessary to achieve tasks, satisfy basic needs such as
recognition, self-esteem and comradeship, and provide individuals
with challenging opportunities.’3
By understanding the requirements for a successful team, and
how to personally drive and motivate each individual on that
team, the leader is able to influence and shape the group to function in unison towards a common goal. Whether that goal is drill
on the parade ground, providing flood relief support to the local
community, or action on the battlefield, through understanding
his/her people, the leader is well placed to influence the team to
achieve success and meet the group goal.
UNDERSTANDING THE ENEMY SOLDIER / INSURGENT
A leader can employ various techniques to undermine the will to
fight of an individual enemy soldier or insurgent. The methods
that can be employed and their results are very much depend-
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ant on the state of mind of the enemy. Just as the leader must
understand his/her own soldiers’ strengths, weaknesses, fears,
motivations and intentions, to maximise performance, an understanding of the same traits of the enemy soldier can be used
for the reverse effect. A competent leader can employ tactics that
capitalise on the fears of the enemy soldier, lower his/her morale
and motivations, and ultimately destroy his/her will to fight. The
idea of diminishing the enemy’s will to fight through psychological measures has been discussed as early as 1921, with the soviet
tyrant V.I. Lenin stating:
The method of imposing the will of one nation upon another
may in time be replaced by purely psychological warfare, wherein
weapons are not even used on the battlefield, but instead, the
corruption of the human mind, the dimming of the intellect and
the disintegration of the moral and spiritual fibre of one nation
by the will of another are accomplished.4
With a thorough understanding of the state of mind of the
individual enemy soldier or insurgent, a leader can employ tactics
that weaken his/her will to fight. A destruction of the enemy’s will
to fight is at the very heart of the tenets of manoeuvre warfare,
whereby a battle of attrition can be avoided through the selective targeting of enemy critical vulnerabilities. By manoeuvring
the friendly element to target these vulnerabilities, the enemy’s
centre of gravity, being the main strength from which the enemy
derives their will to fight, can be undermined. The weakening of
such will is another way that, through an understanding of the
different stakeholders, a leader can make decisions that achieve
operational success whilst in conflict.
UNDERSTANDING ENEMY COMMANDERS
The study of tactics used by enemy commanders can provide a
leader with the initiative on the modern battlefield. This process
involves the study of military history, previous battles and, in
particular, any battles fought under the command of the enemy
leader now being confronted. An example of this is depicted in
the novel ‘We were soldiers once… and young’ by LT GEN (Ret.)
Harold G. Moore. LT COL Moore (as he was then) commanded 450
men of the 1st Battalion 7th Cavalry in an area of Vietnam known
as Ia Drang Valley. The success of his forces against 2000 North
Vietnamese soldiers can be greatly attributed to LT COL Moore’s
in depth appreciation of the situation and history of battles in the
region. The following quote highlights this point:
Shortly after we arrived in Vietnam, Sergeant-Major Plumley and I took a jeep and a shotgun guard and drove ten miles
west of An Khe on Route 19, into no-man’s land, to the PK 15
marker post. There, the Viet Minh had destroyed most of the
French Group Mobile 100 in a deadly ambush eleven years earlier. We walked the battleground… From that visit I took away
one lesson: Death is the price you pay for underestimating this
tenacious enemy.5 Many of us are alive today because we learned
our lessons well.6
Thus, through careful and considered study of the doctrine
and tactics of an enemy force and enemy commander, the modern
leader can take measured steps to anticipate and react to enemy
movements. In turn, this provides a sound base for success in the
modern area of operations.

resistance helping smuggle escaped British POWs out of France,
assassinating high level Nazi Officers and other harassment type
activities.7 The support in Australia and East Timor for the INTERFET campaign gave a tremendous boost to the morale of the
ADF and its serving members. 8 Conversely, the failure of America
to secure support in Vietnam rendered them isolated in a foreign
land, while the enemy was able to gain supplies and intelligence
from the local population.9 This support by non-combatants, be
it from the local population or the population back in Australia, is
essential to the morale of a fighting unit. The benefits of winning
the battle for hearts and minds need not be tangible for a leader
to use in the overall picture of achieving success in the modern
area of operations.
CONCLUSION
Every leader aims to achieve operational success, whether providing humanitarian support, disaster relief, ‘low level’ stability operations, or in modern conventional combat. To accomplish this,
the leader must influence and effectively shape the key stakeholders in order to achieve the necessary mission or goal. A thorough
understanding of all those personnel found in the contemporary
operating environment is essential for any leader wishing to manipulate the situation in his/her favour.
This essay has explained that, through a thorough understanding of his/her people, a leader can form an effective team
with individuals that are motivated to succeed. A detailed
knowledge of individual and group dynamics can also enable
the leader to employ psychological measures that can lessen the
will to fight of the enemy soldier or insurgent, assisting the
modern commander to achieve operational success utilising the
tenets of manoeuvre warfare. Through deliberate and thorough
study of the enemy commander, the leader is able to gain and
maintain the initiative by accurately predicting the likely tactics,
techniques, and procedures that the enemy commander may
employ. Finally, it has been shown how essential it is across
all lines of operation to earn and maintain the support of the
local population, as well as the support of the population back
in Australia.
Ultimately, it is the commander who is able to understand the
people around him/her that will achieve success on the battlefield.
By Captain T.P. Day
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Books, p 49.
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Books, p 42.
7. Sturgess, John, 1963, The Great Escape, Paramount Pictures.
8. Prime Ministers Address to Parliament, 23 Nov 99, http://www.australianpolitics.
com/executive/howard/pre-2002/991123howard-timor.shtml
9. Stone, Oliver, 1986, Platoon, 20th Century Fox
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Combined Arms Warfighting
Learning From History

“To achieve victory on any scale it is important to
secure the cooperation between all arms of the service
both in operational elements and tactical formations
on the terrain (or at least on the sand table) . . .”
Marshal of the Soviet Union Georgi Zhukov 1941.
Few would argue that the Legions of the Roman Army understood
the concept of combined arms war fighting and applied it in their
many successful campaigns. During his operations to quell marauding Germanic tribes, the Emperor Augusts had his engineers
construct a pontoon bridge over the Danube to allow his army to
conduct a surprise attack. Support for the Sappers was provided
by archers placed on pontoons floating alongside the bridge builders. Ballista’s (pre-gunpowder artillery) were placed on the home
bank to pound any of the enemy foolish enough to appear on
the far bank. Once the bridge was completed; Roman legionaries
and auxiliaries crossed and attacked the unsuspecting tribesmen,
many still sleeping in their overnight camp. Gaps began to appear in the enemy ranks and these were efficiently exploited by
Batavian and German Cavalry auxiliaries. As the bridgehead was
extended the artillery crossed the bridge and provided supporting
fire to the infantry and cavalry.
In Maxim 47, Napoleon Bonaparte expresses his belief that
“Infantry, cavalry, and artillery are nothing without each other.” Understanding the value of combined arms operations and
putting them into practice was paramount in Napoleon’s many
successful campaigns across Europe and Egypt.
The most successful exponents of the combined arms battle
group (Kampfgruppe) concept was the German Army (Whermacht) and Waffen SS forces during World War II. Kampfgruppe; commanded by a single headquarters, consisted of
panzer, infantry, engineer and artillery units including antiaircraft and anti-tank. These would be supplemented by medical, maintenance and specialist units; dependent on mission.
Close support air formations; particularly Stuka dive bombers
– whose sirens produced a shock effect on their military and
civilian targets - provided a dynamic effect on the battlefield.
Blitzkrieg (Lightning War) required fast moving battle groups
to smash enemy forces and fortifications by utilising armour
and supporting mobile infantry with close support artillery and
air power.
This new concept was used most effectively against vastly under resourced and in many cases antiquated Polish forces in 1939
and later in 1940 against Holland, Belgium and France; culminating in the fall of those countries and the evacuation from Dunkirk
of all allied forces on the continent.
“We had seen a perfect specimen of the modern Blitzkrieg; the close
interaction on the battlefield of army and air force; the violent bombardment of all communications”.
- Sir Winston Spencer Churchill , The Gathering Storm , 1948
During Operation Barbarossa and the subsequent German retreat
from Russia, Kampfgruppe consistently smashed Russian formations many times their size. Their success can be attributed to
their mastery of combined arms war fighting, their highly effective command and control (along with a dogged spirit and will to
survive). The other vital factor in their success was the very high
standards they achieved in combined arms training. Rarely prior

to the outbreak of war did German formations conduct training
and exercises without their supporting arms and service support
providers in close proximity.
It is accepted that historical analysis is vital in developing
our understanding of the potential offered by concepts such as
combined arms fighting. However, in conducting this particular
analysis and research, the question is raised “Why does it appear to have taken the Australian Army so long to catch on?” The
answer is potentially located in the annals of Australia’s military
involvement. In the Sudan and Boer War the Nation provided
small formed bodies of cavalry and mounted infantry under command of British Generals. There were no independent commands
and certainly no combined arms grouping.
The landings at ANZAC were described by Chares Bean in
the Official History of Australia in the War of 1914 – 1918 (volume One) as being “an excellent example of a combined operation. The Navy delivered the Army to the Peninsular and the
Air Force provided reconnaissance overhead”. This theatre of
war (like the Western Front where the ANZAC would spend
the remainder of the war) was controlled by The British General
Staff. Their apparent lack of foresight in developing and enhancing the combined arms concept is frustrating and difficult to
comprehend. The popular belief, at the time, that Gallipoli was
a major disaster perhaps contributed to the belief that nothing
could be learnt from a study of that campaign? However, even
after successful battles commanded by General Plumer, that
saw training for all participants prior to the battle and combined tanks, infantry, artillery and air, the concept was neither
understood or adopted.
Twenty years after the end of ‘The War to End all Wars’ the
belligerent nations took up arms for another far more brutal
world conflict. Australia went to the support of the Mother
Country with a modest regular force enhanced by militia and
enthusiastic volunteers. Unfortunately, the lessons of earlier
wars had not been learnt, especially with regard to the value
of combined arms war fighting. Due to reduced funding over
the preceding years the British and Australian Army went into
action poorly equipped and virtually untrained in close support
in a combined arms environment. Whilst communications had
improved greatly the coordination between arms and services
was poor; due almost entirely to a lack of cohesive training. In
the Western Desert the Australian Diggers fought valiantly in
their predominantly infantry brigades with tank and artillery
support provided by British and Indian formations. Even with
Australian Commanders and Staff they lacked the necessary
combined arms’ training that was evident in their main foe;
The German Africa Corps.
Australia provided manpower during the Korean War but once
again these were not combined arms formations and relied heavily on allied close support. Vietnam began much in the same vein
with American forces providing support. Improvements were
made but training was very much on the spot – especially for the
National Service ‘Volunteers.’
Future deployments (especially in Timor and Iraq) demonstrated the utility of combined arms task forces. Their success
owed much to good command and leadership, combined with a
force that was properly equipped and trained.
The deployment in Afghanistan has relied heavily once
again on coalition partners to provide support on the ground
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and in the air. Combined teams have deployed but mainly
consisting of Infantry protecting Sappers in the reconstruction role. The size of the Australian Army of the 21st century
would indicate that the way ahead must be to train, exercise
and then operate in a combined arms environment. The training currently provided by exercise Talisman Sabre and Hamel
has, and will continue to, improve the cohesion of troops in
the combined arms war fighting role. Early indications are

that the orbat for the Amphibious Ready Group demonstrates
clearly that this is to be a combined arms effort. ‘Has the
penny dropped?’
No matter how long it takes - surely any good lesson learnt and
adapted - is a good lesson – but only if the provision of capability
enables all components to be able to provide the mutual support
necessary (of course that is the subject of another paper!).
By Major S. M. Pemberton

Conceptual paper

The Implimentation of
Combined Arms Warfighting
A Troop Commanders Perspective

“A combined arms team is a case by case mix of combat,
combat support, CSS and command support elements tailored
to a specific combination of mission, threat and terrain.”
LWD 1, Chapter 4, Para 17
The implementation of a combined arms force into the Australian
Army and the conduct combined arms activities has been refined
over the past decade and continuously tested in the current theatres of operations.
The actual concentration of assets and implementation of
combined arms forces at the lower levels of force structure and
command is where the subject of combined arms cohesion and
co-operation theory becomes interesting and in the author’s case,
at times somewhat frustrating.
As the quote indicates the combined arms approach is a tailored force targeting a specific mission, threat or terrain. Doctrine
dictates that a combined arms team is a force made up of no less
than three attached assets concentrated to achieve an effect.
The cohesion and cooperation of assets and attachments to
a parent force is never easily established from day one, with the
settling in period taking anywhere from a week to a month to ‘iron
out’ the often negative attitudes and establish the assets abilities
to support the manoeuvre force in their mission.
The individuality of the corps’ is important however, the author would like to introduce the concept of an online battle group
forming with all its attachments posting in and physically taking
up residence within the battalions grounds, so the attachments
trained, slept, ate, administered and interacted as a combined
team well before deploying.
By grouping a force intimately for the duration of a given
time as opposed to attaching an asset as the force is deploying,
the interpersonal relationships are dealt with before the first
boot touches the ground. The relationships between commanders and supporting commanders is resolved and to the lowest
level, the men know what the attachments can do to support
them, which in turn forms an harmonious, habitual working
relationship prior to the force composition engaging in a task
or mission.
In 2010 the author had the privilege of working with a lateral
transfer from the Royal Engineers, British Army. The member
indicated on several occasions how the execution of the combined arms concept by the Australian Army differed considerably
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from how the concept was implemented in the British Army. The
difference being that an online battle group was a unit in its entirety as described in the previous two paragraphs. This enabled
the force to deploy at a moments notice and for the manoeuvre
groups to have an intimate understanding of the supporting assets capabilities and limitations before deploying on a given or
reactive task.
This was reinforced to the author in 2011 whilst working with
two lateral transfers from the Royal Engineers, British Army. Both
members stated similar recounts of their experience of how the
concept of combined arms theory was implemented within their
previous service.
The purpose of highlighting this point is that the late attachment of supporting battlespace operating system (BOS) assets
to a manoeuvre force comes with the misunderstanding or lack
of appreciation of what the respective attachments provide. This
presents complications and quite often the misuse or under utilisation of an asset in the battlespace resulting in a potential mission failure, delay, or inter-unit conflict.
Understandably the size of the Australian Regular Army
doesn’t allow for supporting sub-units to be permanently attached to parent manoeuvre units as a formed battle group posting for a 12 month or longer duration.
To reflect on our training continuum, it was observed by the
author in the conduct of Exercise Hamel in 2010 that there was
a lack of cohesion and coordination between assets and manoeuvre forces in the prelim and execution phase of the combined
arms exercise. From the soldier’s perspective, the exercise lacked
a degree of inter-operability between manoeuvre and manoeuvre
support/survivability assets however; from the top looking down,
the exercise was hailed as a complete success with minor modifications required for the conduct of further large scale combined
arms exercises.
From the author’s perspective, the closest to reaching
the ‘combined arms’ effect during this exercise was during
a Combat Team assault on the Line Creek Junction. Where
respective BOS were employed correctly to achieve the result
of securing the town. At the conclusion of the task the Infantry ground force did not have a clear understanding of what
an Engineer, Military Police, Artillery joint fires commander
or bushmaster
By Lieutenant M. J. McMahon

THE NEW LOOK CORPS SHOP has been operating for over two years now. Under the management
of Sgt Pat Doherty, the Shop has undergone many
changes including a Bar code system, Fax Machine,
EFTPOS facility, customer data information system,
and direct access to the Shop via the DRN. Contact can be made with
SGT Doherty at patrick.doherty@defence.gov.au as well as corpsshop@
aamme.com.au.
We have a Comprehensive range of goods at very competitive prices.
We can also obtain items not listed on our price list! We can get Embroi-

dery/Screen printing completed on plaques, shirts, mugs etc to include
‘transfers’ of your Units mottos/mascots. Please call us for a quote.
The Shop operates on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from
1000hrs till 1400hrs. However a phone call to 0428 479 665 can be
made to organise an extension on any of the Trading days.
We have a Specials Bin where people donate sellable second hand
items to the Shop and we sell them for a donation to the Sally-Man.
We are in the process of making an RAE collection of Hat badges
(Similar to the Rising Sun Collection) spaning 150 Years.
Enquires are most welcome.

RAE CORPS SHOP PRICE LIST
Prices Are Gst Inclusive, Postage Charges Are Cash On Delivery
Prices Are Subject To Change As New Stock Is Ordered
More Items Available In Store Or By Order Basis

For order forms please contact us (see below)
Tel: 02 8782 5401, Fax: 02 8782 3501, Email: corpsshop@aamme.com.au
EFTPOS, VISA, MASTERCARD and BANKCARD facilities available
Trading Hours : Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 1000 - 1400

GENERAL/SOUVENIR  -  RAE  
PLU

ITEM

PRICE

PL02

Plaque: RAE/UBIQUE Style/Type 2

B01-02

Badge Blazier RAE Logo

$17.00

C03-01

Folder A4: Green Plastic

$39.00
#27

B03

Badge Blazer RAE Cypher

$20

C03-02

Folder A5: Green Plastic

$20

B04-02

Badge Car Bumper

$33

CW14

Dog Tag Silencer

$2.00

B04-03

Badge Cloth RASVY

$5.00

CW12

CSI Folder: Auscam/Tan/Olive Khaki

$40.00

B06

Badge: Hat, RAE, Metal

$7.50

ID

ID Holder: Auscam

$29.00

B08-01

Badge: Lapel RAE, Stick Pin

$7.50

ID

ID Holder: Tan

$12.00

B08-02

Badge: Lapel RAE, Butterfly Clip

$7.50

CASNA HAT BOX

$70.00

B09-01

Badge: Tie Tac With Pin, RAE

$6.50

B09-02

Badge: Tie Tac Without Pin, RAE

$6.50

BK01

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 1

$30

C02-01

Cap: Baseball, Cotton,

$25.00

BK02

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 2

$30

C07-01

Cuff Links: RAE or RASVY

$20.00

BK03

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 3

$30

J02-01

Jersey: Rugby Jersey, Embroided RAE

$70.00

BK04

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 4

$55.00

J03-01

Jacket: Windjacket with hood, Black

$160.00

BK05

Book: Aust Military Map Makers

$39.00

S03-03

Shirt Polo Navy Blue RAE Corps Badge/pocket (new style)

$29.00

BK07

Book: Podmore ( Cartoon)

$5.00

T02-02

Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Polyester

$23.00

BK08

Book: Swan Street Sappers

$23.00

T02-03

Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Silk

$25.00

BK09

Book: Bridging the Gap, 3 CER in Timor 1999-2000

$26.00

SAE 01-

T. Shirt or Singlet Sports RAE Motiv

$26.00

BK10

Book: A Green Baggy Skin

$22

S06

SME PT Shirt Kool Dry Sizes M -3XL

$26.00

BK11

Book: Mud, sweat and tears

$22.00

S06-000

SME PT Singlet Kool Dry Sizes S - XL

$26.00

BK12

Book: Not Quite Men, No longer Boys

$22.00

RAE T Shirt 2 Emblem

$22.00

BK13

Book: Stew’s view

$11.50

RAE Sweat Shtit

$27.00

BK14

Book Porton

$35.00

RAE Under Shirt Issue Brown

$22.00

BK15

Book: No need for heroes

$22.00

BK16

Book: Mapmakers of furtuna

$60.00

BK17

Book: Rolling through 32

$35.00

PLU

ITEM

PRICE

BKM-01

Book 9 Fld Coy RAE

$35.00

BV01

Bivy Bag: Standard Size Auscam

$250.00

BE-01

Belt Buckle RAE

$33

CW10

Map Case: Auscam

$20.00

B15-01

Bottle Opener: RAE Metal/Plastic

$3.00

CW11

Map Case: Auscam Mk 2

$23.00

C04-01

Book Rebuilding Afganistan

$60.00

F01

Firesteel: Army

$30.00

C04-02

Coaster: Metal, RAE Cypher

$5.00

H06

Camelback: Adaptor for S10 Respirator

$17.00

C06

Cooler: Stubby Holder, RAE Badge & Cypher, Red & Blue

$5.50

N01

Notebook: Field Message Note Book

$8.00

C01-03

Cap: RAE, Dark Blue

$20

N02-01

Notebook: Field Survey Notebook, OM26

$8.00

K08

Patch , Aust, blue flag, black flag

$5.50

N04-01

Brit Notebook Holder/Vui Tui Holder

$20.00

K01-01

Key Ring, RAE Enamel

$10

N02-02

Field survey Notebook holder

$20.00

K01-03

Key Ring, RAE Metal

$10

BT02

Boots: Altama 3LC Tan,Size 12 - 13

$250.00

K07

Knife: Leatherman, CHARGE, ALX

$232.00

W01

G-Shock Watch: G9000

$185.00

K03-11

Knife: Leatherman, Wave

$150.00

WEB

Webbing: SAW Vest, Auscam

$207.00

K03-26

Knife: Leatherman, Charge Titanium TTI

$280.00

P01-02

Pack: Crow 30L Auscam/Black

$69.00

K03-27

Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool

$110.00

P04

Pack: Spur Tropical, Auscam/Black/Tan

$199.00

K03-27

Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool CX

$130.00

P06

Pack: Sierra 1 Sniper Tropical, Auscam/Black

$100

S15-03

Statuette: Bailey Bridge Timor

$60.00

SUR

G2 Surefire Torch

$103

T01

Toiletry Bag, Auscam/Tan

$17.00

SUR1

G2 Surefire Torch Pouch

$15.00

HR03

Polar Heart Monitor A3

$141.00

S01

Shemagh: Black and Green/ Black and Tan

$15.00

K01-01

Key Ring: Enamel, RAE

$10

S10-01

Sleeping Bag: Softie, Merlin 3, Boot Reinforcement

$260.00

Z01-01

Lighter: Zippo, Lustre Etched RAE Badge & Cypher

$45.00

P10-AC1

Pouch, Small Universal

$18.00

Z01-02

Lighter: Zippo, Flints (6 per Pack)

$1.50

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Burrow 1

$120.00

M05-01

Mug: Thermomate Mug, Blue,Olive

$7.50

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Burrow 2

$130.00

SS

Silver Sapper

$116.90

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Jungle Bag with built in Mossie net

$120.00

H11

Drink Bottle RAE

$5.50

Jet Boil Cooker

$145.00

CLOTHING  -  GENERAL

FIELD  EQUIPMENT  &  CLOTHING

